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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is an exploration of the effects of the collision of large asteroids 

and comets on the atmosphere of the Earth and Earthlike planets. The first task 

undertaken is the characterization of the impact rates in the inner solar system 

during the present time, and during the first billion years of Solar System history 

when the flux was changing rapidly. Once defined, these fluxes are used to model 

the long term cumulative effect of multiple impacts on planetary atmospheres. 

The implications of cometary impacts on evolution of the water and deuterium 

abundances on Venus are examined. The short lifetime of water on Venus suggests 

that the water abundance is in a quasi-steady-state balance between loss by escape 

and replenishment by infal!. In addition, the observed deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio 

on Venus is consistent with a steady state and does not necessarily imply a past 

water excess. Results are presented of a model incorporating a stochastic cometary 

source and nonthermal escape of hydrogen that produces the observed water abun

dance and DIH ratio. The stochastic variability of each of these quantities is shown 

to be large. Water on Venus is likely to be in a near steady state mediated by large 

comet impacts. The early history of water on the planet has been obscured by a 

history of random impacts. 

A study of the effects of impact-generated dust clouds on the primitive Earth 

leads to the conclusion that such clouds were significant perturbers of the early 

climate. The Earth was shrouded by an optically-thick dust cloud for ~ 150-

250 m.y.. During this time the surface temperature was equal to the planetary 

equilibrium temperature unless significant heating by impacts or surface heat flow 
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existed beneath the dust cloud. An admixture of a few per cent of organic materials 

in the cloud may have significantly lowered the planetary bond albedo, thereby 

raising the equilibrium temperature. The epoch of continuous dust shrouding was 

followed by a period of stochastically intermittent dust clouds occuring at greater 

intervals as the early intense bombardment subsided towards the present day flux. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION: 

LARGE IMPACTS AND ATMOSPHERIC EVOLUTION 

Understanding of the evolution of planetary atmospheres has been increased 

greatly by the interplanetary spacecraft missions of the last twenty-five years. Ob

servations by the Mariner, Mars, Viking, Voyager, Pioneer, Venera, Vega and Giotto 

spacecraft, supplemented by advances in ground-based observational techniques, 

have given us the information to begin to address this study in a comparative 

sense, providing a wide range of examples of atmospheres against which theories 

can be tested. Yet this science is still in its infancy, and the characterization of the 

present states and evolutionary histories of the atmospheres of the planets is still 

fraught with mystery. 

In modeling atmospheric evolution, as in the geological sciences, models in

voking gradual, steady-state processes operating over geological time have been 

favored over theories emphasizing episodic, catastrophic events. Yet every well

preserved ancient surface in the solar system shows a record of massive, violent 

cosmic bombardment. Recently the discovery of evidence for a terminal Cretaceous 

impact event (Alvarez et al. 1980; Alvarez, 1986) has spurred much new interest 

in the possibility that catastrophic impacts may have played key roles in terres

trial geological and biological evolution. It is hard to imagine that these energetic 
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and frequent (by geological, if not by human time) events would not have major 

implications for atmospheric evolution as well. 

Several categories of impact processes important for atmospheric evolution have 

been described in the literature, at least in a preliminary fashion. These include; 

volatile accretion by impact and formation of an impact induced atmosphere during 

accretion (Abe and Matsui, 1985; Zar.nle et al. 1988; Chyba, 1987); impact erosion, 

or blow-off, in which a portion of a planet's atmosphere is removed by an energetic 

impact (Watkins, 1983; Walker, 1986; Melosh and Vickery, 1988); chemical dis

turbances caused by the impact- induced shock heating of planetary atmospheres 

(Hochstim, 1963; Watkins, 1983; Lewis et al. 1982; Jones and Lewis; 1986); and 

climatic perturbations caused by impact-generated dust clouds (Toon et al. 1982; 

Pollack et al. 1983). The purpose of the present study is to add to this body of 

work by identifying important areas of impact processing of planetary atmospheres 

which have not been previously studied and modeling these processes. 

In order to examine the cumulative "damage" inflicted on an evolving atmo

sphere by these intruders from beyond the sky, it will first be necessary to assess 

their numbers, and the frequency with which bodies of differing size and composi

tion are likely to drop in. Random impacts have apparently been quite important 

events in planetary history. While the overall numbers of impacts to be expected 

over time on a planetary surface may be quantified, the exact timing of individual 

impacts within these constraints is beyond our ability to model. Thus we are faced 

with the task of modelling phenomena which are of great importance but which 

can not be treated deterministically, and so we must employ random number gen

erators to create a stochastic model impact flux which, over the long term, has the 
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same properties as the actual flux. As long as impact probabilities do not change 

appreciably over the timescales being considered we may employ Poisson statistics. 

We may then speak of the "characteristic timescale" or expectation frequency of an 

event. 

The meaning of this is defined as follows: If T is the characteristic timescale for 

a given event, then the probability of this event occuring n times in time t is 

(1.1) 

If t = T and n = 1, then the probability is lie. This is the probability of an event 

happening only once during its timescale. The probability of it not happening at 

all during this time is also lie. The probability of it happening twice in this length 

of time is 1/2e. 

In Chapter Two I will review the available observational evidence pertaining to 

the magnitude and time-dependence of the impact flux in the inner solar system. 

The flux models which have been constructed from this evidence will be described 

and evaluated and, where necessary and possible, revised and extended through 

original modelling. The newest available information from such diverse sources as 

the recent spacecraft investigations of Halley's comet, dynamical studies of stellar 

perturbations of the Oort comet cloud, and recent advances in the theory of impact 

crater scaling will be include~. Having assessed the frequency of impacts of dif

ferent magnitudes, I will then discuss two areas where I have identified interesting 

consequences of large impact events on evolving planetary atmospheres. 
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In Chapter Three I will examine one role which the impact of large volatile

rich bodies seems to play in the modern solar system; that of controlling the water 

abundance on Venus. The canonical view of water on Venus is that the current 

escape flux of nonthermal hydrogen represents the tail end of a history of escape 

leading back to a time of Earthlike oceans. Yet an examination of the current 

abundance of water on Venus, and the nonthermal escape flux, imply a lifetime for 

water which is quite short compared to the age of the planet. This short lifetime 

of water, and estimates of the cometary hydrogen influx which are comparable to 

the escape flux, suggest the possibility of a very different picture of water on Venus; 

a quasi-steady-state in which escape is balanced over time by occasional sudden 

injections of water from large comet impacts. These ideas will be developed and 

quantified in Chapter Three. The consequences of this steady-state scenario for 

evolution of the deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio, a quantity which has been seen as 

diagnostic of past excesses of water on Venus, will be modelled. 

In Chapter Four I will turn to the implications for the early evolution of climate 

of the "early intense bombardment" , the rain of impactors many orders of magnitude 

more intense than the present-day bombardment rate which pelted the terrestrial 

planets during the first several hundred million years of their existence, leaving as its 

signature the ancient pockmarked surfaces of the Moon, Mars and Mercury. It now 

seems certain that the Cretaceous-Tertiary mass extinction was caused by a large 

impact event, although the details of this catastrophe will take a long time to work 

out. One of the leading contenders for the extinction mechanism is the global dark

ness and cooling caused by a globally distributed cloud of dust raised by the impact. 

Looking back to early solar system history when impact fluxes were much higher, 

Chapter Four is an examination of the effect of increasing the flux to the point where 
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this dust-laden atmosphere was not a rare aberration as it is at present but a back

ground state and then a frequent occurence as the impact storm slowly subsided 

towards its present level. Elucidating the climate during this epoch of Earth history 

is of great importance to the effort to understand how a biosphere got started on 

Earth. A comparative planetological approach to this question can help address the 

question of the uniqueness of conditions leading to the origin of life on Earth. 

Chapter Five will be a summary of the dissertation, restating the major con

clusions with suggestions for future work. 

Toward8 a New Cata8trophi8m? 

The nineteenth century "principle of uniformitarianism", advanced by James 

Hutton and promoted by Charles Lyell, represented a major intellectual achieve

ment. These geologists realized that the basic forms of landscapes on Earth could be 

explained by familiar processes operating over vast quantities of geologic time. They 

showed that what was required to move mountains was not miracles but time, that 

mountains could be built and then degraded by earthquakes and weathering acting 

on previously unimaginable timescales. The vastness of geological time was not 

fully realized until the twentieth century discovery of radioactivity provided both 

a means of understanding the sun's longevity (Immanuel Kant showed that con

ventional combustion could not sustain the sun's output for more than a thousand 

years.) and a means of accurately determining the ages of rocks. The development 

of plate tectonic theory in the 1960's provided a global theoretical framework for this 

gradualist view of terrestrial evolution. The principle of uniformitarianism helped 

to achieve for our temporal sense what the Copernican revolution and subsequent 
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increases in our cosmological knowledge have done for our spatial sense of our place 

in the universe. Just as we no longer believe "here" to be a special location - the 

Earth is not the center of the universe, we have learned that "now" is an incredibly 

insignificant stretch of time, even if "now" is taken to be the tenure of our culture 

or our species. (If we choose to identify with our biosphere, however, then we have 

been around for a significant fraction of the age of the universe!) Just as the "cos

mological principle" states that on the largest scales the universe is homogeneous 

and isotropic and therefore looks the same to observers anywhere, we should be 

suspicious of scientific explanations which require a special vantage point in time. 

As scientists with pretensions of objectivity we must try to remove any hidden 

biases from coloring our perceptions. It is interesting to consider further how the 

limited scope of our existence in time might have colored our view of the universe. 

The triumph of uniformitarianism was the realization that the gradual workings of 

familiar processes can, given sufficient time, account for large scale geologic motions. 

But "familiar" processes include only those that occur frequently enough so as to 

be common on the incredibly short timescale during which we have been able to ob

serve. It is not necessary to invoke miracles to admit that there could be important 

phenomena of which this brief glimpse has not afforded us a view. Yet the extreme 

empiricism of the uniformitarianists assumed that any phenomena which were be

yond the Earth, or unknown to their direct experience were incapable of affecting 

terrestrial evolution and thus could be ignored. The exclamation, attributed to 

Thomas Jefferson, that he would much sooner believe that Yankee professors would 

lie than that stones would fall from the heavens, was a reasonable inference based 

on his experience. Indeed the former occurs with a much greater frequency than the 

latter. Yet the limited scope of his direct experience led him to falsely conclude that 
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reports of meteorite falls were apocryphal. It is now becoming increasingly clear 

that models of terrestrial evolution which are strictly uniformitarian, in that they 

include only "familiar" processes, have missed some important features of Earth his

tory. The impact-extinction hypothesis for the K-T extinction has been criticized 

for being "catastrophic". This is an abuse of the principle of uniformitarianism, 

which was never intended as an aesthetic principle, but as a statement about the 

ability of geol-'oic time to make mountains out of molehills. A full view of planetary 

history must not only include "normal" processes but also phenomena which are 

"abnormal" in the sense of being very unlikely in the timescale to which we have 

had direct accesoJ. In order for such unlikely phenomena to compete, in terms of ge

ological importance, with the more familiar, constant reworkings of the Earth which 

are familiar to us, they must be of sufficiently great magnitude to compensate for 

this infrequency with dramatic effects. The approximately power-law size distribu

tions of asteroids and comets suggests that impact events have energies inversely 

proportional to their frequencies raised to some power, and thus have the makings 

of a spectrum of events which could be unfamiliar to us, but of great importance 

to the history of the Earth and the biosphere. We are just now learning that there 

have been such rare events which are powerful enough to be major players in the 

long term history of the planet. It is certainly unscientific to reject the possibility 

of such events out of a philosphical or aesthetic predisposition against them. 

Yet in a sense the division between gradualist and catastrophist models of plan

etary history may be a false dichotomy. Even the so called "uniformitarian" geo

logical processes proceed largely by a series of discrete events of varying magnitude. 

Faulting happens in sudden earthquakes and erosion does most of its damage in 

large storms and floods. Why is a hundred year flood considered to be part of a 
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uniformitarian process, while invoking a hundred million year asteroid impact to 

explain a mass extinction is described as a catastrophic explanation? The dividing 

line between what is or isn't considered catastrophic seems to come when the charac

teristic time between important occurences exceeds our time-base of observations. 

Recently we have been rapidly extending the time base of our knowledge of the 

universe, further increasing our awareness of phenomena which are not familiar to 

us in terms of direct experience. The space program and solar system exploration 

have been key to this expansion. A reliable lunar chronology, new knowledge of 

planet formation and solar system history, and a better assessment of the numbers, 

compositions and motions of small bodies in the solar system are all recent products 

of these efforts. This new knowledge, along with improvements in the terrestrial 

record, most notably the convergence of paleontological and geochemical data which 

led to the Cretaceous-Tertiary impact hypothesis, has allowed us to begin increas

ing the time-base of our knowledge of the universe, just as the range of our spatial 

awareness has been dramatically increased by the advances of modern astronomy. 

Thus the principle of uniformitarianism still holds, but what is considered a "fa

miliar" or "normal" process must be extended to include our new awareness of 

phenomena which, by nature of their very long characteristic timescales, can only 

become known to us by these indirect means. The "new catastrophism" just repre

sents a lengthening of our observational time-base, admitting more rare and more 

violent, but equally important phenomena into our range of understanding. 

The realization that large impacts have been important events in the evolu

tion of life on Earth is still quite new, and the extent to which these episodes have 

controlled this process has not yet been determined. Many geologists and paleon

tologists, perhaps overly influenced by their uniformitarian schooling, still reject the 
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K-T impact extinction hypothesis in the face of overwhelming evidence (summa

rized in Chapter Four). One respected paleontologist has recently gone so far as 

to state that there may no longer be a need to postulate any mechanism for mass 

extinctions other than large impacts (Raup, 1988). The history of life on Earth may 

be a long series of cycles of evolution and destruction by such impact events. As will 

be discussed later in the conclusions of Chapter Five, it is possible that chemical 

evolution of sufficient complexity to form the first self-replicating molecular system 

had to await a decline in the early impact flux to where the time between environ

mental disturbances caused by large impacts was less than the time needed for this 

evolution to take place. 

The shattering of a stable ecosystem by the K-T impact event, leading to the 

demise of the large reptiles and the subsequent success of the mammals may have 

paved the way for the development of human beings and cultural evolution. In this 

context it is intriguing to wonder whether the evolution on Earth o:(.a lifeform with 

sufficient intelligence and adaptability to develop language and a technical civiliza-

tion happened when it did because there was sufficient time between consecutive 

impact catastrophes for such complexity to evolve. If so, then we may owe our 

existence in part to a random fluctuation in the impact flux. Let Tciv be the charac

teristic time for an intelligent species with a technical civilization, which is aware of 

the threat of occasional large impacts and capable of taking preventative measures 

against them, to evolve on a planet following a mass extinction event, and Tdes be 

the characteristic time between impacts which are destructive enough to cause mass 

extinctions. If large impacts are dominant limiters of the evolution of various forms 

of complexity, then the evolution of the ratio of :cill in planetary evolution may be 
'des 

important for determining where and when intelligent civilizations arise and thrive 
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in the universe and thus may be important in the Drake equation (the quantitative 

estimation of the number of civilizations in the galaxy) or discussions of the "Fermi 

Paradox" (the question of why, if life is a natural occurence, we seem to be alone). 

Despite the good intentions behind the cosmological principle and its temporal 

corollaries, it seems as much a mistake to assume that here and now are completely 

representative of the history and large scale structure. of the universe as it is to 

assume that we are at the center of the universe and that now is a special time. 

Universal physical laws are not incompatible with enormous diversity in the un

folding of events at particular locations. The most likely situation is that we have 

appeared at a place and time which are in some ways representative of the universe 

in general and in some ways, due to the inherent spatial and temporal randomness 

of the universe, special to this locality. Against the backdrop of this apparently rea

sonable assumption is the disquieting question of whether our existence itself implies 

a special location. As scientists we seem to feel driven to find that our emergence is 

a natural consequence of cosmic evolution yet, for all we know at present, terrestrial 

life may be unique in the universe. Other than search directly for evidence of other 

life in the universe, which is being done in at least a preliminary fashion, the way 

to address this haunting question is to try our best to understand the story of life's 

emergence and development on Earth in the context of comparative planetology. 

By learning in general how planets form and evolve in the universe and by eluci

dating more clearly the conditions which allowed the first self-replicating chemical 

systems to form on Earth, we can begin to address the question of how universal 

or, alternatively, how unique these conditions seem to be. It is hoped that the work 

contained in this dissertation may be a small stone in the cathedral of knowledge 

required to answer these questions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE IMPACT HISTORY OF THE EARTH 

The purpose of this chapter is to constrain quantitatively, within the limits of 

current uncertainties, the impact history of the Earth. Functions will be defined 

which describe, in a probabilistic formalism, the present day flux of large objects 

through the inner solar-system and the time-dependence of this flux throughout the 

history of the solar system. The approach taken will be to describe things in as 

simple a fashion as the data merits, favoring analytic tractability over inappropriate 

detail. This is justified partly by the crude state of our knowledge of these events 

(the most important of which typically occur at time intervals not simply longer 

than the age of our civilization, but longer than the age of our species) and partly by 

a belief in William of Occam's doctrine of simplicity, bolstered by the observation 

that physical processes in nature often do lead to phenomena which are accurately 

described by simple mathematical functions: a population of orbiting bodies being 

removed by any random process such as collision or gravitational perturbation de

clines exponentially. The combined forces of obliteration and agglomeration acting 

simultaneously at many different scales lead to power-law, or "fractal" size distribu

tions in the dust raised by a. nuclear explosion, as well as in a collisionally evolved 

population of asteroids. 
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THE PRESENT-DAY BACKGROUND FLUX 

Several approaches have been employed to constrain the current fluxes of comets 

and asteroids through the inner solar system. Each has its necessary assumptions 

and uncertainties, yet broadly consistent results create confidence in the methods. 

Of central importance to this effort is the lunar cratering record. The moon is a 

near-enough neighbor to the Earth that its cratering history, after correcting for 

the focusing effect of the Earth's larger gravitational well, can be considered to be 

identical to the Earth's. Unlike the Earth, the Moon has no weather, in particular 

no hydrological cycle, and no plate tectonics, allowing crater populations - the 

ultimate record of the interaction of a population of orbiting objects with a planetary 

surface - to persist over billions of years. In addition to this we have accurately 

determined radiometric ages of many points on the lunar surface. So, in theory, all 

we have to do is count the number of craters on a given surface unit, divide by the 

area of the unit and the age and we have a flux of objects per unit area per unit 

time, integrated over the age of the surface. Similar determinations for surfaces of 

diverse ages can yield information about the relative constancy of the flux over time. 

Unfortunately, there are many factors complicating this exercise. What is desired 

is not merely a tabulation of the total number of objects which has impacted on a 

surface but a knowledge of the size distribution of these populations. Recovering 

the size distribution of the population of impactors from the observed crater size

frequency distributions requires the use of semi-empirical scaling relations. These 

are crude tools, requiring the extrapolation of incompletely understood physics over 

many orders of magnitude beyond laboratory experience. Fortunately we have an 

independent method of determining the present-day cratering flux, which may then 
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be used to make sure that crater-counting and scaling has yielded results which are 

at least in the right ballpark. This second method involves determining the absolute 

magnitude distributions of astronomically observed populations of objects. These 

distributions are converted to mass distributions by maldng reasonable assumptions 

about density and albedo, and various compensations for observational selection. 

Dynamical modelling is then used to predict terrestrial impact frequencies. 

The encouraging result is that in general the results of these independent meth

ods are in very close agreement, differing by less than the sum of the estimated 

errors. Independent geochemical estimates of the total influx of extraterrestrial 

matter also yield results in agreement with these determinations. 

The Quantitative Description of Size-Distributions 

At this point it will be useful to describe some general concepts regarding the 

description of size distributions, and name some variables to be used. The size 

distribution of a population of impacting objects is usually modelled as a power law 

(Dohnanyi, 1969, 1972; Shoemaker, 1983) of the form 

n(m)dm = km-qdm (2.1) 

where n(m) is the number of objects with mass between m and m + dm, k is a 

constant which reflects the total mass of the population, and q is the mass index 
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or spectral index of the population. Often a cumulative form of the distribution is 

used in which the number of objects of a given mass or larger is given: 

N(m) = Km-Q (2.2) 

where Q = q -1. These distributions are also often given in terms of power laws of 

diameter. If spherical objects of uniform density are assumed, then the cumulative 

diameter index P = 3Q, and the incremental diameter index p = 3q - 2. 

There are two different ways of describing crater size distributions in common 

usage, each of which has its advantages for different applications. One is in terms 

of a power law of the form described above for astronomical objects. Both the 

differential and cumulative forms have been used. These are usually represented 

graphically on log-log plots of diameter vs. number, in which case power-laws 

conveniently make straight lines with the slope equal to negative one times the 

power index. Trial and error has led to the convention of using succesive size 

bins differing by a factor of J2 which represents a reasonable compromise between 

the loss of sensitivity with coarser binning and greater statistical errors with finer 

binning. Cumulative plots have the advantage of being independent of bin size 

(Melosh, 1989). Power law representations are mathematically simple, and thus are 

advantageous for use in modeling where simple analytic expressions are desired and 

a characterization of the bulk properties of a population will often suffice. They 

are also useful in converting, with the use of scaling relations to size-distributions 

of impacting objects, since these distributions are usually described with power

laws. However they do have the disadvantage of tending to gloss over small but 
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significant differences between different crater populations which may be diagnostic 

of impactor size-distribution or surface processes. 

Although most crater populations are found to approximate power law distri

butions closely, there are deviations from the power law distribution and changes 

in slope with size range. A graphical technique that is designed to highlight this 

information is the R plot. This takes advantage of the fact that most crater pop

ulations are closely approximated by incremental power law distributions with an 

index of b = 3 (or cumulative distributions with B = 2) by displaying a ratio of 

the observed incremental distribution to that of a distribution with b = 3 (Strom, 

et ai, 1981). (This is sometimes referred to as a "minus three" distribution but in 

this case, as in the power law distributions defined above, I will use positive indices, 

with the preceding minus sign being implicit.) In terms of the cumulative power 

law distribution Neum(D), R(D) is given by 

R(D) = [(;:~ 1)] D2 [N,um(D) - N",m (,f2D) 1 (2.3) 

and is proportional to the fraction feeD) of the total area covered by craters in 

the diameter interval D to ~D, with R(D) = 3.65fe(D) (Melosh, 1989). R plots 

have been used to demonstrate differences in the crater distributions at many so

lar system locations (Strom, 1987). Measured cratering rates and those predicted 

from astronomical observations are both usually given in terms of the cumulative 

number of craters greater than a given diameter, often 10 or 20 km, per unit time. 

These quantities can be compared to those using different diameters by using an 
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appropriate size index and integrating over the incremental distribution to find the 

expected cumulative number for the diameter of interest. 

Astronomical Observations of Earth-Crossing Objects 

The astronomical observations of objects in orbits which can intersect the 

Earth's orbit have been discussed in several reviews. Wetherill and Shoemaker 

(1982) and Shoemaker (1983) reviewed the magnitude distributions of Earth cross

ing and main belt asteroids. Observations in the thermal infrared allow the determi

nation of albedos from the ratio of reflected light in visible wavelengths to thermal 

emission (Morrison, 1977; Morrison and Lebofsky, 1979). This allows the recovery 

of a diameter distribution. Compositional information is derived from IR and vis

ible spectroscopy, and comparisons with meteorite types which are thought to be 

derived from the various classes of asteroids. This allows reasonable" assumptions 

about the bulk densities of asteroids and the determination of a mass distribution. 

A mature population of orbiting bodies suffering under the competing effects of 

fragmenting collisions and agglomeration will have a power law mass distribution 

with 1.6 < q < 1.8 (Dohnanyi, 1969, 1972; Safronov and Ruzmaikina, 1985). The 

smaller values of q will result in a population where accretion dominates. A pop

ulation with high relative velocities, and thus a greater likelihood of fragmenting 

collisions will tend to show lower mass indices. The mass distribution for main belt 

asteroids between 1 and 100 km diameter is approximated by a power law with 

a cumulative mass index Q ~ 2/3 (Wetherill and Shoemaker, 1982; Shoemaker, 

1983). 
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The derivation of a reliable absolute magnitude distribution of cometary nuclei 

has been riddled with difficulties. Reflected light from active comets is mostly 

dominated by dust and gas emissions in the coma and tail, and photometry of 

"naked" nuclei is rare. Telescopic albedo determinations of cometary nuclei are 

quite difficult, ·and it was not until the spacecraft encounters of Halley's comet in 

1986 that a reliable albedo was determined for at least one comet. The Halley flybys 

revealed an albedo of only 3-4 %, demonstrating that dirty snowballs are among 

the darkest objects in the solar system, and causing cometary mass estimates based 

on assumptions of higher albedos to be revised upwards (Sagdeev et aI, 1986). 

Cometary densities, also essential information for mass determinations, are still 

highly uncertain, but recent estimates of Halley's mass suggest a density of 0.6 

g cm-3 (Weissman, 1989). The degree to which comet Halley can be taken to 

represent an "average" comet is unknown. Extrapolating these properties to all 

comets is a good point of departure and represents a significant improvement over 

calculations which were previously performed using educated guesses as input data. 

However it should be kept in mind that properties such as albedo and even density 

could vary considerably from comet to comet. 

The mass distribution of cometary nuclei has been estimated to be similar to 

the main belt asteroid distribution, showing a cumulative diameter index of P :::::: 2, 

or a mass distribution of Q :::::: 2/3 (Shoemaker and Wolfe, 1982; Shoemaker, 1983). 

Everhart (1967) performed a detailed analysis of the manifold, and often quite sub

tle selection effects involved in cometary observations, and concluded that there 

was a steepening of the mass index at absolute magnitudes less than 6, indicating 

a paucity of large comet nuclei. This result has been widely accepted and used in 

many models of cometary impact fluxes on the terrestrial planets (Weissman, 1982, 
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1989, Ip and Fernandez, 1988). However, while Everhart's discussion is quite valu

able in calling attention to the many selection effects involved, his results depend 

upon some very simple implicit assumptions about human visual perception, and 

the existence of the change in slope at large masses has been called into question 

by several recent studies (Hughes, 1987,1988, Donnison, 1986). Hughes (1988) dis

cusses several reasons why Everhart's slope change is suspect. Most convincingly, 

Hughes divides the long period comet data into several groups according to perihe

lion distance, and finds that the systematic difference in slope index with perihelia, 

which would be predicted by Everhart's analysis of the selection effects, is absent. 

These studies conclude that there is no evidence for a change in slope at large 

masses. Hughes (1988) finds a cometary mass index (cumulative) of Q = 0.75 ± .05. 

Donnison (1986) found Q = 0.71 ± .05. 

Some researchers have performed statistical analyses of the temporal distribu

tion of major biological extinction events and the terrestrial impact record and have 

claimed the existence of a 26 million year periodicity in these records. More recently 

other studies have found cycles of 28 and 32 million years, while others have strongly 

questioned the existence of any periodicity (Shoemal{er and Wolfe, 1986; Hut et aI, 

1987). One idea which has been proposed to explain the existence of this possible 

periodicity has been dubbed the "Death Star" or "Nemesis" hypothesis (Muller 

1985, 1986; Hut, 1986). According to this theory the Sun has an undiscovered dark 

companion star in a highly elliptical orbit with a 26 million year period. Every 26 

million years when the dark companion nears perigee, it passes through the "Oort 

cloud" of comets which surrounds the solar system and perturbs a great number of 

comets into the inner solar system. Each of these "comet showers" sends perhaps 
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109 comets into the inner solar system where several would impact the earth, cre

ating catastrophic climatic changes, resulting in a mass extinction event. However 

the probability of the companion star's orbit remaining stable over billions of years 

has been shown to be vanishingly small (Shoemaker and Wolfe, 1986; Tremaine, 

1986), and all attempts to detect "Nemesis" up to the present time have failed. 

The existence of comet showers has been called into question lately by several 

researchers whose doubts about claims of evidence for periodic comet showers in the 

geological and paleontological records have needlessly fostered doubt about the ex

istence of episodic comet showers of any kind. It is unfortunate that the appearance 

in the literature of the legitimate and robust astrophysical theory of comet showers 

was followed quickly with these questionable claims of periodicity, which led to this 

association. For this reason I will now digress with a brief review of the theory of 

comet showers. 

Comet Showers 

The methodology and language employed in the characterization of comet or

bits are an interesting hybrid of celestial mechanics and statistical mechanics. When 

treating the orbits of such vast numbers of objects the emphasis is not so much on 

the detailed calculation of the orbital elements of individual comets as on a bulk 

statistical characterization of the eccentricities, inclinations and semimajor axes of 

the comets composing the cloud. In statistical thermodynamics, the precise quan

tum mechanical solutions to a limited number of problems are generalized through 
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statistical methods to succesfully predict the behavior of gasses composed of ex

tremely large numbers of molecules. III similar fashion the solution to a few specific 

cometary perturbation problems has been statistically extrapolated to explain the 

inferred properties of the bulk cloud. Thus we speak of cometary inclinations and 

aphelion velocities being "thermalized", or randomized, by the combined perturb

ing effects of many encounters with passing stars. Recently statistical arguments 

have been invoked to predict that the properties of the "observed cloud" have been 

misjudged and distorted by observational selection. 

Oort (1950) suggested that the main statistical features of comet orbits could 

be explained by the combined perturbing effects of passing stars and Jupiter. He 

observed that "new" long period comets seemed to come from between 50,000 and 

100,000 AU and postulated these as the boundaries of the spherical comet cloud 

surrounding the Solar System. Semimajor axes in this range give typical orbital 

periods in the cloud of 4 x 106 years. He inferred a cloud population of 1011 comets 

with a total mass on the order ofl/l0 to 1/100 that ofthe Earth, and described how 

passing stars send a continuous stream of comets from this cloud into the inner solar 

system where they become observable objects. Today the Oort cloud is generally 

described as containing about one Earth mass of material and containing perhaps 

1012 comets. The cloud is inferred, from the derived apogees of long period comets, 

to have an abrupt inner boundary at around 20,000 AU. 

Recently it has been suggested that the sharp inner boundary is not a real 

phenomenon but an artifact of observational selection, and that, due to this bias, 

the total mass and dimensions of the comet cloud have been badly misjudged (Hills, 
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1981, 1986). In order to follow the reasoning behind this claim we must look at the 

theory of stellar perturbations of comets. 

A useful concept for the discussion of stellar perturbations of comets is the 

"loss cone". At a given distance from the sun, a fraction F( r) of the comets have 

velocity vectors which place them in orbits having perihelia in the planetary region 

of the solar system. This sun-centered bundle of velocity vectors forms a loss cone 

in velocity space. Comets in the loss cone remain in it until they are either scattered 

by Jupiter into hyperbolic orbits, or destroyed. Another way of visualizing the loss 

cone is presented in Figure 2.1 (after Weissman, 1980). This is a schematic diagram 

of velocity phase space in the plane perpendicular to the comets radius vector. OV 

is a characteristic change in velocity due to the perturbation of a passing star. 

If a comet's tangential velocity at aphelion falls within the circle of Vtan = 1.88 

mls it will have a perihelion within five AU of the sun. This circle is, in effect, 

a two dimensional slice of the loss cone. It can be seen from this diagram how 

continued random perturbations will eventually send a comet into the loss cone. 

T[(r) is defined as the typical lifetime of a comet in the loss cone at a distace r. 

Ts(r) is the characteristic time that it takes for passing stars to "thermalize" the 

velocities in the cloud and refill the loss cone. Ts decreases with increasing r, since 

stellar encounters are more frequent at greater distances from the sun. (That is, we 

are sampling a larger volume of space.) For a given r, if T[ < Ts , there will be a 

deficiency of comets in the loss cone. If T[ > T s , there is no significant depletion of 

comets in the loss cone, and F(r) is simply the angular area of the cone in units of 

471' steradians (Hills 1981). 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic Diagram of Cometary Perturbation 

Velocity phase space normal to the radius vector of a comet (after Weissman, 1980). 
Vaph and Vnew are the initial aphelion velocity and new velocity. SV is the tangential 
perturbation in a typical stellar encounter. If an aphelion distance of 5 x 104 AU 
is assumed, then comets falling within the 1.88 m s-1 circle will have perihelia ~ 5 
AU. 
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The rate of thermalization of comet orbits can be characterized in terms of a 

"smear cone". In the characteristic loss cone lifetime 1i, passing stars change the 

velocity of comets at r by an average amount ~ V. In velocity space this produces 

a smear cone of () = t~. Va is the average speed of the comets at r. If at some 

distance r from the sun the angular area of this smear cone exceeds that of the 

loss cone, there is no net depletion of comets in the loss cone. (This condition is 

equivalent to Tl > Ts.) Hills(1981) derived expressions for Fs - the fraction of 

velocity space occupied by the smear cone, and Fq - the fraction occupied by the 

loss cone. For a given a, if FBI Fq is less than unity, then a p~ssing star does not fill 

the loss cone for comets with this semimajor axis. If this ratio is greater than one, 

then the loss cone is filled. Hills found that: 

(2.4) 

where Ms and Msun are the masses of the passing star and the sun, respectively, 

and Ps is the closest approach distance of the star. The key term in this expression 

is (P8) 4. The fourth power dependence here means that this ratio is extremely 

sensitive to the ratio of semimajor axis of the comets and the closest approach 

distance of the passing star. Thus the passage of an individual star through the 

comet cloud will fill the loss cone of those comets with semimajor axes greater than 

or equal to the closest approach distance of the star, but it will make no significant 

contribution to filling the loss cones of comets with smaller semimajor axes. 

The mean time, Ts , between stellar encounters in which a star passes within 

Ps = a of the sun is a function of distance from the sun. If 1i, the loss cone lifetime, 
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of comets with semimajor axis a is greater than Ts, the loss cone remains filled at 

this distance. The flux of comets entering the inner solar system from this region 

will then be in a steady state. However, if T/ < Ts then the loss cone for semimajor 

axis a will usually be empty. When a star does pass within Ps = a, the resulting 

perturbations will fill the loss cone, causing a sudden massive influx of comets from 

this region to enter the planetary system. This comet "shower" lasts for ~ T/. 

There is a critical distance from the sun, acrit, outside of which comets are in a 

steady state flux and inside of which comets only enter the planetary system in 

occasional but intense showers. This critical distance is at the point where Ts = Ti. 

The fraction of the time during which a shower is in progress for a given a is Tt!Ts. 

This ratio drops rapidly below unity when a < acrit. 

What is the semimajor axis acrit, which separates the outer, steady state comets 

from the inner, shower comets? From kinetic theory we have: 

( 2 )-1 Ts = 'Ira nVs (2.5) 

where n is the local number density of stars and Vs is the average velocity of the 

sun relative to neighboring stars. Reasonable assumptions are that n = 0.1 star per 

cubic parsec and Vs = 30 km/s. Using Kepler's third law, we can write: 

( 3) 2 'Ira '2 
Ti=()( 1 

(GMsun) '2 
(2.6) 
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where Q is the average number of perihelion passes survived by the comets, before 

they are destroyed or perturbed out of the loss cone by Jupiter. Q is observed to 

be ~ 4. a = acrit when Ts = Tl, so: 

acrit = (2.7) 

It is intriguing that this theoretically derived critical distance is roughly iden

tical to the observed inner boundary of the Dort cloud. This suggests that the 

observed inner boundary of the cloud is an observational artifact. This observa

tional bias is in the temporal sense that at any random point in time, like now for 

instance, we are likely to be sampling the steady state comets, but not the inner 

shower comets. 

The "observed", canonical Dort cloud may in fact be simply the outer halo 

of a much more massive comet cloud. Hills (1981) predicts at least two orders of 

magnitude more comets in the inner cloud than in the "Dort halo". This would 

amount to at least 1013 comets having a total mass of a few tens of Earth masses. 

Using th~~s.e deduced cloud properties, Hills calculated the magnitude and duration 

of a ",typical" comet shower. For a star approaching within a distance of 3 x lO3 

AU, Ts = 5 X 108 years, meaning that such an event has happened about 9 times 

over the age of the solar system. Tl is equal to about 4 times the orbital period 

at this distance or ~ 7 x 105 years. This is the duration of these comet showers. 

Hills calculated that during this interval comets would be entering the inner solar 

system at the astounding rate of 104 comets/year, or 1 comet/hour! The number 
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of comets hitting the earth during this shower has been calculated to be between 

10 and 200 (Hills, 1981). 

Hut et al. (1987) reviewed the evidence for comet showers in the terrestrial 

record. This evidence includes possible "stepwise extinctions" in the paleontolog

ical record in which mass extinctions appear to have occured in several discrete 

steps, and such geological phenomenona as clusters of microtektite horizons and 

possible clusters in the ages of impact craters. They also reviewed the astronomical 

theory of comet showers and performed Monte Carlo simulations of comet showers, 

showing that the temporal profile of such a shower on Earth, having a full width at 

half maximum of slightly under 106 years, is consistent with comet showers being 

responsible for these terrestrial phenomena. They concluded that the evidence is 

consistent with, but not proof positive for, this causal link. The speculation that 

periodic comet showers, triggered by passage of a companion star through the comet 

cloud, have been pivotal events in the evolution of terrestrial geology and biology is 

at present controversial. However, episodic comet showers as a phenomenon seem 

to be solidly based in theory. 

Predicted Cratering Rates From Astronomical Objects 

As of May 1988, approximately 80 earth crossing asteroids had been discovered 

(Shoemaker et al. 1988). The high rate of discovery at present indicates that the 

number of undiscovered objects is large. Probabilities of collision with Earth have 

been calculated by (Shoemaker et aI, 1979, 1988) for most of the known Earth 

crossers. They find a mean collision probability of 0.49 x 10-8 yr-1 . From data on 
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the proportion of compositional types, the observed velocity distribution, and the 

theoretical distribution of impact angles, and using an appropriate crater scaling 

law, they estimate a terrestrial production rate of 1.6 x 10-14 craters larger than 

10 km in diameter per square kilometer per year, with an estimated error of a 

factor of two. This calculation uses the assumption that Earth crossing asteroids 

have the same magnitude-frequency distribution as main belt asteroids in order to 

extrapolate from the numbers of bright objects, where discovery statistics are good, 

to fainter, smaller objects. This assumption seems to be justified, as the population 

of Earth crossers is probably in steady-state with supply from main belt asteroids. A 

combination of collisional breakup of main belt asteroids, resonant perturbations of 

collison fragments, and perturbation by encounter with Mars appears to be adequate 

to supply Earth crossers at an adequate rate to balance loss by collision with planets 

or ejection from the solar system (Wetherill and Shoemaker, 1982; Shoemaker, 1983; 

Shoemaker et ai, 1979, 1988). Earth crossers are in general spectroscopically similar 

to asteroids found in the inner part of the main belt. These considerations suggest 

that the impact flux on Earth due to Earth crossing asteroids has remained relatively 

steady over the past 3 billion years, with occasional surges of up to an order of 

magnitude increase in number caused by breakup of large main belt asteroids. These 

surges could occur at intervals of about 5 x 108 years and persist for ~ 3 x 107 years 

(Shoemaker et al., 1988). 

The expected cratering rate due to comets is much more difficult to determine 

than that due to asteroids. Cometary mass determinations are problematical, for 

reasons discussed above. The dynamics of comet orbits are also not well understood, 

with large uncertainties remaining in our knowledge of the size and shape of the 

"Oort cloud", the absolute fluxes of long and short-period comets, and the lifetime 
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and fates of comets in various orbits. Estimates of the percentage of 10 km craters 

formed on the Earth by the astronomically observed comet flux range from 10 to 30 

% (Shoemaker, 1983; Weissman, 1989). Added to this "steady-state" flux of comets 

may be a significant contribution by comet showers. 

Recent estimates, making use of post Halley encounter mass estimates and 

recent theoretical treatments of comet showers, are that cometary nuclei are re

sponsible for roughly half of the 10 km impacts on Earth (Wetherill, 1986), with 

long period, short period and shower comets comprising 16, 7, and 34 per cent 

respectively of the total flux (Weissman, 1986). The shower contribution is diffi

cult to predict precisely, as it depends on the mass and configuration of the "inner 

Oort cloud". Including all of these comet populations may require increasing the 

predicted cratering rate given above for Earth-crossing asteroids by a factor of two. 

How do these cratering fluxes which have been derived from observations and 

dynamical modelling of astronomical objects compare to the measured crater den

sities and inferred fluxes on the Earth and the Moon? In short form, the answer to 

this question is "Fairly well, considering the uncertainties involved in each method" . 

The Cratering Record 

In a survey of well identified terrestrial impact structures Grieve and Dence 

(1979) found a production rate on the North American Craton of (0.36±0.1)x 10-14 

km - 2 yr -1 of craters 2:: 20 km in diameter over Phanerozoic time (the last 600 Myr). 

The corresponding rate on the European Craton was found to be (O.33±O.2) X 10-14 

km-2 yr-1. Shoemaker (1983) averaged these values and, assuming a size index of 
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1.84, based on the lunar crater distribution, derived a rate for craters;::: 10 km of 

(1.24±0.36) x 10-14 km-2 yr-1 . This is in fairly close agreement with the estimated 

present cratering rate given above, being somewhat lower but within the error bars. 

It is quite likely that some terrestrial craters have been missed due to erosional 

processes, and fragmentation and explosion of weak bodies in the atmosphere could 

somewhat reduce the expected numbers of 10 km craters. Given these factors, 

the agreement is excellent. Shoemaker (1977) studied the crater population in 

the Mississippi lowland of the United states, where a thin veneer of Phanerozoic 

sediments overlays Precambrian cratonic rock, thus presumably preserving a fairly 

complete cratering record. He found a rate of craters;::: 10 km of (2.2 ± 1.1) x 

10-14 km-2 yr-l, in even closer agreement with the estimated present rate. Thus 

it appears that, at least over the long term averages represented by these crater 

surveys, the impact flux at the Earth has been relatively constant over the last 

billion years. 

Crater counts and estimated cratering rates for numerous provinces on the lunar 

maria have been summarized by the Basaltic Volcanism Study Project (1981). After 

correction for gravitational focusing, the derived average cratering rates for the lunar 

surface are nearly identical to the terrestrial rates given above and, with error bars 

of about a factor of two, can be considered to be identical. This led the Basaltic 

Volcanism Study Project, and many others, to conclude that the average cratering 

flux over the last 3.2 billion years has been roughly the same as that represented by 

the terrestrial record, which gives an average over the last 600 million to 1 billion 

years. The apparent near equality of these fluxes with those predicted for the 

presently observed population of Earth-crossing objects, coupled with dynamical 

models suggesting that the current population of Earth-crossers is in steady-state, 
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leads to a general picture of a more or less constant cratering flux of asteroids and 

comets over the last 3 billion years. This is the justification for the term "present

day flux" which I have been using interchangeably to refer to the predicted flux from 

modern telescopic observations and fluxes derived from the terrestrial and post-mare 

lunar records. In reality there is no "present-day" flux since we are describing a 

stochastic phenomenon in probabilistic form. Yet the apparent constancy of the 

average flux over these widely different time-spans suggests that this is a useful 

concept, although this average flux is occasionally punctuated by comet showers 

and pulses of increased asteroidal flux corresponding to collisional fragmentation of 

large bodies in the asteroid belt with subsequent orbital diffusion to Earth crossing 

orbits. 

There have been some suggestions in the literature of evidence for a modern 

cratering rate which is higher by a factor of two than the average post-mare rate. 

This is based on dynamical predictions of the present-day cratering flux which were 

a factor of two higher than the median estimates based on crater counts (Shoemaker 

et at., 1979). This difference was never larger than the estimated errors involved, 

yet some researchers interpreted it to mean that we are presently in a minor comet 

shower. However, more recent estimates of the current flux of objects are more 

closely in accord with the crater counts (Shoemaker et al., 1988). In order to make 

an informed comparison between these two methods of estimating the flux, we must 

look at crater scaling. 
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Impact Crater Scaling 

The link between cratering fluxes derived through dynamical modelling of as

tronomically observed objects to those derived through crater counts and age de

terminations depends upon crater scaling, which attempts to predict the size of the 

crater which will be made by an impactor of a given size and velocity into a target 

of given material properties. The problem is not an easy one. Typical asteroidal 

and cometary impact velocities at Earth are ~ 20 and 47 km/s, respectively. The 

Cretaceous-Tertiary impactor apparently had a mass of ~ 1018 grams, and objects 

ranging up to several orders of magnitude larger still have probably been important 

in Earth history. These fantastically energetic, and geologically important, events 

are not amenable to direct observational study. If we were "lucky" enough to ob

serve a very large impact on the Earth, then perhaps future generations of reptilian 

scientists would argue over the cause of the sudden disappearance of our bones and 

artifacts. Experimental impacts of asteroids onto the Moon may one day be pos

sible, but Greenpeace would probably protest, and perhaps rightly so. Laboratory 

experience is restricted to much less energetic events, with velocities less than 10 

km/s. 

The history and theory of crater scaling relations are reviewed by Melosh (1989). 

This is a long and interesting story which will not be covered here except to sum

marize some important results and stress the level of uncertainty of our present 

knowledge of impact phenomena. Several early studies used the analogy between 

bomb explosion craters and impact craters and found that the diameter of the 

transient cavity (which is smaller than the final crater diameter which results after 

collapse) scales as a factor of impact energy, that is D = CW'Y where D is transient 
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cavity diameter and W is energy. 'Y was empirically determined to be 1/3 and later 

modified to 1/3.4 in studies incorporating large nuclear craters. C is an empirically 

determined constant. Although this simple energy scaling has been superseded by 

more sophisticated approaches, it is still in widespread usage in the literature. More 

recently "Buckingham-Pi" theory, or Pi group scaling has been very successful in 

predicting laboratory results over a reasonably wide range of energies and other 

relevant variables, providing some confidence in extrapolations to much more vio

lent natural events. This approach makes use of dimensional analysis, identifying 

all the relevant variables which determine crater size and placing them in various 

dimensionless ratios. These variables include impactor velocity, density, mass, an-

gle of incidence, target strength and density, and gravitational acceleration. The 

functional relationship between the dimensionless parameters is then determined 

experimentally. 

Recent experiments have found a consistent power-law relationship 

(2.8) 

where 1I"n, the scaled crater diameter = D (~)1/3, and 11"2, the gravity- scaled pro

jectile size = l.~fL. Here D is the transient crater diameter, Pt is target density, 
• 

m L and Vi are impactor mass, diameter, and velocity, and g is gravitational accel-

eration. Cn and f:J are experimentally determined constants (Schmidt and Housen, 

1987). While this relationship between these dimensionless parameters seems to 

hold up very well, leading to nice straight lines on log-log plots of 1I"n vs. 11"2, 
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unfortunately f3 and CD are different for different target materials, and must be ex

perimentally determined for each material of interest. Crater dimensions apparently 

depend on some material property, or properties, which are as yet not understood 

and thus have not been incorporated into dimensionless Pi-scaling parameters. It 

is thought that this unknown material property has to do with porosity or angle of 

internal friction (Melosh, 1989). Thus a separate scaling law for each material is the 

best that can be done at present. This is bad news for attempts to directly compare 

the crater populations on surfaces with different material properties. The values 

of f3 and Cn for several target materials from Schmidt (1980) and Schmidt and 

Housen (1987) are tabulated in table 7.1 of Melosh (1989). Using the experimen

tally determined values of f3 and en for competent rock, and rearranging equation 

(2.8) with the appropriate expressions for trn and 7r2 gives 

(2.9) 

for the diameter of the transient cavity formed by an impactor with diameter L, 

density PP' and kinetic energy W. 

It is interesting to notice in Equation 9, and other similar relations, the very 

weal<: dependence of crater diameter on impact energy. This means that while it 

is probably possible to predict, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, the size of 

the crater that a given impactor will produce, the inverse problem is much less well 

constrained. It is very difficult to determine, for a given size crater, the energy of the 

object which created it. This large uncertainty is due to the very steep dependence 
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of crater energy on diameter. The mass of a given event is even harder to determine 

since in general the velocity is unknown. 

Crater scaling relations such as this one are used to normalize the derived 

impactor mass for craters of a given size (usually 10 km), and also to derive a 

mass index for the impactor population from the diameter index of the crater size 

distribution. If we believe strongly enough in the dynamical arguments suggesting 

that the current population of Earth-crossers are in a long term steady-state and 

are thus probably responsible for the bulk of the post-mare cratering, then we 

can compare the "known" mass index of the post-mare impactors with the mass 

index implied by the crater distribution. This could serve as a test of the scaling 

relations. Several studies have used the explosion crater energy scaling mentioned 

above to normalize inferred impactor populations from terrestrial and lunar crater 

populations (Wetherill and Shoemaker, 1982; Weissman, 1982). This gives a mass of 

3.7 x 1013 grams for the mass of a comet that would make a 10 km crater on Earth, 

assuming cometary density and average velocity of 0.6 gm cm-3 and 47 km/s. 

Equation 9 gives 8.6 x 1013 grams for a comet with the same properties that makes 

a 10 km crater. Thus the evolution of scaling laws in the literature over the last 

decade has produced an increase by more than a factor of two in this normalization 

and thus in the derived integrated mass of the population. This should have a 

sobering affect on those who would find great significance in differences of a factor 

of two between the fluxes derived from the cratering record and the present flux of 

Earth crossing objects. 

The Flux Model 
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The gross characteristics of the size distribution of lunar maria craters between 

3 and 100 km can be represented by a power law with a cumulative size index of 1. 7 

(Shoemaker et al., 1963). Correcting for collapse of large craters, Shoemaker (1983) 

derived a size index of initial crater diameters of 1.84. A value of 1.8 for this size 

index is commonly used (Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, 1981; Melosh, 1989). 

As discussed by Strom (1987), the statistics for the lunar maria craters are poor 

enough that the size index could range from 1.8 to 2. In order to derive an impactor 

mass index from this size index a scaling relation must be used. Shoemaker (1983), 

assuming D ex W 1/ 3 .4 and a crater size index of 1.84, derived a mass index of 

q = 1.84 x 3/3.4 = 1.62. This seems to be a somewhat lower mass distribution than 

that observed in present day populations of comets and asteroids, indicating greater 

numbers of large objects in the cratering population. The use of equation 2.9 for 

scaling, and a crater size index of 1.84 gives an inferred mass index of q = 1.47. 

This could mean that the size distribution of the bulk of the post-maria cratering 

was actually substantially different from that of the current population of Earth 

crossers. It could also mean that the current generation of scaling relations break 

down at energies many orders of magnitude beyond the range of the laboratory 

simulations, or simply that the collapse of large craters is not well understood, 

yielding errant size indexes for the distribution of initial craters sizes. It is quite 

possible that the crater scaling changes in subtle but significant ways with size over 

the huge size range included in these surveys. For example, the way in which scaling 

depends on the material properties of the target is not completely understood. Yet 

impactors forming a 10 meter, a 10 km and a 100 km crater on the lunar maria 

are in a sense all interacting with different target materials due to the different 

depths of excavation and the complex geological history of the Mare which may 
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have regolith overlying basaltic lava flows overlying megaregolith. At the very large 

end of 1000 km basins material is being excavated from deep into the mantle, and the 

sphericity of the Moon may begin to affect the physics of crater formation, further 

complicating simple scaling relations. The limits to crater scaling brought about by 

very large impactors is a topic which is just beginning to be studied (Schmidt and 

Housen, 1988). Given these complicating factors, slight deviations from a power 

law distribution might be expected even if the impacting population had a perfect 

power law mass spectrum. 

Given these uncertainties in the impactor fluxes derived from the cratering 

record, my approach will be to use the presently observed size distributions of ob

jects in the solar system and assume that this represents the distribution of objects 

responsible for the reasonably constant cratering flux over the last 3.2 X 109 years. 

This approach has the advantage of using a less model-dependent size-distribution 

and the disadvantage of assuming, with some dynamical justification, that the cur

rent fluxes of objects are representative of the long term averages. To hedge against 

numerous uncertainties and inevitable temporal variations liberal error bars will be 

employed. The possible deviations from a power law distribution revealed in crater 

R plots will not be included. While this representation has proven to be a powerful 

diagnostic tool for discriminating between various crater populations (Strom, 1987), 

it is inappropriate for the tasks at hand. Although the uncertainties in scaling over 

many orders of magnitude, outlined above, make the recovery of exact mass dis

tributions for these populations from the crater distributions problematical, this is 

not the primary reason for ignoring these deviations. A stronger rationale for this 

simplification is that for the level of sophistication of the models in this dissertation 
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the specific details of the mass distribution are not important. As long as the in

tegrated mass of the population is reasonably correct and the gross characteristics, 

such as whether the bulk of the mass is contained in a steady stream of small bodies 

or a small number of very massive bodies, are successfully reproduced, these details 

will prove to matter little. We gain much in using a simple analytic expression 

instead of a complex graphical representation as an input function in the models. 

Any slight error introduced by not including these possible deviations from a power 

law is dwarfed by the overall uncertainty in the flux. 

The strategy I will employ to model the impact flux will be to define a baseline 

flux and then assume large error bars, running all models with a wide range of 

possible fluxes. Current estimates of the differential mass index of asteroids range 

from q ~ 11/6 (Dohnanyi, 1972) to q ~ 5/3 (Wetherill and Shoemaker, 1982). These 

estimates bracket the theoretical range expected for a steady-state, collisionally 

evolved population. Since the purpose of this dissertation is to model the results 

of large body impacts, I wish to make the baseline flux conservative, if anything 

underestimating the numbers oflarge objects. For this reason I will choose 11/6 (or 

0.8333 ... ) as the mass index for the baseline flux. The assumed uncertainty in the 

normalization will be large enough to encompass the range of possible indices. For 

the normalization I will use the crater counts of Shoemaker (1977) and Grieve and 

Dence (1979) to define the rate of formation of craters ~ 10 km, and the Pi-group 

scaling relation given in equation 9 to define the mass of impactor responsible for 

these craters. 

Grieve and Dence (1979) concluded that the rate offormation of craters ~ 10 km 

was 900 ± 400 per 108 years. Using equation 9, and assuming an impactor velocity 
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of 20 km/s and an average density of 3.0 g/cm-3 gives a mass of 2.83 x 1014 grams, 

or a diameter of 0.56 km assuming a spherical body, for an impactor which would 

make a 10 km crater. The astute reader will notice that this mass, for which the 

impact statistics are reasonably good, assuming the scaling relations are right, is 

several orders of magnitude smaller than the masses of astronomical objects bright 

enough to provide good discovery statistics. The fact that both populations seem 

to conform quite well to power law distributions helps to justify the leap of faith 

that is necessary to connect these two populations. Multiplying the flux by the 

surface area of the Earth gives frequency of impact on the Earth as a function of 

mass. Using this normalization and a mass index of 0.8333 gives 

N(M) = 9.97 x 106 M-O.8333 (2.10) 

for the number, N, per year of objects of mass M striking the Earth. Inverting 

this frequency spectrum gives us the characteristic time between impact events of 

a given mass, a form that will prove to be quite useful. Since these fluxes are often 

represented in log-log format, I will give this formula in these terms: 

10glO(T) = (0.8333 x 10glO(M» - 6.998 (2.11) 

This gives log of the characteristic time, in years, between impacts of mass M or 

greater. Figure 2.2 shows a plot of this function along with some other flux estimates 

from the recent literature. 
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The log of the characteristic time between impacts of a given mass or greater is 
shown for several flux models. The thick line is the flux given in Equation 2.11 and 
the stipled area is the maximum estimated uncertainty. The cometary contribution 
is estimated to be ~ 50% of the total flux. Other models are derived from Wetherill 
and Shoemaker (1982) and Kyte and Wasson (1986). 
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Current thought is that roughly half the recent production of 10 km craters 

on the Earth has been caused by asteroids and half by active cometary nuclei 

(Weissman,1986). I will simply assume that the flux given in equations 9 and 10 is 

composed of half comets and half asteroids. If the more recent estimates of cometary 

mass index (0.71-0.75), discussed above, are correct then this might substantially 

underestimate the numbers of large cometary nuclei. However this will insure that 

the modelled consequences of impact by a comet population are on the conservative 

side, and also allow for the possibility that the paucity of large comets inferred by 

Everhart (1967) is a real effect. 

The uncertainty in the terrestrial impact flux is estimated by Kyte and Wasson 

(1986) to be a factor of 4 at the low mass end (106-107 grams). Other authors have 

suggested an uncertainty in the impact flux of large objects of a factor of 2 (Wetherill 

and Shoemaker, 1982; Shoemaker 1983). I will assume an uncertainty of a factor 

of 4, perhaps up to an order of magnitude uncertainty at the very large end of the 

mass distribution. The range of possible flux relations allowed by this uncertainty 

is shown in figure 2.2. It can be seen here that allowing for this large uncertainty 

in the normalization for the most part subsumes the uncertainty in the mass index, 

since the frequency of very large impacts derived from some of the shallower indices 

shown is within, or close to, the range defined by the normalization uncertainty. 

Although this approach may overestimate the uncertainty in the impact rate of 

small objects, it is the large, rare objects which are of most concern to the present 

study. 

There is one other method of determining the net accretion rate of extraterres

trial material onto the Earth during the present epoch. This involves the analysis 
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of geochemical tracers on the Earth and Moon which are believed to contain an 

extraterrestrial, or extracircumterrestrial in the case of the Lunar surface, signal. 

These data sets, while also model dependent in various ways, have the virtue of 

being independent of crater counts, scaling laws, or telescopically gathered data. 

Geochemical Constraints on the Influx of Extraterrestrial Matter 

Studies of the iridium content in sea-floor cores provide independent estimates 

of the total accumulation rate of extraterrestrial matter, as well as an independent 

means of estimating the mass spectrum, from the spectrum of spikes in Ir. Kyte 

and Wasson (1986) and Kyte (1988) measured iridium in a 25 meter core of Pacific 

abyssal clay containing a nearly continuous sedimentary record over the last 70 

million years. They found an extraterrestrial flux of 9 ± 3 nanograms of iridium per 

square centimeter per million years. Assuming a chondri tic abundance of Iridium in 

the infalling matter, this implies an influx of 7.8 x 1010 grams per year. Integrating 

the flux defined above in equation 10 from zero up to the mass of a 70 million 

year object gives 5.6 x 1010 grams/year. Considering the stochastic nature of the 

large body impacts which deliver most of the mass, better agreement could not 

be hoped for. Two cautionary points are needed on the use of Iridium profiles 

as a measure of the extraterrestrial flux. First of all, since large impacts are a 

stochastic process with most of the mass flux apparently concentrated at the large 

mass end of the spectrum, the derived influxes will be at least a weak function of the 

length of time represented by the sea cores. Cores representing longer integrations 

are statistically more likely to have representatives of the more rare, larger mass 

end of the spectrum, and thus will have a larger annual average influx. The second 
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word of warning comes from recent modelling of the vapor cloud expansion in a large 

impact event (H.J. Melosh, private communication; Melosh and Vickery 1988). This 

modelling suggests that for large impactors above a certain velocity the expanding 

vapor cloud will be moving at velocities greater than escape velocity and thus will 

be gravitationally unbound from the Earth. This suggests that above this critical 

velocity, for impactors massive enough that the expanding cloud will not be stopped 

by the mass of atmosphere above the tangent plane, no chemical signature of the 

impactor should necessarily be expected to remain on Earth. Thus, if we let Q 

represent the annual rate of influx of extraterrestrial matter, and QIr equal the 

infall rate inferred from the iridium profile, then 

(2.12) 

where Vcrit is the critical impact velocity above which no Ir signature is left and leV) 

is the velocity distribution of impacting objects, normalized so that foco I(V) = l. 

Melosh finds that Vcrit for the Earth is ~ 25 km/s. Thus most comets and some 

high velocity asteroids may be missing from the Ir integration, leading to an un-

derestimate in infall rate by up to 50%. Kyte and Wasson (1986) and Kyte (1988) 

also used the Ir profile to conclude that there was no evidence in the terrestrial 

record for comet showers and thus questioned the existence of such showers. How-

ever the result of Melosh and Vickery (1988) suggests that no such signature would 

be expected from these high velocity objects and thus reconciles the Ir profile with 

the astrodynamical arguments for the existence of comet showers, outlined above. 
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Several other studies have attempted to derive the average rate of infall of extrater

restrial material. Much of this work was summarized by Lewis (1974). Whipple 

(1967) estimated an infall rate of 6.63 x 1010 grams/year from the comet and me

teorite flux. Opik (1969) estimated 5.1 X 1010 grams/year from the micrometeorite 

flux. Barker and Anders (1968) examined osmium and iridium in sea-floor sediment 

cores and found an influx rate of (1.2 ± 0.6) x 10-8 g cm-2 yr-1 . Multiplying by 

the surface area of the Earth gives 6.12 x 1010 grams/year. Anders et al., (1973) de

termined the abundances of a large number of moderately volatile elements in lunar 

surface soils and estimated an accretion rate of volatile material onto the moon of 

2.4 x 10-9 g cm-2 yr-1• Lewis (1974) corrected this for the gravitational focusing 

effect of the Earth and derived a terrestrial influx rate of 5.1 x 1010 grams/year. 

The rather close convergence of all of these estimates, from three independent data 

sets, is encouraging. The picture which emerges is of a mass influx averaging (5-10) 

x1010 grams/year, distributed by mass according to equations 9 and 10, which has 

been relatively constant over the last 3.2 billion years. The temporal evolution of 

this flux prior to this time is the subject of the remainder of this chapter. 

THE EARLY INTENSE BOMBARDMENT 

The ancient highlands of the Moon bear witness to an intense bombardment 

which reworked the surface of the Moon during its first billion years of existence 

leaving crater densities much greater than those preserved on the maria. This 

period of intense impact flux was speculated upon before the Apollo and Luna 

missions allowed radiometric age determinations of highlands rocks (Hartmann, 

1966), but these missions confirmed that unlike the maria crater densities, which 
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increase with age in a roughly linear fashion, the highlands crater densities are a 

very steep nonlinear function of age, more consistent with an exponentially declining 

flux during the time over which this bombardment occurred. During this epoch we 

are almost entirely dependent on the Moon as a recorder of the terrestrial impact 

environment, as the"re are no terrestrial rocks and certainly no landscapes which 

have survived for 4 billion years. Recently direct evidence has been found for large 

terrestrial impacts during the Archean, in the form of 3.2-3.5 billion year old ejecta 

deposits found in South Africa and Australia (Lowe and Byerly, 1988). Presumably 

future investigations will push the direct terrestrial record further back in time, but 

the Earth's restless activity will have forever consumed much of this record, leaving 

us grateful for our dead neighbor, the Lunar surface. 

There has been no published quantitative model of the time evolution of this 

early intense bombardment which makes use of all of the theoretical and observa

tional constraints available. The purpose of this section is to define such a model 

which, although inevitably oversimplified, will satisfy all of the constraints and 

serve as a useful input function for modelling the consequences of this bombard

ment. Quantitative treatments of the time history of this bombardment tend to fall 

into two groups, neither one of which is entirely satisfactory. One school of thought 

has pointed to the large convergence of ages of lunar rocks around 3.8 billion years 

old and deduced the existence of a brief, catastrophic bombardment which arose 

and quickly abated at this time. Others have suggested that this clustering of ages 

is the natural consequence of an exponentially declining flux. I will argue that the 

latter is the case, and that there is no evidence for a maximum in the bombard

ment flux 3.8 billion years ago. I will argue further that the bombardment history 

recorded on the surface of the moon is a natural consequence of the accretion of 
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the Earth and subsequent dynamical evolution of the planetesimals which remained 

when this accretion was mostly complete. If it can be shown that the lunar record 

is consistent with this readily available, indeed inevitable, source of bombarding 

bodies, then the burden of proof is on those who would propose more exotic or ad 

hoc sources for this flux. 

Recently several models of the consequences of the early intense bombardment 

for various aspects of planetary evolution have been performed, including the con

sequences for the origin of life (Maher and Stevenson, 1988), the origin of the 

Earth's oceans (Chyba, 1987) and the erosion of primitive atmospheres by impacts 

(Watkins, 1983; Melosh and Vickery, 1988). While these studies have all wisely 

ignored noncompelling arguments for a maximum in the flux occurring at 3.8 bil

lion years ago, they have all assumed exponential decay with a constant half-life 

prior to this time. While this assumption is suitable to a first-cut approach to new 

problems, which these studies all represent, in the view of the slightly more sophis

ticated approach undertaken here it will be seen to represent a lower limit to the 

flux prior to 3.8 b.y. I will argue that there is information available which allows 

us to model the flux during this epoch more realistically with a steadily declining 

half-life which is a natural consequence of a mixture of planetesimals with a range 

of orbital properties. 
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(a) Measured crater densities are plotted against age for Apollo and Luna landing 
sites, average upland and maria, and terrestrial continental shields. (b) Impact flux 
as a function of time as derived from above plot of crater densities. 
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The Lunar Record of Early Bombardment 

The lunar highlands cratering record has been reviewed by many authors (for 

example Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, 1981; Carr et al., 1984; Hartmann 1972, 

1980). This record goes back to ~ 4.0 X 109 years ago when, according to these 

studies, the cratering rate was greater than the current rate by a factor of approxi

mately 103 • The flux at 3.8 X 109 years ago was apparently greater than the current 

flux by a factor of approximately 102 . The rate of change in the cratering flux 

can also be determined at various times from a chronology of these flux estimates. 

The half-life of this decay has been estimated at ~ 70 m.y. at an age of 4.0 b.y., 

decreasing to ~ 150 m.y. at an age of 3.8 b.y.. Figure 2.3 is an unpublished plot of 

crater density vs. surface age recently constructed by W.K. Hartmann from data 

compiled by the Basaltic Volcanism Study Project (1981). The derivative of this 

curve can yield a curve of flux vs. time (figure 2.3b), and the derivative of that 

curve yields the instantaneous exponential decay rate of the flux which can be con

verted to an instantaneous "half- life". The statistical uncertainties introduced by 

the crater counts are hard to estimate. These uncertainties are compounded by 

probable errors in age determinations so that these early fluxes probably cannot 

be estimated to better than within a factor of three (Carr et al., 1984). A careful 

study of figure 2.3a yields a flux at 4.0 b.y. age which is enhanced over the present 

"steady-state" flux by a factor of only 300 and a flux at 3.8 b.y. ago enhanced by a 

factor of 50. These numbers are somewhat lower than those found elsewhere in'the 

literature (for example figure 6.49 in Carr et al., 1984) referenced above, but serve to 

underscore the fairly large uncertainties involved. As can be seen in figure 2.3, the 

error bars are large and different curve fits could yield flux estimates that differ by 
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factors of several. For the purposes of modelling the time-dependence of the early 

intense bombardment I will use the flux estimates quoted above, but the somewhat 

lower estimates found from an analysis of figure 2.3 will serve as a reminder of the 

magnitude of the uncertainty. Figure 2.3 yields a half-life at 4.0 b.y. of ~ 80 m.y. 

and a half life at 3.8 b.y. of ~ 150 m.y., in agreement with previous estimates. 

Prior to 4.1 billion years ago there is no direct evidence of cratering rates. 

From this point back in time to the origin of the Earth-Moon system at ~ 4.55 

b.y. ago we must rely on theory to constrain the accretion rates. However there is 

one further strong constraint at one point in time. This is provided by limits that 

can be placed on the time in which the bulk of the Earth's mass accreted. These 

constraints on the accretion time allow us to place limits on the peak accretionary 

flux (Hartmann, 1980). We can then examine whether the dynamical evolution of 

this accretionary flux could lead to a flux 5 X 108 years later with the magnitude 

and time dependence inferred from the lunar record. 

Accretion of The Earth 

The current status of theory on the accretion of the terrestrial planets is re

viewed by Greenberg (1989). Although this field, like most areas of the planetary 

sciences, is a rapidly evolving body of thought lacking total consensus among its 

practitioners, there is agreement on many of the salient features relevant to this 

dissertation. Immanuel Kant, noting the circular, coplanar nature of planetary or

bits, proposed in 1745 that the planets formed out of a rotating disc. Today it is 

believed that Kant's vision was basically correct, and that the planets formed out 
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of the rotating disc of gas and dust which was a biproduct of the same collapsing 

molecular cloud which formed the sun. Gravitational instabilities in this disc led to 

clumping and coagulation of the first solid bodies which began to accrete together 

in low velocity encounters, resulting in larger bodies (Wetherill, 1980). 

The process by which accretional encounters can lead to the formation of ever 

larger bodies eventually resulting in the terrestrial planets has been described by 

Safronov (1972) and Safronov and Ruzmaikina (1986). Safronov showed that accre-

tion, fragmentation, and gravitational interactions among a group of orbiting bodies 

lead to a power-law size distribution (equation 2.1), and a mass accumulation rate 

dM / dt of a growing planet given by: 

(2.13) 

where M and R are the mass and radius of the growing planet, u is the surface 

density of the swarm of accreting planetesimals, P is the planet's orbital period, 

and 0 is the "Safronov parameter" which describes the evolution of average velocity 

in the swann as a bodies increase in size. u can be approximated by spreading the 

mass of the swarm unifonnly over a planets feeding zone (Zahnle et ai, 1988): 

(2.14) 

Here rin and rout are the inner and outer edges of the feeding zone, and the mass 

of the swarm Msw = (Mf - M), where Mf is the final mass of the planet. Safronov 
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showed that in an accreting swarm the mean relative velocity will be controlled 

by the escape velocity of the largest body. This is expressed by the dimensionless 

parameter (): 

(2.15) 

or 

(2.16) 

where V is the mean relative velocity, G is the gravitational constant, and Rp , Mp , 

and Vep are the radius, mass, and escape velocity of the growing planet. The value 

of () depends on a balance of collisional dissipation of orbital energy and acceleration 

due to gravitational perturbations. () varies very slowly, by a factor of ~ 2 while 

Mp varies over a factor of ~ 1012 over accretion (Wetherill, 1976). Thus assuming 

a constant () can result in a reasonably accurate picture of accretion. Safronov 

(1972) found that for a power-law distribution of masses in the terrestrial planet 

zone, () = 3 to 5. A graph of equation 2.13, showing the Earth's accretionary flux 

as a function of the mass of the growing planet, for () = 4, is shown in figure 2.4. 

The flux in figure 2.4 is represented by a dimensionless parameter a which I define 

as the mass influx divided by the present day mass influx, taken to be 8 X 1010 

grams/year. This will prove to be a convenient way of representing the mass influx 

at any particular time. Putting aside for now the question of size distribution, 
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the goal of this section is to define a function of ct vs. time. Figure 2.4 displays 

a peak flux of ct ~ 7 X 109. This varies somewhat depending on choice of () and 

the width of the feeding zone. Accretion models lead to predicted formation times 

of 107 to l08 years (Safronov, 1972; Wetherill, 1987). The average flux during 

accretion ctacc = Llt~fp' where /p is the present day flux, M is mass of the Earth, 

and ~t is the accretion time interval. Accretion times of 107 to 108 years lead to 

7 X 108 < ctacc < 7 X 109
• 

Further constraints on this accretionary flux can be provided by isotopic evi-

dence on the magnitude of ~t, the formation interval of the Earth. Measurements 

of the daughter products of "extinct" short-lived radionuclides constrain the time 

interval during which the bulk of the Earth's mass accreted. The formation interval 

of the Earth as deduced from isotopic evidence was reviewed by Pepin and Phinney 

(1975). They found that while estimates based on different dating systems range 

over 39 m.y. < ~t < 96 m.y., the most reliable system is the indirect calculation of 

129Xer /136Xepu in the atmosphere. This is the ratio of contributions from f3-decay 

of 1291, which has a half-life of 17 m.y., to that from spontaneous fission of 244pu 

which has a half-life of 82 m.y. This system yields an estimated formation interval 

of (6.7±2.0) x 107 years. These considerations led Hartmann (1980,1987) to deduce 

a best estimate of the accretionary flux of ctacc ~ 2 X 109. 

Equation 2.13, shown in figure 2.4, shows the rate of accretion going to zero as 

the planet nears its final mass. In reality, the assumptions of the Safronov accretion 

model - low velocities, nearly circular orbits - break down for the later phases 

of accretion as perturbations by the massive planet send planetesimals into higher 

velocity orbits with greater eccentricities and inclinations, leading to a more gradual 
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Figure 2.4. Safronov Accretion Flux 

The dimensionless flux parameter a, defined in the text, is displayed as a function of 
mass Mp of the growing Earth for accretion according to equation 2.13 with () = 4. 
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falling off of the accretion rate which is not described by the above formalism. 

Unfortunately the flux rate during this period is not easy to model in a simple 

analytic form. One must begin to consider a range of orbital elements with differing 

collision probabilities and decay half-lives. In addition, perturbations by other 

planets begin to become important as more eccentric orbits begin to cross the 

circular orbit of more than one major planet. 

The pioneering work on orbital collision probabilities was performed by Opik 

in a number of papers published in the 1950's and summarized by him in a book 

in 1976 (Opik, 1976). Opik derived formulas for the probability of impact of an 

orbiting body with a planet in a circular orbit as a function of the body's orbital 

elements. If the planet has radius R, escape velocity Ve , and semimajor axis ao and 

the orbiting object has eccentricity e, inclination i, and semimajor axis a, then U, 

the hyperbolic excess velocity of the object relative to the planet, is given by 

(2.17) 

and Ux , the radial component of U is 

(2.18) 

The capture radius of the target planet, 5, given in units of the planets semimajor 

axis, is 
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(2.19) 

Opik derived the probability P of collision per orbital period of the impactor: 

(2.20) 

To find the probability of collision per year, we must simply divide by the orbital 

period of the object. The characteristic time between collisions of bodies with these 

orbital elements is then found by taking the reciprocal of this probability. Using 

Opik's formulas, I have plotted this characteristic collision time as a function of i, 

for several combinations of e and a in figure 2.5. Later modifications to the results 

of Opik's formulas for orbits where multiple perturbations become important have 

been made by Arnold (1965) and Wetherill (1969), and have shown differences of a 

factor of several from Opik's results for certain classes of orbits. Nevertheless, Opik's 

formulas as plotted in figure 2.5 serve as a convenient, and basically correct, way of 

illustrating the dependences of collision probability and decay time on orbital ele

ments. Characteristic collision times calculated using Opik's formulas are compared 

to those calculated using the modifications introduced by Arnold and Wetherill for 

a variety of Earth-crossing orbits in table 8.4.3 of Basaltic Volcanism Study Project 

(1981), and it can be seen that for most of these orbits the differences are minor. 

For example, Wetherill (1975) found that typical lifetimes of Earth-crossing orbits 

during the terminal phases of Earth's accretion are 10 to 40 million years. It can 
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be seen from figure 2.5, that these numbers are consistent with Opik's formulas for 

low eccentricity, low inclination orbits. 

As accretion of a planet nears completion, multiple near-miss encounters with 

the great mass of the growing planet scatter a small percentage of the remaining 

planetesimals into orbits with greater inclination and eccentricity, resulting in an 

ensemble of orbital types with a range of collision probabilities and half-lifes ranging 

up to ::::::l 108 years. Common sense dictates that such a combination of objects would 

produce a cratering flux which declined in an approximately exponential fashion 

but with a constantly increasing half-life. This can be seen as a phenomenon of 

natural selection, with the more short lived, short half-life orbits being swept up 

more quickly, so that the effective instantaneous half-live keeps increasing. It could 

be said that this selection process is not strictly Darwinian; there are elements 

of Lamarckian inheritance as well, as objects can acquire, through perturbations, 

orbital characteristics which will ensure long term survival. 

In addition to considering the range of orbital elements, and their associated 

collision lifetimes which would be evolving during this period, a full treatment of 

this problem should include orbital interactions with the other newly formed ter

restrial planets. Perturbations by Mars may be of particular importance. Wetherill 

(1975) has found that about 1 % of the planetesimals remaining from Earth's accre

tion will be perturbed by Mars into Mars crossing orbits. Most of these would be 

"deep Mars crossers" with elements similar to Amor objects and would exchange 

with Earth-crossing orbits on time scales of ~ 2 x 108 years, thus facilitating the 

development of a long lived "tail" of accretion with half-life on the order of 108 

years. Wetherill (1977) has performed Monte Carlo simulations of the evolution 
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Figure 2.5. Characteristic Impact Times from Opik's Formula 

Characteristic time of collision with the Earth, calculated from equations 4.17 
through 4.20, is plotted as a function of inclination for bodies with eccentricities of 
0.17 (a) and 0.27 (b). The semimajor axes of the orbits are indicated in the figure. 
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of the Earth's planetesimal swarm subsequent to accretion. The result of one of 

these simulations, which includes exchange between Earth-crossers and deep Mars

crossers, is shown in figure 2.6. This shows the calculated impact rate as a func

tion of time. Wetherill found that the results of these simulations were relatively 

insensitive to the initial elements assumed. While it would be difficult to simulate 

completely all of the complex orbital interactions which would be occuring during 

this phase, simulations such as that shown in figure 2.6 can serve to illustrate marry 

of the salient features to be expected. The initial decay half-life of the impact rate 

shown in figure 2.6 is ~ 20 m.y., in agreement with Opik's formulas for the low ve

locity, low i and e orbits to be expected during accretion. Figure 2.6 illustrates how 

perturbations to longer lived Earth-crossing orbits, combined with exchange with a 

Mars-crossing population, leads to a gradual lengthening of the decay half-life. It 

is interesting to notice that this simulation shows a half-life at 4 billion years ago 

of ~ 150 million years, similar to that derived for this time period from the lunar 

record. 

Hartmann (1980) pointed out the compatiblity of these theoretical treatments 

of the initial cratering flux following accretion with the earliest lunar record of cra

tering and proposed a flux history which he constructed by graphically connecting 

the "observed" lunar flux and half-life at 4.0 billion years ago, with the theoretically 

determined flux and half-life at ~ 4.5 billion years ago. I propose to construct a 

similar curve in a slightly more quantitative fashion, representing the flux-history 

during this period as a sum of several exponential functions, each representing a 

group of orbits with different collision probabilities. Standing in the way of this 

effort is the possibility of a maximum or "spike" in the cratering flux at 3.8 to 4 

billion years ago, which must first be evaluated. 
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Result of a Monte Carlo simulation by Wetherill (1977), showing calculated impact 
flux vs. time for a population of residual Earth-crossers. 
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A Terminal Lunar Cataclysm? 

The lunar highlands rock samples returned by the Apollo astronauts show abun

dant evidence of severe impacting and isotopic resetting at 3.8-3.9 billion years ago. 

This clustering of ages led Tera et al. (1974) to propose a brief episode of very in

tense impact bombardment at this time which completely reworked the surface of 

the moon and isotopically reset the ages of surface rocks. This concept became quite 

popular in the literature and, while it has been criticized effectively (Baldwin, 1974; 

Hartmann, 1975; Hartung, 1974) it is still occasionally revived in the literature to 

this day (Ryder, 1988), and thus it merits a brief discussion in this chapter. This 

"Terminal Lunar Cataclysm" is also referred to as the "Late Heavy Bombardment", 

a term which is also often used, by nonbelievers in a cataclysm, to describe the very 

high impact rates early in Solar System history that result naturally from orbital 

evolution of accretional remnants. Due to this ambiguity in the use of "Late Heavy 

Bombardment", I have chosen to avoid the use of this term, preferring instead to 

refer to the early intense bombardment. 

The problem with using the clustering of rock ages to deduce a cataclysm is that 

it ignores the threshold effects associated with exponential functions. As pointed 

out by Hartmann (1975) and Hartung (1974), an exponentially declining impact flux 

which is destroying old rocks on the Lunar surface and creating new ones would 

create a clustering of rock ages at some critical flux level, where the impact rate 

dropped far enough to let most rocks survive from this time. It is tempting here 

to use the analogy, from the theory of planetary atmospheres, of an exobase. In 

an atmosphere with a number density that is declining exponentially with height 

there is a critical level above which upward moving molecules can "see" through 
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the rest of the atmosphere and thus have a reasonable probability of escaping, if 

they have velocities greater than escape velocity. The nature of the exponential 

function is such that the probability of escape changes rapidly with height, making 

the definition of this critical height physically meaningful. In similar fashion a 

surface which is being reworked by an exponentially declining impact flux would 

be expected to show a clustering of ages corresponding to a critical flux level being 

reached. A more useful analogy, also from the theory of planetary atmospheres, 

for modelling the distribution of rock ages to be expected from an exponentially 

declining flux is the Chapman profile. This is the function which describes how the 

rate of a photochemical reaction changes with ,height. This rate is proportional to 

both the number of solar photons available to drive the reaction, which decreases 

with decreasing altitude as photons are absorbed and the intensity of radiation 

diminishes, and the number density of atmospheric molecules available to react, 

which increases exponentially with decreasing altitude. The profile of absorption 

with altitude which results from the product of these two opposing tendencies is 

known as the Chapman function. It is a fairly sharply peaked function with the 

maximum occuring at the altitude where the mean free path for absorption is equal 

to the atmospheric scale height (Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987). I will now develop 

this analogy further with a simple mathematical model which demonstrates how this 

exponential threshold effect can create a sharply peaked clustering of rock ages from 

an exponentially declining flux. 

A starting assumption for this model is an extremely simplified model for age 

resetting by impact. I'll assume that when an impact occurs the rocks in an area of 

the surface equal to the area of the crater are completely reset to age zero at the time 

of the impact. In reality some rocks outside the crater, in the ejecta blanket, would 
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be reset and some rocks on the crater floor may survive resetting. Rb/Sr ages would 

certainly be reset in impact melts, and highly shocked and heated rocks would have 

their 40 Ar/39 Ar ages reset (Turner, 1977). A more complete and realistic picture 

would require a 3-dimensional model, as each impact, in addition to creating zero

age rocks through shock heating and melting, would exhume some older buried rocks 

onto the surface. However the "cookie cutter" assumption of complete resetting 

within the crater and no resetting outside will serve the purpose of this illustrative, 

semi-quantitative model. The probability of the rocks at any given point on the 

surface having a particular age is then the probability of that point being cratered 

at that given time, multiplied by the probability of that point not being cratered 

at all subsequent times. This should allow us to derive a probability distribution of 

rock ages for any given time-dependent flux model. 

According to these assumptions the rate of production of "new" surface area 

is equal to the rate of production of new cratered area. If we assume a rate of 
-(t-to) 

production of craters of size D equal to reD, t) = kD-2.8 e r ,where k is the 

flux at time to and T is the decay half-life of the flux, then the total area of craters 

made, per unit surface area, in any time increment: 

[DbiU 7rD2 (7r) ( k ) -(t-to) 
A(t) = Jo r(D,t)-4- dD = 4" 0.2 Dgi!e r (2.21) 

where Dbig is the diameter of the largest craters being produced. Note that the value 

of A(t) is only weakly dependent on the size chosen for Dbig. Letting Dbig = 1000 

km, to be 3.8 b.y. ago, and k be 102 times the current estimated lunar flux, we 
-(t-to) 

find that ACt) ~ 2 X 1O-ge r per year. If production of new rocks of age t is 
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proportional to A(t), then, replacing (t - to) with t and letting J( be ACto), the 

probability pet) of survival of rocks of age t is given by 

pet) = J( exp (~t _ J(rexp (~t)) (2.22) 

It is no surprise that this function is mathematically identical to a Chapman func

tion. The peak in this probability distribution occurs where the "mean free path" 

equals the "scale height", where in this analogy, the flux per unit area per unit time 

is the number density, the integrated crater area is the cross section, and r is the 

scale height. Thus, the peak of pet) occurs when t = r In(rJ(). 

Figure 2.7 is a plot of equation 2.22 for several plausible values of J( and r. 

Figure 2.8 is a histogram of lunar highlands rock ages. As can be seen from figure 

2.7, the specific shape and peak age of this function is sensitive to the half-life 

and flux normalization chosen, but all reasonable choices result in a sharply peaked 

distribution of rock ages. If we really believed that this simplified model of age 

resetting had some close correspondence to reality, then we might be able to use 

a comparison of the plots in figure 2.7 with the histogram in figure 2.8 to actually 

recover some information about the half-life and absolute flux at the time of this 

peak, by matching the time of the peak and the full width at half maximum. The 

simplified assumptions that went into this model probably preclude such quantita

tive conclusions, but it is comforting that those plots having a full width at half 

maximum closest to the actual histogram of rock ages, have decay constants of 80 
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to 100 m.y., consistent with those derived for this time period from the cratering 

record. 

The point of this exercise is that it is not enough to point to a convergence 

of rock ages to justify claims for a maximum in the cratering flux. A peak in the 

rock age distribution is a natural consequence of an exponentially declining flux. A 

more sophisticated treatment of age resetting by impact would probably produce 

results which were different in detail, but would preserve the main features shown 

in figure 2.7. There have been no other convincing arguments for a "terminal lunar 

cataclysm" presented in the literature. The most straightforward dynamical models 

for the evolution of a post-accretionary swarm would predict no such maximum. 

Unless some more compelling reason to believe in a cataclysm is produced, it would 

be best to continue under the assumption that one did not occur. 

A Time-Dependent Flux Model of the Early Intense Bombardment 

What we need is a function which captures all of the features of the early intense 

bombardment described above, incorporating all of the quantitative constraints 

which exist from accretion theory and the lunar cratering record. The simplest 

possible way to join an accretional flux with Q acc ~ 2 X 109 at ~ 4.55 b.y. ago 

to the lunar flux with Q ~ 103 at 4.0 b.y. ago is to assume an exponentially 

decreasing flux with constant half-life. This function would have a half-life of 24 

million years. This may serve as a useful upper limit to the flux at any given time, 

yet it is obviously inadequate as it conflicts with both the half-life inferred from the 

lunar record at 4.0 b.y. ago, and the dynamical rationale for a steadily increasing 
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Figure 2.7. Model Age Distribution For Lunar Highlands Rocks 

The probability distribution of highlands rock ages for the simple impact age reset
ting model described in the text, given by equation 2.22. Curves b, c, and d are for 
K = 2 X 10-9, the nominal flux normalization at 3.8 b.y. ago, and have T = 8 X 107, 

9 X 107, and 108 respective~. Curves a and e both are for T = 7 X 107 and have 
K = 2 X 10-8 and 2 X 10-1 respectively. 
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Figure 2.8. Observed Age Distribution of Lunar Highlands Rocks 

Observed distribution of lunar highlands rock ages determined from 87Rb-87Sr 
isochrons and 39 Ar_40 Ar plateaus. After Wetherill (1975) . 
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half-life during this period of time. It would be very difficult, with the amount 

of information available to us about the flux history during this epoch, to produce 

a function which we could with great confidence declare uniquely described this 

time-dependence. However given the following set of requirements for this function 

we can show that the problem is surprisingly well constrained. These requirements 

are: 

1) An initial flux at ~ 4.55 b.y. ago of a ~ 2 x 109 . The uncertainty in the time 

calibration for this point is on the order of the formation interval: 6.t ~ 60 m.y. 

2) An initial half-life of ~ 20 m.y., consistent with Opik's (1976) formulas, and 

the later modifications mentioned above, for the low-velocity, near circular orbits 

which would be expected to dominate during accretion. As long as a small number 

of these objects are left in the swarm they will determine the half-life, as their 

collision probabilities are so much higher than those of any other kind of orbit. 

3) A smooth function which can be described as a sum of exponentials, each repre

senting a group of orbits. In detail one would expect some stochastic fluctuations 

in this function, but for the level of detail being considered here, the assumption of 

a smooth function will suffice. 

4) A flux of a ~ 103 at 4.0 b.y. ago and a ~ 102 at 3.8 b.y. ago. 

5) A half-life of 80 to 100 m.y. at 4.0 b.y. ago and 100 to 150 m.y. 3.8 b.y. ago. 

6) A smooth transition to the "present-day" steady-state flux (a = 1) 3.0-3.2 b.y. 

ago. 
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These constraints are not sufficient to derive a unique function for this time 

dependence, and dynamical models are not at the point of sophistication where every 

possible kind of perturbation can be included so that this evolutionary phase may 

be rigorously simulated. Yet the formulae of Opik, as shown in figure 2.5, and the 

simulations of Wetherill (1977) show that mechanisms exist for a natural transition 

from the conditions that prevailed during the closing phases of accretion to those 

recorded 5 X 108 years later on the lunar surface, and I have found, through trial 

and error, that satisfying all of these constraints with a sum of exponentials leads 

to a fairly well constrained range of possible functions. The number of exponentials 

to be included in the sum is to some extent arbitrary but experience (more trial 

and error) reveals that a sum of four exponentials creates a smooth function which 

satisfies all of the above requirements. Thus the time dependence of the flux can 

be expressed as: 

(2.23) 

Here each 7N is related to the half-life of component N of the flux by 7 = ~~q. 

71 was chosen to represent the population of nearly circular planetesimals which 

dominated the initial phases of this time period. 71 ~ 2·g.~tf ~ 2.8 x 107 . 74 

was chosen to represent the population of higher inclination, higher eccentricity, 

or perhaps Mars-exchanged objects which were responsible for the lower intensity 

bombardment with half-life ~ 100 to 200 m.y. which seems to have dominated at 

3.8 b.y. ago. 72 and 73 were chosen to represent populations with intermediate 
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decay constants. k1 through k4 were then adjusted until the resulting aCt) satisfied 

the requirements enumerated above. 

I found that the resulting curves were highly insensitive to the choices of 72 and 

73, as long as reasonable intermediate values were chosen, and the k's were readusted 

after each change to meet the constraints. The choices of 71 and 74 were also varied 

somewhat, within the reasonable limits of theory in the case of 71 and observational 

inference in the case of 74. The resulting functions of aCt) for a range of values of 

the variables are plotted in figure 2.9a. Since this plot shows the log of a, the slope 

of this curve at any point is the instantaneous value of -7 which is related to the 

half-life as described above. The value of the half-life vs. time for each of these 

functions is shown in figure 2.9b. Once again the strategy will be to choose a "bel'lt 

guess" model and then allow for error bars large enough to subsume the considerable 

uncertainty. The choice of variables to use for this nominal model is somewhat 

arbitrary, as there are many combinations which satisfy the constraints. I shall use 

71 = 28 m.y., 72 = 57 m.y., 73 = 100 m.y. and 74 = 216 m.y., corresponding to half

lifes of 20, 40, 70, and 150 million years. The values of k which fit the constraints 

for these decay constants are k1 = 1.98 X 109, k2 = 3 X 106 , k3 = 4 X 104 and 

k4 = 6 X 102 • The curve defined by these parameters is shown in the thick solid 

line in figure 2.9. The estimated error is a factor of three at 4.0 b.y. ago increasing 

roughly linearly to an order of magnitude at 4.5 b.y. ago. 

Up to this point I have ignored the issue of the size distribution of the early 

intense bombardment flux, focusing instead on modelling the time-dependence of 

the total mass flux. The crater size-frequency distributions of the heavily cratered 

highlands of the Moon, Mars, and Mercury all show less steep slopes than those 
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Figure 2.9. Time-Dependent Flux Model of the Early Intense Bombard
ment 

(a) The evolution of LoglO of a, the dimensionless flux parameter defined in the 
text, as given by equation 2.23. (b) The instantaneous half-life of each of the curves 
plotted above, as a function of time. The parameters in equation 2.23 for each of 
these curves is as follows: Solid curve (nominal model) T 1 through 4 = 28, 57, 100, 
and 216 m.y. k 1 through 4 = 1.98 X 109, 3 X 106, 4 X 104 , and 6 X 102• Short 
dash curve: T = 28, 57, 115, 216 m.y., k = 1.98 X 109 , 2 X 107 , 4 X 106, 6 X 102• 
Long dash: T = 28, 57, 100, 216 m.y., k = 1.98 X 109, 6 X 107 , 4 X 104, 6 X 102• 

Long-short dash: T = 28, 57, 100, 288 m.y., k = 1.98 x 109
8 

6 x 105, 105, 103• 
Dash-dot: T = 28, 57, 100, 216 m.y. k = 1.98 X 109 , 1.2 x 10 , 4 X 104 , 6 X 102. 
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of the more lightly cratered, younger units on these bodies (Strom, 1987). This 

suggests that the mass index of the early intense bombardment flux may have been 

somewhat lower than that of the later steady-state flux, indicating a greater pro

portion of more massive bodies. Unfortunately the expected velocity distribution 

during this earlier phase would be different too, making the recovery of a mass 

distribution problematical, even if we did have full confidence in the scaling laws 

at these large scales. It makes sense that this early flux should ~<:v~ a lower mass 

index, as Safronov (1972) has shown that swarms of bodies with low relative veloc

ities, where accretion dominates, have lower mass indices than those with higher 

encounter velocities, where fragmentation is also important. Thus we might expect 

a flux which is evolving dynamically according to the scenario described above to 

show a constantly increasing mass index as the accretional phase comes to a close, 

planetesimals are perturbed into higher velocity orbits, and fragmenting collisions 

become more common. Such a gradually evolving flux might be expected to leave 

the appearance of two distinct populations with distinct crater size-distributions 

on the highlands and the maria, since these represent integrations over two dis

tinct time periods. Thus it is likely for theoretical as well as observational reasons 

that the mass index during this epoch was somewhat shallower than that of the 

present day flux, yet recovering the actual mass distribution of this flux is difficult. 

I am interested in modelling the consequences of large body impacts from the early 

intense bombardment on atmospheric evolution, so I will simply make the conserva

tive assumption that the mass index during the early intense bombardment epoch 

was the same as during the present epoch. This will serve as a lower limit to the 

actual numbers of large objects. Thus the meaning of aCt) is that at time t the 

flux of objects of every size is equal to the present day flux, given in equation 2.10, 
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multiplied by aCt). The frequency of impact as a function of mass is shown in figure 

2.10 for several different values of a. 

This flux history model may have interesting implications for the composition 

of the impacting flux as a function of time. An early massive comet flux throughout 

the Solar System has been postulated as a byproduct of the formation of Uranus 

and Neptune (Safronov, 1972; Fernandez and Ip, 1983). Ip and Fernandez (1988) 

calculated the mass of water which could be accreted on the Earth by such an early 

massive comet flux and found that an oceans worth of water could be supplied in 

this way. Chyba (1987) estimated the integrated impacting mass necessary to form 

the observed lunar highlands crater population and concluded that if a small frac

tion of this flux was composed of cometary objects then the Earth's oceans could 

have been fully supplied by cometary water. Shoemaker and Wolfe (1982) suggested 

that the "late heavy bombardment" of the inner Solar System was dominated by 

comets. The analysis presented in this chapter suggests that this source is not 

necessary to explain the observed crater population. Strom (1987) made detailed 

comparisons of the cratering records in the inner and outer solar system and con

cluded that the "late heavy bombardment" was confined to the inner solar system 

and could not have been dominated by comets. Simulations of an early comet flux 

due to scattering of icy planetesimals in the late stages of formation of Uranus and 

Neptune show a massive flux in the inner solar system decaying with a half-life of 

~ 150 m.y. (Weissman, 1982; Fernandez and Ip, 1983). It has been suggested that 

late formation of Uranus and Neptune could be responsible for the hypothetical 

maximum in the Lunar-terrestrial cratering flux at ~ 3.9 b.y. ago (Shoemaker and 

Wolfe, 1982) However, if an early massive comet flux has a half-life of 150 m.y. 

then a delayed comet flux triggered by late formation of Uranus and Neptune could 
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The impact flux, as defined in equation 2.11, is shown here for several values of a, the 
dimensionless flux multiplier. Estimated masses are shown of the K-T impactor, 
a possible minimum mass object capable of causing a global dust cloud, to be 
discussed in chapter 4, and the mass of an object with the energy and dust-lofting 
capabilities of the "baseline nuclear war" from NRC (1985). 
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Figure 2.11. Evolution of Cometary Fraction of Impact Flux 

Cometary fraction of the impacting flux vs. time is shown assuming 1) that comets 
comprise 10 per cent of the flux 3.8 b.y. ago, 2) that the cometary flux declines 
with a half-life of 150 m.y. and 3) the non-cometary flux evolved as described 
by equation 2.23 and figure 2.9. The rationale for each of these assumptions is 
discussed in the text. 
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not cause a maximum in the Lunar-terrestrial flux since the half life of scattered 

accretional remnants, as modelled in figure 2.9, would be less than 150 m.y. at this 

time. It is possible that these objects were a contributer to the 150 m.y. half-life 

population that apparently existed at ~ 3.8 b.y. ago. However, if Strom's (1987) 

conclusions are correct then comets could not have comprised a large fraction of the 

flux at this time and their contribution would have been negligible at earlier times, 

as the magnitude of the overall flux must have changed much more rapidly (average 

half-life = 24 m.y.) than the cometary flux (minimum half-life = 150 m.y.). In 

figure 2.11, I have plotted the fraction of comets in the impacting flux as a function 

of time, assuming that comets comprise 10% of the flux 3.8 b.y. ago and decay with 

a 150 m.y. half-life, while the bulk of the flux decays according to the description 

above in equation 2.23 and figure 2.9. As can be seen in figure 2.11, the fraction of 

comets must have been negligible several 100 m.y. previous to this time even if they 

were a substantial fraction at some later point. Presumably the inner Solar System 

accretional remnants are dominated by higher temperature condensates such as sil

icate minerals and hydrated silicates (Lewis, 1972). It seems that these materials 

must have greatly dominated the impacting flux throughout the early intense bom

bardment when the majority of the highlands crater population was formed, but 

that during the later phases of this bombardment, when the half-life of inner Solar 

System accretional remnants increased to ~ 150 m.y., the fraction of icy cometary 

nuclei in the impact flux could have risen rapidly. This likelihood is interesting in 

the light of some proposed models for formation of the Earth which have a large 

fraction of the more volatile materials being accreted as a late veneer of volatile rich 

material after most of the Earth has accreted (Turekian and Clark, 1969; Ringwood, 

1974). These limits on the fraction of comets in the early flux which I have derived 
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and displayed in figure 2.11, do not contradict Chyba's (1987) derivation of a possi

ble oceans worth of water coming from an early comet flux, since he conservatively 

assumed that the flux decayed with a constant half-life prior to 4.0 b.y. ago, and 

that comets composed a constant fraction of the flux throughout the early intense 

bombardment. Thus his underestimation of the total flux and overestimation of the 

likely cometary fraction prior to this time would exactly cancel. 

Accretion modelling has further implications for the volatile compositions of 

the terrestrial planets. In particular the question of whether or not the terrestrial 

planets should have received nearly identical or very different volatile abundances 

is important to the comparative study of the evolution of these planets. This topic 

will be considered further in the context of the next chapter: The history of water ,-
and deuterium on Venus. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

COMETARY WATER ON VENUS: 

IMPLICATIONS OF STOCHASTIC IMPACTS 

Comparative planetology is frustrated by the small number of evolutionary 

examples which we may draw upon to test our models. Restricted at present to 

one planetary system, surely an inadequate sample size, we must be content with 

data from but a few distant laboratories, inventing theories after the fact for ancient 

experiments beyond our design. The limitation imposed by our restriction to this 

small array of planets may have increased the temptation to regard Venus - with its 

strikingly similar size and proximity in the Solar System - as a dry, lifeless control 

for the terrestrial experiment. Thus a persistent approach to the study of Venus has 

been to assume initial conditions which are essentially identical to the primordial 

Earth and ask, in effect, "What went wrong"? 

Venus is an exceedingly dry place by terrestrial standards, having a global water 

inventory five orders of magnitude lower than that on Earth. The aridity of Venus 

has often been explained as due to the loss of a much greater primordial endowment 

of water, perhaps up to a full terrestrial ocean, which has been lost due to a runaway 

greenhouse, u-v photolysis, and thermal and nonthermal escape of hydrogen. This 

model has been supported by the observation of a deuterium to hydrogen ratio 100 

times the terrestrial ratio, which is interpreted as a residue left by mass-selective 
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escape of at least 100 times the current water abundance, perhaps a much greater 

amount depending on the efficiency of deuterium escape (Donahue et al., 1982). 

This scenario has been widely accepted and has diffused into the popular science 

literature, where it is often presented as a parable of a sister Earth gone astray. 

A consideration of the current lifetime of water on Venus casts doubt on this 

monotonic secular decline in abundance. Dividing the current hydrogen column 

abundance by the nonthermal escape flux yields a characteristic lifetime on the order 

of 108 years. Either we have arrived just in time to witness the final departure of 

water from Venus or, much more likely, there is a source of water, and the abundance 

is in or near steady state. Possible sources include volcanic outgassing (Kumar et 

al., 1983) and cometary impact (Lewis, 1974; Grinspoon and Lewis, 1986, 1988). 

A historical proliferation of "wet-Venus" images in both the popular and scien

tific literatures prior to the space-age may have affected the development of recent 

theoretical interpretations of spacecraft data. The realization that Venus' bril

liance in our morning and evening skies is due to a permanent planet-wide cloud 

cover supported the expectation, widespread in the nineteenth and early twenti

eth centuries, that the surface would be found to be a tropical swamp resembling 

the carboniferous Earth. However the discovery of the extremely high microwave 

brightness temperature and the correct interpretation of this as thermal emission 

from a 740 K surface eventually dispelled the notion of oceans on present day 

Venus (Sagan, 1961). The very low water abundances measured above the clouds 

by Earth-based spectroscopy and in the lower atmosphere by Soviet and American 

spacecraft (Belton and Hunten, 1966; Boese et al, 1979; Moroz et al, 1982), and 

the finding that the clouds are composed of concentrated sulfuric acid (Sill, 1972; 
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Young and Young, 1973), confirmed the revelation that "Earth's twin" is an alien, 

hellish place. When it was established that Venus is five orders of magnitude less 

wet than Earth, evolutionary studies then became focused on accounting for the 

"lost water". A consistent picture emerged, supported by detailed modelling, of a 

once Earthlike Venus which has lost its oceans due to a runaway greenhouse which 

boiled the oceans, allowing rapid photolysis of water (Rasool and De Bergh, 1970). 

The hydrogen thus produced escaped into space, first by an extremely rapid hydro

dynamic flux and later, when the water mixing ratio fell to below 15 per cent, by 

various nonthermal processes (Kasting and Pollack, 1983; Kumar et ai, 1983). 

But this scenario, while self-consistent, is not unique in its ability to explain 

the conditions observed on Venus. The Venus-Earth dichotomy is not neccessarily 

a case of divergent evolution. The two planets may have followed very different 

paths thoughout their histories. Could Venus have been formed in its present-day 

desiccated state? Models of planetary formation differ on how much water and 

bound water should have been incorporated in the original material which accreted 

to form Venus. 

In this chapter I will pursue an extreme model in which endogenous water 

sources are neglected, in order to explore and illustrate the possible importance of 

exogenous water on Venus. The apparent steepness of the size-frequency distribu

tion of comets indicates that the bulk of the mass in the impacting flux may be 

contained in a relatively small number of massive nuclei. This suggests the possibil

ity of large stochastic variations in water abundance. (The K-T impactor on Earth 

may have been a 1019 gram comet (Lewis et al.,1982). This would provide about 

50 per cent of the current water abundance on Venus! The mean interval between 
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such impact events appears to be similar to the characteristic lifetime for water on 

Venus.) Accordingly, I have constructed a model incorporating stochastic impact 

injection and nonthermal escape of hydrogen, in order to explore the behavior of this 

interesting system. Before discussing the specifics of my model I will briefly return 

to the theory of terrestrial planet accretion in order to adress predictions of original 

homogeneity or heterogeneity in the volatile inventories of the terrestrial planets. I 

will then briefly review the observations and interpretations which have been made 

of the deuterium to hydrogen ratio at various locations in the Solar System, before 

returning to the subject of water and deuterium on Venus. Both of these digressions 

are necessary in order to assess the value of prima facie assumptions which have 

been made that the original water abundance and deuterium to hydrogen (D /H) 

ratio on Venus were identical to the terrestrial values. 

A Well-Stirred Planetary System? 

The theory of equilibrium condensation, in which the nebular temperature gra

dient controls the composition of condensates, places the inner boundary of hy

drated silicate condensation at a heliocentric distance between the orbits of Earth 

and Mars. This leads to a prediction of a much greater initial water abundance on 

Earth than that on Venus (Lewis, 1972). Alternatively, proponents of a wet young 

Venus argue that there should have been sufficient interchange among the planetes

imals which accreted to form the terrestrial planets to provide them with nearly 

identical volatile abundances. The current status of planetary accretion modelling 

is reviewed by Greenberg (1989). There is no consensus among competing models 

on how much radial mixing should have occured during accretion. Scenarios range 
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from those in which planetesimals from a wide range of heliocentric distances are 

incorporated into each planet (Wetherill, 1985), to those in which eccentricities re

main low until the terrestrial planets are almost fully formed, and a large degree of 

compositional segregation is maintained (Greenberg, 1989). 

The problem hinges on the question of how the size-distribution of bodies 

changed over time. Given early "runaway growth", in which a small number of 

planetary "embryos" quickly grew much larger than the swarm of orbiting bodies, 

circular orbits and a relatively quiescent accumulation process might have prevailed 

during the later phases of planet formation. If early runaway growth did not oc

cur, and a larger number of bodies contained the bulk of the mass in the swarm, 

then the orbits would have become more elliptical and giant collisions and extreme 

radial mixing would have prevailed. The simulations which have produced extreme 

amounts of radial mixing (Wetherill, 1985) have assumed initial conditions in which 

early runaway growth did not occur, starting with all of the mass in a large number 

of 1000 km size bodies. Whether or not this mass distribution would ever have 

actually occured is a matter of current debate (Greenberg, 1989). 

Not even the staunchest defenders of an equilibrium condensation viewpoint 

claim that there was no radial mixing during planet formation, but they question 

whether this mixing was as complete as some of the more tumultuous pictures of 

accumulation suggest. The observed variation of density with heliocentric distance 

among the terrestrial planets would not be produced in an extremely "well mixed" 

accretion process, and suggests that planet formation may have been a more qui

escent process with low eccentricities preventing a large degree of exchange. The 
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asteroid belt is also observed to show very clear compositional zoning with helio

centric distance, suggesting that in this region of the solar system radial mixing did 

not prevail (Lewis and Prinn, 1984; Jones, 1988). In this context, no one would 

expect Venus to be born completely dry, but whether she was endowed with 0.01, 

1, or 100 per cent of a terrestrial ocean is an unresolved question related to the 

process by which the planets assembled themselves. Until our knowledge of planet 

formation is more complete, it should not be assumed a priori that Venus was orig

inally endowed with an Earth ocean's worth of water. Before discussing the models 

which have attempted to derive information about the primordial water abundance 

on Venus from the D/H ratio, I will summarize current knowledge of deuterium in 

the Solar System. 

Deuterium In the Solar System 

Variations in the D IH ratio between different Solar System objects may reflect 

fractionations which occurred very early, prior to or during planet formation. Ob

servations have revealed a wide range of D IH values in the solar system. Essential 

to a correct interpretation of these observations is an understanding of the nature 

and rates of the fractionation processes. 

The standard for terrestrial deuterium abundance is the standard mean ocean 

water (SMOW) value of D IH = 156 ppm. This represents an enrichment by about 

a factor of 8 over the value in the primordial solar nebula, which is inferred to 

be 2 X 10-5 (Geiss and Reeves, 1981). Large deuterium enrichments of up to 30 
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to 100 times this "primordial" D IH have been observed in organic components of 

carbonaceous meteorites (Kerridge, 1980). 

One popular explanation for these enrichments has been low temperature equi

librium fractionation in the presolar nebula (Geiss and Reeves, 1981; Hubbard and 

Macfarlane, 1980). In a solar composition gas, as the temperature drops, deuterium 

will be partitioned increasingly into heavier molecules from molecular hydrogen. 

The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants of the major partioning 

reactions is shown in figure 3-1. Equilibration at temperatures of 200 K or lower 

could result in the observed deuterium enhancements in SMOW and meteorites, if 

the partitioning reactions are not kinetically limited. A low temperature explana

tion for the meteoritic enhancements is problematical in the light of oxygen isotopic 

ratios which seem to require much higher equilibrium temperatures (Black, 1973). 

Due to the high cosmic abundances of 0, C, and N, the primary deuteron 

recipients in the nebula will be H20, CH4, and NH3. If equilibrium has prevailed, 

the ice will be extremely D-rich relative to the gas. 

Theoretical models of Jovian planet formation, assuming that equilibrium frac

tionation has occured, predict that Jupiter and Saturn should have DIH close to 

the primordial ratio. Greatly enhanced ratios are predicted for Uranus and Nep

tune due to the larger ice-to -gas ratios expected in the formation of these planets 

(Hubbard and MacFarlane, 1980). Figure 3-2 shows observed values of D/H for a 

number of outer Solar System objects, plotted against modeled amounts of icy ma

terial incorporated in their formation. Observations of D/H on Jupiter and Saturn 

tend to confirm a roughly solar proportion for these planets (Beer and Taylor, 1973; 
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Figure 3.1. Deuterium Partitioning Equilibrium Constants 

The temperature dependence of reactions (3.1) and (3.2) in the text. Solid curve 
is KHDO. Broken curve is !KCH3D' shown here to compensate for stoichiometric 
effects, representing the comparative partitioning capacity of these two reactions at 
a given temperature. After Reeves and Bottinga (1972); and Richet et al. (1977). 
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Trauger et al., 1971; Macy and Smith, 1978; Fink and Larson, 1978; Owen et al. 

1986). 

Hubbard and MacFarlane (1980) sought to explain early observations of CH3D 

abundances on Uranus which did not show the predicted enhancement (Macy and 

Smith, 1978). Barring systematic errors in observation or interpretation, they sug

gested that a stably stratified Uranus could sequester a deuterium enhancement in 

the "icy" core for the age of the Solar System. Another possible explanation is that 

kinetic limitations on the deuterium partitioning reactions prevented low tempera

ture equilibrium fractionation from occurring in the solar nebula. While this would 

negate the prediction of an enhanced Uranian DIH ratio, it would also eliminate a 

plausible explanation for the terrestrial (SMOW) enhancement. Recent findings of 

enhanced DIH on Titan support the hypothesis that outer Solar System icy plan

etesimals were enriched in deuterium (Owen et al. 1986). New analysis of CH3D on 

Uranus has sugge,sted values closer to the predictions of Hubbard and MacFarlane 

(Owen et al. 1986), and recent unpublished observations of CH3D on Neptune show 

a similar enhancement (B. Lutz, personal communication) (Figure 3-2). Thus it 

now appears likely that ices in the early solar system were deuterium rich, yet the 

kinetic limitations on the low temperature partitioning reactions cannot be ignored, 

and may impose severe constraints on equilibrium fractionation as an explanation 

for this enrichment. 

Beer and Taylor (1973) performed a kinetic analysis of the partitioning reactions 

summarized by 

(3.1) 
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Values of D /H for solar system objects plotted against modeled amounts of icy ma
terial incorporated in theirformation. D/H values are from Owen et at. (1986) and 
B. Lutz (personal communication 1988). Asterisks are predicted D /H values from 
the model of Hubbard and MacFarlane (1980). Ice percentages are from Hubbard 
and MacFarlane (1980) and Pollack and Consolmagno (1984). 
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and found that, for temperatures below 450 K, equilibration times are greater than 

the age of the universe. Similar calculations for 

(3.2) 

also yield extremely large equilibration times (Steacie, 1954; Geib and Steacie 1935; 

Farkas and Melville 1936). The rates of homogeneous gas phase deuterium exchange 

rections are far too low to be relevant to the solar nebula at any temperatures low 

enough to provide a significant equilibrium partitioning effect. 

Several authors suggested that reactions on grain surfaces in the nebula could 

contribute to deuterium fractionation, perhaps allowing more reasonable equilibra

tion times (Beer and Taylor, 1973; Geiss and Reeves, 1981). Surface catalysis of 

deuterium fractionation is a familiar industrial process. Grinspoon and Lewis (1987) 

applied experimental data from this literature to conditions in the nebula in order 

to assess the importance of surface catalysis. They found that even under highly 

idealized conditions the rates of surface catalyzed reactions in the nebula, while 

faster than their homogeneous counterparts, where not sufficiently enhanced to al

low substantial fractionation to occur in the lifetime of the nebula, which has been 

estimated to be on the order of 105 -106 years (Lewis and Prinn, 1984). The result 

of one calculation from Grinspoon and Lewis (1987) is shown in figure 3.3. This 

shows equilibration times under the unrealistically generous assumption (from the 

point of view of molecules wishing to overcome the kinetic barrier) that the most 

favorable catalyst, nickel, is available in its cosmic abundance in pure spherical 5 
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micron grains. Grinspoon and Lewis (1987) concluded that low-temperature equi

librium fractionation of deuterium did not occur in the presolar nebula, since even 

under unrealisitically favorable conditions the equilibration times are prohibitively 

long. Other explanations must be sought to explain the range of D /H ratios ob

served in the Solar System. 

Quantum molecular tunneling has been suggested as a mechanism for over

coming low temperature kinetic inhibitions in the interstellar medium (Goldanskii 

1977, 1979, 1985). The low- temperature quantum limit of chemical reaction rates 

has been confirmed in the laboratory in the case of formaldehyde polymerization 

(Goldanskii et al. 1973), and this mechanism has been offered as a means of fa

cilitating the formation of complex organic molecules in molecular clouds. Tielens 

(1983) modeled the surface chemistry of deuterated molecules on mantled interstel

lar grains with a complex reaction scheme including the effects of molecular tunnel

ing. This mechanism appears to offer an alternative, or at least an augmentation, 

to the ion-molecule reaction scheme described by Watson (1976) for explaining the 

large deuterium fractionation observed in molecular clouds. Grinspoon and Lewis 

(1987) considered whether this tunneling mechanism could help overcome the ki

netic barriers I have discussed in the presolar nebula. The theoretical studies of 

Goldanskii and Tielens have been for conditions in interstellar clouds with charac

teristic temperatures of 10-20 K and lifetimes of 105 _107 years, comparable to the 

lifetime of the solar nebula. The "tunneling temperature" at which reaction rates 

level off with decreasing temperature, departing from the Arrhenius exponential 

decline, is inversely proportional to the square root of the mass of the tunneling 

species. Characteristic tunneling temperatures for hydrogen and deuterium are 160 

and 120 K, respectively (Goldanskii, 1985), considerably higher than those for other 
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conditions. From Grinspoon and Lewis (1987). 
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species, and within the range of temperatures in most nebular models, at least for 

the extremities of the nebula. However, the kinetic calculations discussed above 

appear to preclude the usefulness of tunneling for surface catalyzed deuterium frac

tionation in the nebula. A leveling off of reaction rate at 160 K does not help if the 

classically calculated rate at 560 K is already slow enough to preclude significant 

fractionation in a nebular lifetime (Grinspoon and Lewis, 1987). 

Yung et al. (1988) devised a photochemical scheme which could explain en

hancements of HDO and CH3D in the nebula. This involves ultraviolet photolysis of 

H20 producing OH radicals which react with H2 and HD, producing free deuterons. 

These deuterons can then exchange rapidly with OH, producing OD which can then 

react with H2, yielding HDO. The scheme for CH3D production is analog0':l8 to this. 

Yung et al. found that with this mechanism deuterium enrichments in the conden

sible species on the order of those predicted for thermochemical equilibrium could 

be produced on much shorter time scales. This could explain the apparent DIH 

enrichment in ices in the nebula but several large uncertainties remain, including 

the opacity of the nebula which could preclude the necessary UV fluxes, and poorly 

known rate constants for several of the key reaction steps. 

Several theoretical discussions of the origins of cometary ices have proposed 

that the incorporation of ice-mantled dust grains from molecular clouds could lead 

to large enhancements of D/H in comets (Vanysek and Vanysek, 1985; Ip, 1984). 

Grinspoon and Lewis (1987) proposed that heavily deuterated cometary ices could 

provide a mechanical connection between the large deuterium enhancements ob

served in interstellar molecules and the range of enhanced (over solar) values ob

served in the solar system. In this scenario, the suite of D IH values found in the 
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Solar System could represent a range of mixtures of "interstellar/cometary" and 

"solar/primordial" hydrogen. Impact of deuterium-rich cometary and meteoritic 

material may have assisted in producing the enhanced terrestrial D /H. Eberhardt 

et al. (1987) determined D/H in Comet Halley from Giotto neutral mass spectrom

eter measurements. Their value (0.6 x 10-4 < D/H < 4.8 x 10-4 ) is consistent 

with the terrestrial value, with a large uncertainty. The degree to which this repre

sents an average cometary value, and the amount of heterogeneity to be expected 

in cometary D /H are unknown. If comets are the remnants of a population of 

Uranus-Neptune icy planetesimals, then D-rich comets would be consistent with 

the observed deuterium enhancements on Uranus and Neptune. The consequences 

of cometary hydrogen infall for the D /H ratio on Venus will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 

Water on Venus 

The interpretation of spacecraft measurements of water vapor in the lower atmo

sphere of Venus has proven problematical. Young et al. (1984) performed a detailed 

analysis of optical spectra of transmitted sunlight taken at several levels by Venera 

entry probes. The favored interpretation is of a surface mixing ratio of 20 parts 

per million rising to a value of 100-200 ppm at the cloud tops. The Pioneer Venus 

Neutral Mass Spectrometer also reported a surface water mixing ratio of 20 ppm. 

Figure 3.4 shows the modelled water profile. Although this represents the best fit 

to the data assuming that all of the modelled absorption is caused by water, Young 

et al. noted that the features at 0.82 and 1.13 microns can be modelled quite well 

with a total mixing ratio of 20 ppm, but including the 0.94 micron feature required 
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the rather sharply peaked maximum at 40 km. They suggested that the total water 

mixing ratio is no more than 50 ppm and that the bulk of the 0.94 micron feature is 

due to some other unknown absorber. The appearance of this maximum just below 

the lower cloud deck suggests that this absorber might be caused by evaporation of 

cloud particles. An obvious candidate is sulfuric acid vapor, but unfortunately in 

a literature search I found no infrared spectra of gaseous H2S04. Even if the 0.94 

micron peal<: at 40 km is largely due to some other absorber, a gradient, albeit a 

more modest one than that shown in figure 3.4 is probably required to fit the data. 

The cause of this gradient in the well mixed lower atmosphere is not understood. 

Two obvious ways of producing such a gradient are by a massive downwards flux, 

with a sink at the surface, or by a chemical reaction with some other hydrogen 

containing compound which is favored in the hot near-surface regions. 

Could a downwards flux of water, consumed by reactions with minerals in the 

hot surface rocks, be causing the apparent gradient? The necessary flux to produce 

such a gradient would be: 

(3.3) 

where n(z) is the atmospheric number density at altitude z, n1 is the number 

density of water molecules, J( is the Eddy diffusion coefficient, and <I> is the flux. A 

reasonable value for J( in the Venus troposphere is 10-4 cm2 s-l (D.M. Hunten, 

personal communication). This gives an implied flux of water of 3.4x1012 cm-2 s-l. 

This required flux is much larger than any reasonable source could supply, suggesting 

that a downward flux of water is not responsible for the observed gradient. 
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Figure 3.4. Venus Water Profile Interpretation 

This is the water profile of Young et al. (1984) which gives the best fit to the 0.94 
micron band in the solar spectrum recorded during the descent of the Venera 11 
probe. 
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Another possible cause for the observed water gradient is reaction of water to 

some other chemical species in the lower atmosphere. A large number of gaseous 

compounds of H, C, N, 0, S, Cl, F and even P, As, Sb, Hg, and alkali metals have 

been considered in attempts to "hide" the water near the surface. Unfortunately 

there have been no chemical models found which can satisfactorily account for 

the '<missing" hydrogen in the lower atmosphere. I would like to report here the 

tentative identification of a candidate species: gaseous carbonic acid, H2C03. 

Experiments with high pressure C02 near the critical point have shown that 

C02 can dissolve large quantities of many compounds which would not be expected 

under other circumstances (K. Vemulapalli, personal communication). Although 

the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1975 edition, page B-84) states that 

carbonic acid "exists only in solution", acting on a suggestion from K. Vemulapalli, 

I conducted a literature search for information on gaseous carbonic acid. Terlouw, 

et al (1987) reported the laboratory formation offree carbonic acid in the gas phase 

from thermolysis of NH4HC03. They calculated a standard enthalpy of formation 

of -146.1 kcal/mole for gaseous H2C03. Based on this standard .6.H of formation, 

we estimate a .6.H of association from water vapor and carbon dioxide of ~ 6000 

cal/mole. There is not enough information in the report of Terlouw et al (1987) to 

directly deduce an entropy of formation for gaseous carbonic acid, but based on this 

report and information on the vapor pressure of ammonium bicarbonate, J. Lewis 

(personal communication) has suggested that a .6.8 of ~ 0 ± 2 seems appropriate. 

Figure 3.5 shows a calculated water profile assuming that in the lower atmosphere 

water is associating with C02 by 
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Figure 3.5. Model of Venus Lower Atmosphere Water Profile 

Calculated profiles of water and gaseous sulfuric and carbonic acids in the lower 
atmosphere of Venus, assuming 90 ppm total water abundance. The altitude of 
H2S04 saturati0n, indicated in the figure, is somewhat sensitive to the assumed 
H20/S ratio which has been assumed to be unity here (Lewis and Grinspoon, 
1989). 
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(3.4) 

and using an enthalpy of association of 6000 cal/mole and an entropy of asso

ciation of 0.8 cal/mole K. This model also includes the reaction of water with 803 

to form sulfuric acid. The results for a water mole fraction of 90 ppm fit the data 

quite well from the surface up to the cloud deck if, as suggested by Young et ai, 

the 200 ppm point required to fit the 0.95 micron absorption at 40 km is not solely 

due to water. The fit is not strongly sensitive to the thermodynamic assumptions 

within reasonable limits. Apparently there are no published infrared spectra for 

gaseous H2C03 but it is reasonable to assume that it would not show the same 

absorptions from O-H bonds that the H20 spectra shows and thus this reaction 

would successfully "hide" the water from the IR spectral measurements in the lower 

atmosphere. We are at present attempting to find or derive more secure values for 

these thermodynamic parameters, but it appears thus far that formation of gaseous 

carbonic acid and sulfuric acid may successfully explain the water gradient observed 

in the lower atmosphere of Venus (Lewis and Grinspoon, 1989). 

Lifetime Of Water On Venus 

The current hydrogen escape flux is dominated by hot 0 impact (McElroy et 

al.,1982) and charge exchange with hot H+ (Kumar et al.,1983), yielding a total 

escape flux of 2 X 107 H atoms cm-2s-1 . Assuming that water is the major H 

containing species, which appears to be the case, then the most likely column abun

dance of ~ 0.1 grams of H per square centimeter has a lifetime of 108 years; quite 
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short compared to the age of Venus. The range of reasonable values for water, 20 

- 200 ppm gives a range of lifetimes against escape at the current rate of 7 x 107 

to 7 X 108 years. Even the upper limit is considerably shorter than the age of the 

solar system. 

It is unsatisfactory simply to assume (although it is conceivable) that the present 

epoch is a unique point in the evolution of the atmosphere of Venus. A much more 

likely possibility is that Venus is being supplied with water at a rate which balances 

the nonthermal escape flux. Two potentially large water sources suggest themselves; 

long term continuous volcanic outgassing, and impact of volatile rich bodies, among 

which icy comet nuclei should carry the bulk of the incoming hydrogen. 

Although there is good evidence for volcanic activity at some point in the history 

of Venus (Barsukov et al., 1986), the amount of accompanying outgassing is totally 

unknown. It is not known whether this activity continues at present, although there 

have been intriguing observations of secular changes in the S02 abundance above 

the clouds (Esposito, 1984). Estimates of the time-dependence and total extent of 

outgassing on Venus must be highly dependent on one's preference of models for 

the origin and geologic evolution of the planet. 

Lewis (1974) found that the flux of comets and volatile-rich asteroids could be 

sufficient to maintain a steady state abundance of hydrogen on Venus. As discussed 

above in chapter two, estimates of the cometary flux through the inner solar system 

have been made based on cratering records, astronomical observations and dynam

ical calculations. Although there is also a large uncertainty in these estimates, this 

is a known hydrogen source for Venus which may be considered independently of 
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geologic models. The likely magnitude of the hydrogen influx from this source will 

be discussed later in this chapter. 

Deuterium on Venus 

The large deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio in the atmosphere of Venus was estab

lished by McElroy et al.(1982) who derived a D /H ratio of 1 x 10-2 from the mass 

2 ion detection by the Pioneer Venus ion mass spectrometer. Donahue et al.(1982) 

analyzed the PV large probe neutral mass spectrometer measurement ofHDO, find

ing a D /H ratio of (1.6 ± 0.2) x 10-2• This measurement was regarded as a critical 

test between theories in which Venus formed in its present dry state, and those in 

which large amounts of water were lost over the history of the planet. (The title of 

the paper in Science announcing this measurement was: "Venus Was Wet" .) 

The evolution of the D /H ratio on Venus has been presented as an example of 

Rayleigh fractionation (Kumar et al. 1983). In this formalism the escape of these 

isotopes can be represented by two differential equations 

dH = -KH 
dt 

dD = -KfD 
dt 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where H and D represent the planetary inventories of hydrogen and deuterium 

respectively, and f is the fractionation factor, which represents the efficiency of 

deuterium escape relative to hydrogen. The use of the constant K to represent 
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the relationship between hydrogen abundance and escape rate glosses over a much 

more complicated nonlinear function which has been derived by Kasting and Pollack 

(1983) and Kumar et al. (1983). However if it is assumed that escape has occurred 

.at a rate near the diffusion-limited flux, then the use of a linear relationship is valid 

and the mathematics is greatly simplified. The solution to these equations is: 

(3.7) 

where X H2 0 , the mixing ratio of water, is assumed to represent the total hydrogen 

inventory and the subscripts 1 and 0 can be taken to mean "present" and "primor

dial" respectively. If it is assumed that the primordial D/H ratio on Venus, (in 0' 

was equal to the modern terrestrial value (1.6 x 10-4), then this solution implies 

that the primordial water abundance on Venus was much greater than the present

day abundance. In the limit where no deuterium has escaped (f = 0), the water 

abundance has declined by the same factor by which the D/H ratio is enhanced, 

roughly two orders of magnitude. If f is larger than zero, or has been in the past, 

then it is possible that vastly greater quantities of water have been lost over geologic 

time. 

In this model the fractionating non-thermal escape was preceded by a period 

of hydrodynamic escape of much larger quantities of water, perhaps up to a full 

terrestrial ocean (Kasting and Pollack, 1983). There is little evidence for this hydro

dynamic escape phase, beyond the argument that some models of planet formation 

would have provided Venus with Earthlike quantities of water which then would 

have escaped in this fashion. An early period of massive hydrodynamic escape has 
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also been invoked by Pepin (1987) to generate the observed mass-fractionation of 

noble gas elements and isotopes. 

This interpretation of the D /H ratio on Venus, widely cited in the scientific 

and popular literatures, depends on two questionable assumptions. The range of 

D /H values observed in solar system objects has yet to be explained in a consistent 

manner. In particular, as discussed above, the origin ofthe Earth's D/H ratio, which 

is enhanced by a factor of 8 to 10 over the apparent cosmic value, is unresolved. 

Thus the assumption that the initial D/H ratio on Venus was identical to the current 

terrestrial value, while representing one reasonable possibility, should not be used to 

draw definitive conclusions about the history of hydrogen isotopes on that planet. 

To assume that this terrestrial "standard" holds currency elsewhere, without a fuller 

understanding of the origin of this value, is unneccesarily geocentric. 

A more serious error is the assumption, implicit in the formulation of Eqs. 3.5 

and 3.6, that the water abundance has been declining monotonically over the history 

of the planet. The short lifetime of water on Venus compared to the age of the solar 

system strongly suggests that rather than being in a monotonic decline, as has been 

assumed in previous models, the water abundance is currently in a steady state. 

A Steady-State Interpretation of the D /H Ratio on Venus 

What are the consequences of this steady state for the evolution of the 

deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio? By modifying Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 to include a source 

term for hydrogen, and assuming a steady state, we may write: 



dHss = A. _ K H = 0 
dt 'fJ f ss 

dD 
- = ex¢-KD 
dt 
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(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where ¢ is the magnitude of the hydrogen source, ex is the D /H ratio of the source 

hydrogen, and Hss is the steady state hydrogen abundance. These equations have 

the time-dependent solution (Grinspoon, 1987): 

(D) ex [ex (D)] _.!ELt H (t) = f - 7 - Hoe Hss (3.10) 

If we assume that ex is equal to (H) 0 then Eq. 3.9 reduces to Eq. 10 in 

Krasnopolsky (1985). This assumption is probably reasonable ifthe major hydrogen 

source is endogenous but if the major source is exogenous then this assumption 

cannot be made. 

Hunten(1982) and Hunten et al.(1989) give the solution: 

(3.11) 

for the steady-state case. This is indeed the limiting solution, with the exponential 

term (representing the decaying signature of the original D /H ratio) disappearing 
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as t goes to infinity. However it is not obvious that this term can be ignored. The 

time constant for decay of this exponential term is 

H 
r = cPr (3.12) 

For a hydrogen inventory corresponding to 20 ppm water, an escape flux of 

2 x 107 cm-2s-1 , and f = 0.022 for charge exchange (Krasnopolsky,1985), we 

find r = 3.97 X 109 years. Hunten et al.(1989) suggest a weighted fractionation 

factor, allowing for the relative magnitude and differing fractionation factors of the 

various escape mechanisms, of f = 0.013. Employing this value in (3.12) gives us 

r = 6.71 X 109 years. Thus the decay time for this term seems to be on the order 

of the age of the solar system. 

The solar EUV flux was more intense in the past (Zahnle and Walker,1982) and 

thus it seems likely that the escape flux of H may have been at the diffusion limit, or 

closer to the limit than at present, for much of the planet's history (Krasnopolsky, 

1985). This increased flux for a given water abundance would have the effect of 

lowering r by an amount proportional to the increase in flux. Uncertainties in 

estimating the present and past values of cP, H and f make it difficult to determine 

whether or not the limiting solution of (3.10), represented by (3.11), should be 

reached in 4.5 X 109 years of steady state evolution of the D /H ratio. 

What value does the steady-state solution predict for the present day D /H on 

Venus? If the source of hydrogen has a terrestrial D /H ratio and the fractionation 

factor is as modelled by Hunten et al. (1989) (it = 1.6 X 10-4, f = 0.013), then 
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(3.11) gives a limiting steady-state D/H =1.23 x 10-2 . As discussed abover, the 

average cometary D /H ratio is unknown. Some models of comet formation lead 

to predictions of enhanced D /H in cometary ices (Vanysek and Vanysek, 1984; Ip, 

1984). Using the range of observed D/H values in comet Halley (0.6 x 10-4 < 

D/H < 4.8 x 10-4 Eberhardt et al., 1987) for a in (3.11) gives a steady state D/H 

of 4.6 x 10-3 to 3.7 X 10-2 for Venus, nicely bracketing the observed value. Including 

the time-dependent exponential term in (3.10) with a decay constant on the order 

of the age of the solar system lowers these values somewhat, depending on the 

chosen value for "original" D /H. Yet it is still possible with reasonable assumptions 

for the unknown parameters a, f, (It) 0' and H to derive D /H values, employing 

the steady-state solution, which are consistent with the observations. It is not 

necessary to postulate any past or "primordial" excess of water on Venus to explain 

the observed D /H ratio. 

After the preliminary reports of the steady-state model for D jH on Venus were 

published (Grinspoon, 1987; Grinspoon and Lewis, 1988), T.M. Donahue (personal 

communication) criticized the use of 20 ppm for the water abundance on Venus, 

noting that his preferred value of 200 ppm results in much less steady-state frac

tionation over the lifetime of Venus. As discussed above, the interpretation of the 

water abundance observations is problematical. Although, following Young et al. 

(1984), I favor an abundance of less than 50 ppm, Donahue is correct to point out 

that larger abundances may also fit the data. An abundance of 200 ppm would result 

in time-constants to reach the steady-state value which are an order of magnitude 

longer than those reported for 20 ppm. This suggests that, if the time averaged value 

of Venus water abundance has been 200 ppm for billions of years, then steady-state 

fractionation of the kind described here is not sufficient to explain the D jH ratio 
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on Venus, unless 1) cometary D/H is significantly higher than SMOW, 2) escape 

rates were much higher in the past, or 3) the fractionation factor was lower in the 

past. The claim I make for the steady-state model for Venus D /H is only that 

it is consistent with the observations, and represents a plausible alternative to the 

widely quoted interpretation that the observed D /H requires the existence of ancient 

oceans on Venus. Unfortunately, the uncertainties in several important quantities, 

the total water abundance in particular, may preclude a definitive choice between 

these models at present. Even a well determined value for the present-day water 

abundance might be inadequate for this task for the following reason: If comets are 

a major source of hydrogen on Venus, then stochastic impacts of large comets could 

cause significant stochastic variations in the D /H ratio and water abundance over 

time. Thus even if we were confident that we knew the current water abundance, 

the assumption that this represented the time-averaged value over millions of years 

would be questionable. In order to understand better the nature and magnitude 

of these likely stochastic fluctuations, I have constructed a model for the temporal 

evolution of water abundance and D /H ratio on Venus, incorporating stochastic 

comet impacts and nonthermal escape. 

The Stochastic Impact Injection Model 

For a power law mass-frequency distribution with a cumulative slope index of 

less than 2, most of the mass is contained in the largest objects in the distribution. 

The size distribution of comets appears to be of this nature (Hughes and Daniels, 

1980; Shoemaker and Wolfe, 1982; Donnison, 1986; Hughes, 1987). Thus it seems 

likely that an exogenous source of hydrogen would be largely injected in a relatively 
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small number of sudden events rather than as a smooth stream. As discussed in 

chapter two, there is a large uncertainty in our knowledge of the flux of large bodies 

through the inner solar system and the resulting frequencies of impact with the 

terrestrial planets. Thus any conclusion based on a model including such an impact 

flux must be robust against large variations in the magnitude of this flux. To 

allow for these uncertainties, I ran the model with the baseline flux, representing an 

estimate of the most likely impact-frequency distribution, and also with a range of 

variations. My baseline flux is an adaptation of the terrestrial impact flux described 

in chapter two, equations 2.10 and 2.11. I have modified this flux to include only the 

cometary impactors, and considered the relative probabilities of impact on Venus 

and Earth for objects in cometary orbits. 

As discussed in chapter two, I will assume that approximately 50 % of the 

objects represented in equations 2.10 and 2.11 are cometary nuclei, of which ap

proximately 1/3 are long period and 2/3 are short period. 

Cometary orbits are highly elliptical and most Earth-crossing comets are also 

Venus-crossing comets. Due to this fact, and the nearly identical gravitational cross 

sections of these two planets, one would intuitively expect similar comet fluxes on 

the two planets. Dynamical calculations support this impression. For long-period 

comets the impact probability on Venus is 77 per cent greater than that on Earth 

(Weissman,1985). For short-period comets the impact probability is 75 per cent 

greater on Earth (Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, 1981). Thus the cometary 

flux on the two planets can be considered to be equal within the limits of the other 

uncertainties involved in the flux estimate. 
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Based on these considerations I have employed a baseline comet flux which is 

50 per cent of the total flux used by Watkins(1983). This distribution is shown in 

Figure 2.2. A pseudo-random number generater was used to simulate a stochastic 

flux with this size-frequency distribution. The method of transformation from a 

sample of random numbers to a power-law distribution is described in Kalos and 

Whitlock (1986). The largest comet in the baseline distribution has a mass of 

4.2 x 1019 grams, having a characteristic time between impacts of 4.5 x 109 years. 

The integrated mass of this flux of comets over the age of the solar system is 

2 X 1020 grams. By comparison the mass which Ip and Fernandez (1987) have 

estimated to have been received by Venus from mass loss from the Oort cloud is 

6 x 1020 grams over this same time period. This is independent of a much larger 

component of 1024 to 1025 grams which would have been received by Venus in 

the first few hundred million years of Solar System history due to planetesimals 

scattered during the formation of Uranus and Neptune (Ip and Fernandez, 1987). 

For a cometary composition of 50 per cent H20 by mass, an influx of 5 x 1020 grams 

over the age of Venus would be balanced by an average escape flux of 1 x 107 H 

atoms cm-2s-1 , within 50 per cent of the present escape flux. 

As discussed in chapter two, the uncertainty in the terrestrial impact flux is a 

factor of 4 at the low mass end of the spectrum. For larger masses the uncertainty 

is at least an order of magnitude. My baseline flux is conservative in that I have 

assumed a time-independent flux, remaining at currently estimated impact rates 

throughout the entire history of Venus. Yet impact rates were surely greater in the 

past. It is not clear what fraction of the early intense bombardment suffered by the 

terrestrial planets was due to comets, but dynamical considerations suggest that the 

rate of comet impact in the early solar system should have been greater than that 
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at present by many orders of magnitude (Ip and Fernandez, 1987). An additional 

potentially significant source of hydrogen which I have not included is volatile-rich 

asteroids, particularly that subset of Apollo asteroids that may be extinct cometary 

nuclei. These objects may have substantial volatile reservoirs in their interiors. 

I assume a cometary composition which is 5 per cent hydrogen by mass (Whip

ple, 1984). I further assume that the impacting nuclei are vaporized and that the 

hydrogen enters the atmosphere and chemically equilibrates, mostly ending up in 

water molecules. Both Watkins (1983) and Walker (1986) studied impact blowoff 

of atmospheres and concluded that it is not a significant process for Venus. 

The second essential component of this model is the escape flux of hydrogen 

and deuterium. The function ifJ (JH20S) which describes the dependence of the 

hydrogen escape flux on the water mixing ratio at the surface is quite complex, 

involving many different escape processes which dominate in different regimes of 

homopause hydrogen abundance fH, and several regimes of differing functional de

pendence of fH on fH
2
0S, The latter is controlled at present by the sulfuric acid 

condensation trap, and in larger fH20 regimes by an ice-condensation cold trap. 

This has been modelled in detail by Kumar et al.(1983), Kasting and Pollack(1983), 

and Krasnopolsky(1985). The results of this modelling are displayed graphically in 

Figure 13 of Kumar et al.(1983) and Figure 1b of Krasnopolsky(1985), reproduced 

here in figures 3.6 and 3.7. These results differ somewhat due to different assump

tions about the behavior of the sulfuric acid trap and the nature of the cold trap. 

By experimenting with models employing the range of these assumptions, I have 

found that these differences are not great enough to significantly affect the results 

of the stochastic injection model. My model employs the escape function shown 
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in Krasnopolsky's figure lb. It was necessary to extend this function to regimes 

of water abundance below the current abundance, where it has not been modeled 

in detail (since all previous models have assumed a declining water abundance). It 

was sufficient for the present purposes to assume that in this regime the escape flux 

simply declines in proportion to the water abundance, as the results have proven 

to be insensitive to the detailed shape of the escape function in this region. The 

escape function employed is shown in Figure 3.7. 

I also performed some runs with escape occuring at the diffusion limit for all 

water abundances. For this function, also shown in Figure 3.7, I used the diffusion 

limited flux as a function of homopause hydrogen abundance </> = 4 X 1013 (fH) 

cm-2s-1, given by Kasting and Pollack(1983). For the sulfuric acid trap function 

I used the linear function, fH = 2 X 10-2 (JH
2
0S), given by Kumar et al.,1983. 

Krasnopolsky's treatment of this function is more complex, allowing for the depen

dence of fH on the H20/S02 ratio. The use of the resulting nonlinear sulfuric 

acid trap function explains why the escape function shown in Figure 3.7 exceeds 

the "diffusion limited" flux at the upper end of the sulfuric acid trap regime, as the 

latter was derived using the linear assumption. 

The horizontal portion of the curve in Figure 3.7 represents the cold trap, with 

an assumed temperature of 170 K, which is the case for the present day atmosphere 

(Krasnopolsky, 1985). Here the escape flux becomes independent of fH20S until 

the H20 mixing ratio rises to ~ 10 per cent at the surface, when rapid hydrody

namic escape becomes possible (Kasting and Pollack, 1983). The hydrodynamic 

escape regime is not treated in this model, as the resulting quasi-steady state water 

abundances remain well below this value. 
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The escape flux of hydrogen from Venus as a function of H mixing ratio at the 
homopause. From Kumar et al. (1983). The processes represented are charge 
exchange on the dayside and nightside, hot 0 impact, and hydrodynamic escape 
which would only occur at water abundances many orders of magnitude greater 
than the present abundance. 
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Hydrogen escape flux adapted from Krasnopolsky (1985). At high iH20 the cold 
trap results in an escape flux which is independent of hydrogen abundance. I have 
extended this function to low iH'J,O by assuming a linear relationship. The dashed 
line is the diffusion-limited flux described in the text. 
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The escaping hydrogen was integrated in million year increments, with the 

amount of deuterium escaping in each increment equalling the product of the num

ber of escaped H atoms, the instantaneous D /H ratio, and the chosen fractionation 

factor. In a more rigorous treatment the fractionation factor would also vary with 

water abundance as the relative importance of the nonthermal escape processes 

changed. 

The number and mass of impacts were calculated at 50 million year increments. 

The cumulative mass of small comets with a characteristic time between impacts 

of less than 50 million years was included as a constant "low mass trickle" in each 

increment. For the slope index used, this constituted 34 percent of the total flux. 

A simple way to modify this model to include the effect of outgassing would be 

to increase the value of this parameter, although there is no reason to expect that 

outgassed and cometary water would have the same D /H. 

For each 50 million year increment the water mixing ratio, D /H ratio, cumu

lative cometary mass, and percent of water of cometary origin were recorded. An 

impact time-step of 5 x 107 years precludes the explicit inclusion of comet show

ers in this model, as the modelled duration of these events is on the order of 106 

years (Hut et ai., 1986; Hills, 1986). Qualitatively, it is clear that the effect of 

including comet showers in this model would be similar to increasing the number of 

occasional very large comets, as showers would represent massive water injections 

within a single time-step. However, as long as the total comet flux assumed is a 

reasonably accurate mirror of reality, the general behavior of this system can be 

accurately simulated without the explicit inclusion of shower comets. 
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Model Results 

Figure 3.8a shows the water abundance as a function of time for 5 model runs 

employing an impact flux equal to twice the baseline comet flux. This behavior, 

spikes of high iH20 corresponding to large impacts, interspersed with periods of 

declining water abundance, was typical of runs with a wide range of integrated 

impact fluxes and with diverse assumptions regarding escape behavior. Figure 3.8b 

is a histogram showing per cent of time spent in different bins of water abundance 

for these same five runs. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show the behavior of the water 

abundance for a flux depleted by a factor of 2 relative to the baseline flux. As 

can be seen, the behavior is essentially identical, with the system simply spending 

a larger percentage of time in the lower water abundance range. Model runs were 

performed with the integrated impact flux varied over two orders of magnitude, and 

still the behavior was similar with the histograms becoming more perturbed. 

The largest water abundance spikes shown in these figures correspond to injec

tions of water which are larger than the size of the largest comet reported above. 

This is not surprising because the model is probabilistic. The object reported as 

the largest in the distribution is the one which has an impact timescale of 4.5 x 109 

years. Yet, from equation 1.1, an event has a probability of lie of occuring within 

its own timescale and a finite probability of occuring within a smaller interval. Thus 

objects larger than the "largest comet" had a small but finite probability of impact. 

In addition, the points in these figures each represent an integration over 50 million 

years of escape and impacts. Occasionally two or even three or four impact events 

would occur in one increment and would be represented by one large spike in water 
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Figure 3.8. Simulated Venus Water Abundance Evolution 

(a) Five model runs for evolution of water abundance on Venus. These runs em
ployed an impact flux equal to twice the baseline comet flux shown in Fig. 2.2. 
Spikes in water abundance correspond to large comet impacts. (b) Histogram for 
these five runs showing percentage of time spent in different bins of water abun
dance. 
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Figure 3.9. Simulated Venus Water Abundance Evolution 

(a) Results of five runs employing an impact flux depleted by a factor of 4 relative 
to the runs in Fig. 3.8. (b) Water abundance histogram for these runs. 
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abundance. These plots, with five model runs each, represent 22.5 billion years of 

evolution, so a handful of such unlikely events is to be expected. 

The histograms each exhibit a sharp cut-off at the low water abundance end. 

This corresponds to the level at which the steady "low mass trickle" for the chosen 

impact flux just balances the escaping hydrogen flux. The low end cut-off in the his

togram for many model runs is higher than the observed 20 ppm water abundance. 

I do not regard this as problematical, as the uncertainties in this measurement and 

in many model parameters are large. The model is mainly meant to illustrate the 

character of the behavior to be expected in this system. In most cases however the 

system spent a considerable percentage of time within the range of uncertainty in 

the current water abundance, which I consider to be 15 - 100 ppm. 

Figure 3.11 shows the behavior of the D/H ratio for the same runs displayed 

in figure 3.10. As expected, the stochastic variation of D/H is large but the net 

trend is towards larger D/H as the steady state evolves. Figure 3.12 shows the 

effect of varying the D /H of the cometary hydrogen and holding all other variables 

constant. Clearly, the evolution of the D /H ratio is much more sensitive to choices 

of unknown input parameters than is the iH20 evolution, which was consistent with 

observations for a very wide range of assumptions. Although the D /H ratio entered 

the observed range for some reasonable choices of the input parameters, there were 

many combinations of total flux,escape function and cometary D /H for which the 

planetary D /H remained well below the observed value. For example an impact flux 

depleted by a factor of eight relative to the baseline flux did not produce sufficiently 

enhanced D /H unless the cometary D /H was a factor of 10 greater than terrestrial. 

Thus the conclusions about D /H evolution based on this model cannot be as robust 
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Figure 3.10. Simulated Venus Water Abundance Evolution 

(a) Five model runs with an impact flux enhanced by a factor of 2 relative to 
the baseline flux, and with hydrogen escaping at the diffusion limit. (b) Water 
abundance histogram for these runs. 
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Figure 3.11. Simulated Venus O/H Evolution 

Evolution of the deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio for the same runs shown in Fig. 
3.10, employing a cometary D/H equal to the terrestrial vn.lue of 1.6 x 10-4 and a 
fractionation factor f = 0.013. 
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as those about iH20 evolution. These results led me to consider the effect of a 

time-dependent comet flux on the D /H ratio. 

Model Results with a Time-Dependent Comet Flux 

Although the model runs described up to this point have assumed no higher 

ancient cometary flux, this is counter to both the observational evidence contained 

in the cratel'ing record of the terrestrial planets, and theoretical treatments of outer 

planet formation and cometary dynamics. I do not wish here to effect a precisely 

detailed simulation of the time dependence of this flux, but merely to explore the 

consequences of a past excess in impact rate which mimics to some extent those 

which have been postulated in the literature and modelled in chapter two. Shoe

maker and Wolfe (1982) suggested that the late heavy bombardment of the inner 

solar system was due to comets, but Strom (1987) has offered arguments to the con

trary based on detailed comparisons of the cratering records of the planets. Here, 

I simply assume that the proportion of cometary objects in the total impact flux 

was the same in the past as it is at present. According to the models of Hart

mann(1987), and the models in chapter 2 of this dissertation, the terrestrial impact 

flux 4 billion years ago was approximately 103 times the current flux, although the 

earlier, post-accretional flux must surely have been much higher. 

I modified the impact injection model to include an enhancement of the impact 

rate by 103 at t = -4 X 109, decreasing with a 150 million year half-life. This gives. 

a total integrated flux of 2.8 x 1022 grams. Compared to the 1024 to 1025 grams 

which Venus may have received from scattered planetesimals during the formation 
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Figure 3.12. The Effect of Cometary D/H on Venus D/H Evolution 

The lower curve is taken from Figure 3.11, employing a terrestrial D/H for the 
cometary value. (Note the difference in scale.) The upper curve is the same run, 
using a cometary D /H value of 4.8 x 10-4 , the observed upper limit for Comet 
Halley (Eberhardt et al. 1987). 
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of Uranus and Neptune (Ip and Fernandez, 1987) this is still a conservative flux 

estimate. The effect of this time-dependent flux on the evolution of the D /H ratio 

is shown in figure 3.13. Several more modest time-dependent fluxes were also run. 

Also shown in figure 3.13 is a run where the baseline flux is depleted by a factor 

of 4, and the enhancement at t = -4 X 109 years is only a factor of 500, again 

decaying with a halflife of 150 million years. The integrated mass of this flux model 

is 3.3 X 1021 grams. 

When the effects of such time-dependent fluxes are included, then in nearly 

every case the current D/H ratio on Venus is equaled or exceeded by the model 

results. In these runs, the large final D /H values are due to a combination of early 

fractionating water loss and later steady state evolution. If the steady state were 

allowed to operate for long enough (several T) then the final D /H reached would 

be independent of this early history, but since T is on the order of the age of the 

solar system the resulting D /H ratios are quite enhanced after 4.5 billion years. The 

water abundance evolution for these time-dependent runs is shown in Figure 3.14. 

This scenario differs in one important respect from the previously published models 

of early fractionating water loss; here none of the water excess need be endogenous. 

The large early water abundances are simply the quasi-steady state abundances 

corresponding to the massive early cometary influxes. The peak water abundances, 

which are off scale in Figure 3.14, are approximately 27,000 ppm and 8,000 ppm for 

the two time-dependent fluxes described above, both well under 1 % of a terrestrial 

ocean. As the cometary flux declines exponentially to the present day value, the 

water abundance declines until the escape flux balances this lower influx. The final 

results are water abundances which are compatible with the observed abundance 

on Venus, and D /H ratios which are quite enhanced. 
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Figure 3.13. Venus D /H Evolution With Time-Dependent Comet Flux 

The three upper curves are runs with a flux enhancement of 103 at t = -4.0 X 109 

years, decaying with a halflife of 150 million years. The three lower curves are for 
a more modest enhancement which is described in the text. 
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Figure 3.14. Venus Water Evolution With Time-Dependent Comet Flux 

Water abundance evolution for the same runs shown in Fig. 3.13. The peak abun
dances, which are off scale, are discussed in the text. 
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Further implications of this model and conclusions to be drawn will be discussed 

in chapter five. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

IMPACT DUST AND CLIMATE ON PRIMORDIAL EARTH 

The large impact event which ended the Cretaceous geological period 65 million 

years ago apparently created an optically thick global dust cloud. This cloud lasted 

long enough to create a profound climatic disturbance which was probably a major 

contributor to the biological mass extinction episode which occurred, as well as can 

be determined, simultaneously. According to the flux equations discussed in chapter 

two, objects of the size inferred for the Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) impactor should 

strike the Earth with a frequency of approximately 1 every 108 years. It is not 

surprising that the time elapsed since the most recent occurrence of such an event 

is of the same order as this expectation frequency. It would be surprising if this 

event was much more recent. If this catastrophe had happened just a few years ago 

we would not be here to ponder it, since the mass extinction apparently cleared the 

way for the radiation of the mammals which became, in part, us. This realization 

is only one of the ways, still just beginning to be felt, in which research stimulated 

by the K-T impact hypothesis is creating a new understanding of the importance 

of large impact events in shaping the biological, climatic and geological history of 

the Earth. 

Severe impact-induced climatic perturbations, while dramatic and biologically 

important events, are at present extremely rare. Yet during the first several hundred 
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million years of this planet's existence the frequency of large impact events and their 

associated climatic perturbations was much greater than at present. As discussed 

in Chapter Two, evidence of this massive bombardment is preserved on the face of 

the lunar highlands and the heavily cratered ancient surfaces of Mars and Mercury. 

Models based on this cratering record and dynamical considerations discussed in 

chapter two suggest that the impact flux during this epoch was enhanced over the 

present-day flux by many orders of magnitude. Was the impacting flux ever so high 

that a global, optically thick, dust cloud was the background state rather than a 

brief perturbation? If so, what are the consequences of such a dust cloud for the 

early climate history of the Earth? Seeking answers for these questions is the goal 

of this chapter. In many respects this will prove to be a frustrating excercise, as it 

requires the estimation of many poorly known quantities. There are many aspects of 

early terrestrial evolution about which little is known and existing theories amount 

to educated guesswork. Yet, as is fitting for a first order solution to a new problem, 

it may prove worthwhile to "map out the territory" by making what seem to be the 

most reasonable assumptions, and assessing, under these assumed conditions, the 

importance of the proposed effects. 

Very little is known about the interaction of a large impactor and a planetary 

atmosphere. The best studied example of such an event is the Cretaceous-Tertiary 

impact event. Because of this the models contained herein will rely heavily on 

modelling which has recently been done in an attempt to understand the events 

which transpired at the end of the Cretaceous. Thus a logical starting place will be 

a brief review of the evidence for, and modelling of, the K-T event. 
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The Cretaceous- Tertiary Impact Event 

The mystery of what killed the dinosaurs 65 million years ago, along with 80 

% of the other species living, seems to have been solved by Alvarez et al. (1980) 

who first provided evidence for an impact induced extinction event. The idea that 

large impacts could cause mass extinctions had been proposed several times earlier 

however (Opik, 1958; Urey, 1973). The boundary between Cretaceous and Tertiary 

sediments is marked worldwide by a distinctive layer of clay approximately 1 cm 

thick. In an attempt to better characterize the deposition rate of this clay layer, 

Alvarez et al. analyzed the iridium content of a sample of boundary clay from 

Gubbio, Italy. Iridium is very rare in the Earth's crust, being a siderophile element 

which was mostly lost to the core during core formation. The constant rain of small 

micrometeorites provides a small amount of iridium in sediments which is widely 

used as an indicator of deposition rate. The result of this analysis was the discovery 

that the amount of iridium in the boundary clay layer was surprisingly high. This 

anomalous iridium abundance was soon found in boundary clay samples from many 

sites around the world. Alvarez et al. (1980) proposed that the iridium anomaly was 

due to impact of a 10 km asteroid which caused the mass extinction by decreased 

insolation due to a global ejecta cloud which suppressed photosynthesis, leading to 

food-chain collapse. The iridium anomaly was the first brick in what has become 

a wall of evidence which confirms the impact-extinction hypothesis, although there 

is less consensus on the actual extinction mechanism. 

Analyses of other rare siderophile elements such as Pt and Os in the boundary 

clay layer has shown that these elements mirror the Ir behavior in approximately 
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chcndritic ratios (Ganapathy, 1980). Glassy spherules, apparently formed by cool

ing of droplets of impact melt, have been found at the K-T boundary at many 

sites around the world (Alvarez, 1986). Even stronger evidence for an impact, and 

against a volcanic explanation for the K - T boundary, came in the form of shocked 

quartz grains (Bohor, et al., 1984). There are no known instances of volcanoes 

producing the necessary pressures to produce these shocked textures. Recently J. 

McHone has reported the presence of stishovite, a high-pressure shock polymorph 

of quartz in NMR spectra of K-T boundary material (Kerr, 1988). Stishovite has 

been found at many known recent terrestrial impact structures, and in no other 

geological settings. All of these impact signatures have been found at widely dis

tributed geographic locations and the Ir anomaly and glassy spherules are clearly 

distributed worldwide (Alvarez, 1986). Detailed stratigraphic analysis of the bound

ary layer has supported a close causal connection between the impact and the mass 

extinction event. The mass of the impactor has been inferred to be ~ 1018 grams, 

assuming chondritic abundances (Alvarez et al. 1982). If the K-T impactor was an 

icy cometary nucleus, the mass could have been as great as 1019 grams (Lewis et 

at. 1982). 

Although the simultaneous appearance in the stratigraphic record of abundant 

evidence for a large impact event and a mass extinction event implies with virtual 

certainty that the impact is the ultimate cause of the extinctions, there are sev

eral proposed extinction mechanisms and choosing which combination of them was 

responsible for the mass extinction is not an easy task. 

The original suggestion of Alvarez et al. (1980) that an impact generated dust 

cloud decreased surface insolation, thereby supressing photosynthesis and causing a 
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biological catastrophe was examined by Toon et al. (1982) and Pollack et al (1983). 

They modelled the evolution and radiative properties of an impact generated dust 

cloud and found that attenuation of sunlight would indeed be sufficient to seriously 

affect photosynthesis and cause a large temporary decrease in land surface temper

atures which would also severely stress the biosphere. This model will be described 

in more detail later in this chapter. Modeling of impact generated dust clouds led 

to a realization that the vast quantities of smoke and dust injected into the atmo

sphere by a nuclear war could have severe global climatic consequences (Turco et 

al. 1983). 

It has also been suggested that the impact could have produced a warming of 

the atmosphere by an enhanced greenhouse effect. This could be due to injection 

of large quantities of water into the atmosphere by an oceanic impact (Emiliani et 

al. 1981) or production of large quantities of C02 by impact into a carbonate rich 

surface (O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1988). Neither of these warming mechanisms would 

prevent the cooling that would occur while the dust cloud was optically thick, so it 

is possible that a cold pulse was followed by a warm period. 

Lewis et al. (1982) studied the chemical effects of shock heating of the atmo

sphere during the impact. They concluded that massive quantities of NOa: would 

be produced allowing rapid production of N02 and subsequent rainout of HN03 

which would acidify the surface layer of the ocean. They pointed out that this acid 

rain scenario could help to explain the selectivity of the marine extinctions in which 

near surface species with shells made of CaC03, which would be dissolved in the 

acidified surface layer, seem to have fared the worst. Since the large heat capacity 
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of the ocean makes oceanic temperatures less susceptible to brief temperature ex

cursions, and terrestrial species would be less vulnerable to extinction by acid rain, 

it seems natural to suppose that these mechanisms could be complementary. Al

though there is not consensus on the specific extinction mechanism, there is general 

agreement that an impact generated dust cloud existed. Indeed the iridium-rich 

boundary clay layer is thought to be largely the direct result of this cloud settling 

out around the globe. The existence of this cloud and its modelled properties will 

be a cornerstone of the models to be presented in this chapter, so I will now turn 

to a discussion of impact dust cloud modelling. 

Models of Impact-Generated Dust Clouds 

The physical evolution and radiative properties of impact generated dust clouds 

have been studied with several models (Toon et al., 1982; Pollack et al. 1983; Gerst! 

and Zardecki, 1982; Thompson, 1988; Covey, 1988; Thompson and Crutzen, 1988). 

Toon et al. used a one-dimensional microphysical aerosol model to track the evo

lution of size-distribution, altitude-distribution, total mass, and optical thickness 

of the cloud. They did not model the original emplacement of the cloud by a large 

impact, using a globally distributed stratospheric cloud as the starting condition 

of their baseline model. However, several studies have described how the extraor

dinary energy in such an impact event can loft massive quantities of dust into the 

stratosphere and distribute it globally (Jones and Kodis, 1982; O'Keefe and Ahrens, 

1982; Colgate and Petschek, 1986), and Toon et al. used the analogy of a Martian 

dust storm to describe how the thermal imbalance induced by a massive local cloud 

can cause rapid global spreading. Toon et al. represented the various physical 
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processes affecting the concentration C( v) of dust particles with volume v with a 

continuity equation: 

dC(v) d 1 (V 
dt = - d/ <Ps + <Pd) + 2. Jo J(C( v - v')C( v )dv' 

_ roo J(C(v)C(v')dv' _ C(v) 
Jo Tr 

(4.1) 

Here the rate of change of the concentration is determined by the sedimentation 

and eddy diffusion fluxes, <Ps and <Pd, the production of particles of volume v by 

coagulation of smaller particles and the destruction of particles of volume v by 

coagulation with particles of all sizes, both represented by the coagulation kernel, K, 

and rainout of particles with rate Tr-
1. Models employing this formalism have been 

successfully applied to stratospheric clouds of volcanic dust and micrometeorites, as 

well as to Martian global dust storms. Toon et al. used an initial size distribution 

similar to that found for volcanic dust. Windblown dust on Earth and Mars and 

volcanic dust are all found to have the same characteristic size of ~ 0.5 microns, 

believed to be due to the physical resistance of rock being broken into smaller 

fragments. O'Keefe and Ahrens (1986) derived a minimum size of 0.1 micron for 

impact generated dust by pointing out that for fragments of smaller size the energy 

required to create new surface area approaches the energy of melting of silicate 

rocks. 

Figure 4.1 shows the results of this model for four different values of initial 

dust loading. The baseline model used a dust loading of 1 g cm -2 which is the 

value derived for the mass of the K-T stratospheric cloud based on studies of the 
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Figure 4.1. Evolution of Dust Optical Depth Following a Large Impact 

This result from Toon et al. (1982) shows that the duration of large optical depths 
following a large impact is not sensitive to the initial dust loading over several orders 
of magnitude. 
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boundary clay. This dust loading leads to optical depths greater th~ 10 for ~ 107 

seconds (116 days). One interesting result, illustrated in figure 4.1, is that the 

duration of large optical depths is not very sensitive to the initial dust loading. 

This is because the lifetime of the cloud particles is determined by the combined 

forces of coagulation and sedimentation. Stokes' law fall velocities are proportional 

to radius. Submicron particles have stratospheric re::::.idence times of several years, 

but in the modelled clouds coagulation leads to the growth of larger particles which 

fall out much more rapidly. Heavier dust loadings create larger number densities 

allowing more rapid coagulation to particles greater than 2 microns in diameter, 

which then fallout on a timescale of weeks to months. 

Toon et al. concluded that because the cloud physics is dominated by sedimen

tation and coagulation, the duration of large optical depths is remarkably insensitive 

to most of the initial conditions and atmospheric parameters including particle den

sity, coagulation efficiency (wi thin a reasonable range), atmospheric mixing time, 

rainout rate, injection altitude, size distribution (as long as the initial distribution is 

mostly submicron) and initial dust loading. Studies of impact generated dust clouds 

employing global circulation models (GeM's) have confirmed the main findings of 

this one dimensional model (Thompson, 1988). 

Was the Early Earth Shrouded in Impact-Generated Dust? 

I will now return to one of the questions posed in the introduction to this 

chapter: Was the impacting flux ever so high that a global dust cloud was the 
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background state rather than a brief perturbation? The condition which must be 

satisfied for this to be the case can be defined as: 

(4.2) 

where Ti is the characteristic time between impacts large enough to raise a global 

dust cloud, and T d is the characteristic lifetime of an impact generated stratospheric 

dust cloud (Grinspoon and Sagan, 1987a,b). We may define Mm as the minimum 

mass impactor capable of raising a global dust cloud. How do we determine the 

value of Mm? It is not well known how to determine the amount of submicron debris 

injected into the stratosphere for a given size impact. However, several studies have 

concluded that the amount of dust lofted by large impacts should scale with energy 

of impact, which is found to be the case for nuclear explosio~ clouds (O'Keefe 

and Ahrens, 1982, 1986; SCOPE, 1986; NRC, 1985). Several studies of dust cloud 

evolution have made this assumption (Toon et al. 1982; Gerst! and Zardecki, 1982; 

Oberbeck et al. 1988) and, for the level of sophistication being attempted here, this 

will suffice. Toon et al. found that the duration of large optical depths is not very 

sensitive to the injected mass. As shown in figure 4.1, decreasing the dust mass 

loading by two orders of magnitude from the nominal value for the K-T event still 

yields optical depths greater than 10 for ~ 107 seconds. There is very little known 

about the velocity of the K-T impactor. If the conclusion of Melosh and Vickery 

(1988) that high velocity impactors leave no Ir signature is correct, then the K-T 

impact velocity must have been < 20 km/s. Typical impact velocities on the post

accretional Earth were probably in this range, for reasons discussed in chapter 2. 
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For a given impact velocity, energy, and therefore dust lofting, is proportional to 

the mass of the impactor. Thus it seems reasonable that an impactor with a mass 

1/100 the mass of the K-T impactor can raise an optically thick global dust cloud. 

Because of the many large uncertainties involved in this estimate, it is prudent 

to conclude that the smallest object that will cause a climatically significant global 

dust cloud has a mass 1/100 to 1/10 the mass of the K-T impactor or ~ 1016_1017 

grams. 

Employing the dimensionless flux parameter aCt), defined in chapter two as the 

mass influx at time t divided by the present day flux, we can derive the critical 

flux a c neccessary to maintain a steady-state global dust cloud according to the 

criterion given above in equation 4.2. This critical flux is: 

(4.3) 

where t(M) is the flux equation giving the characteristic time t between impacts of 

mass M at the present-day rate (a = 1). As discussed in chapter two, the mass 

distribution indices of the accretional and early post-accretional fluxes may have 

been significantly lower than that of the present day flux, and an extrapolation 

of the present size distribution into the past probably produces a lower limit to 

the flux of large bodies. The actual size distribution is very hard to estimate but 

in an effort to be somewhat closer to the truth, but still on firm ground, I will 

here assume that the mass distribution index is that given by Kyte and Wasson 

(1986) which is the among the lower published estimates of the current mass index. 

This size distribution is shown in figure 2.2. Kyte and Wasson present the flux 
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as a diameter distribution but, assuming spherical uniform-density objects and 

normalizing the flux in the manner described in chapter two we can derive a mass-

frequency distribution: 

t(M) = .!. x 3.14 X 102 MO.7 

a 
( 4.4) 

for the time, in seconds, between impacts of mass M (in grams) or greater. Em

ploying this flux function with a = 1, and using Mrn = 1016_1017 g and Td = 107 

s, we find a c ~ 106-107 . Thus in order to support a steady-state dust cloud an 

early flux must be enhanced by a factor of 106-107 over the present flux. The flux 

model for the early intense bombardment developed in chapter two, expressed in 

equation 2.23 and figure 2.9, reveal that these flux levels were exceeded for the first 

150 - 250 m.y. of Earth history. 

Abe and Matsui (1985), employing a grey-atmosphere radiative equilibrium 

model, have described an epoch near the end of the Earth's accretion when the 

surface heat-balance was dominated by impact heating and IR absorption by impact 

released volatiles. The results of their model have recently been confirmed in a 

more sophisticated study employing a non-grey radiative-convective model (ReM) 

by Zahnle et al. (1988). In this scenario the surface temperature rapidly declines 

and atmospheric water vapor condenses, forming oceans, when the impact energy 

flux falls below 100 W 1m2• The surface heat balance then becomes dominated by 

the solar energy flux, estimated at 960 W 1m2 for the ancient sun. Because the 

Earth, for the purposes of radiative balance calculations, can be considered a fast 

rotator, the proper solar flux to use for this comparison is 9~O = 240 W 1m2. A 
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flux of 100 W 1m2 equals the kinetic energy provided by a flux with Q ~ 2 X 108, 

substantially above Qc derived above, assuming an impact velocity of 15 km/s. Thus 

when accretional energy faded as the dominant energy source entering the Earth

atmosphere system, a steady-state optically thick dust cloud should have limited 

deposition of the bulk of the solar energy flux to the stratosphere. 

When the thickness of the cloud was such that essentially no sunlight reached 

the surface, then the lower atmosphere should have been isothermal at the planetary 

equilibrium temperature, Te which is determined by solar luminosity and planetary 

bond albedo. Surface temperature, Ts in this regime would equal Te. This common 

sense notion has been confirmed for the case of optically thick dust clouds in the 

model of Toon et al. (1982). When the impact flux decreased to below the level 

necessary to maintain a steady state cloud there would have been a period when the 

main absorbing layer for solar energy fluctuated stochastically between the surface 

and the stratosphere, causing fluctuations in surface temperatures. The optical 

properties of the dust in an optically thiclc global cloud would affect the planetary 

albedo, thereby affecting Te and Ts. Greenhouse gases would be ineffective if most 

sunlight is absorbed above these gases. 

These simple considerations suggest that impact-generated global dust clouds 

could be a major perturber of climate on the young Earth for several hundred million 

years. This conclusion merits a more detailed look at the time history of dust loading 

in the atmosphere and the climatic consequences of this dust. The development of 

this study will in a sense parallel the methodology used in chapter three to study 

cometary water on Venus. First I will develop a steady-state model of dust loading 

as a function of the impacting flux and then I will employ a stochastic model to 
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explore the time history of dust loading under the influence of a bombardment of 

discrete large bodies. Before describing these models I will digress with a review 

of models of the primordial terrestrial climate, in order to frame the perturbations 

being proposed herein within the present understanding of conditions during this 

epoch. 

The Faint Young Sun Paradox 

The solar "constant" is not in fact constant but has been increasing steadily 

during the main-sequence life of the sun. This is the result of hydrogen burning into 

helium which increases the mean atomic weight and density of the solar interior, 

resulting in higher temperatures and increasing luminosity. Gough (1981) estimated 

that the current solar flux is 25 to 30 percent greater than that of the young sun 

and represented this increase in luminosity as 

(4.5) 

where Lo is the present solar luminosity (1358 W /m-2) and to = 4.6 billion years, 

the present age of the sun. The equilibrium temperature of the Earth, Te , also re-

ferred to as the "effective radiating temperature" or the "radiation to space temper

ature" is determined by the balance of absorbed solar visible and near IR radiation 

and thermal mid IR radiated to space: 
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(4.6) 

or 

1 

_ (8(1- A») 4" 
Te -

40" 
(4.7) 

where R is the planetary radius, (j is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, 8 is the solar 

constant, and A is the planetary albedo (= 0.3 for the present Earth (Chamberlain 

and Hunten, 1987». The relevant albedo here and in the remainder of this chapter 

is the bond albedo, the percentage of the total incident solar radiation reflected 

back into space. In figure 4.2 I have plotted Te as a function of planetary albedo for 

three values of S, representing the modern and two past values of solar luminosity. 

The present-day value of Te for the Earth is 258 K. The difference between this and 

the modern Ts is caused by the "greenhouse effect" in which IR absorption of ther-

mal radiation from the surface due to vibration-rotation transitions of atmospheric 

constituents, primarily C02 and H20, leads to a warming of the lower atmosphere 

and surface by ~ 30 K. Kasting and Toon (1989) pointed out that the combination 

of equations 4.5 and 4.7 results in a very nearly linear increase of Te with time by 

about 20 degrees over geologic time, assuming a constant albedo. 

Sagan and Mullen (1972) first pointed out the implications of this temporal 

evolution of solar luminosity for climate evolution on the terrestrial planets. They 

showed that, all other things being equal, lower solar luminosity would have resulted 
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Figure 4.2. Planetary Equilibrium Temperature 

Equilibrium temperature, calculated from equation 4.7, is shown as a function of 
planetary albedo for the present-day value of the solar constant, S = 1360 W 1m2, 
and for S decreased by 20 % and 30 %. 
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III Ts below the freezing point of water for the first two billion years of Earth 

history. They pointed out that the presence of 3.8 billion year old sedimentary 

rocks, suggesting the existence of a hydrological cycle prior to 3.8 billion years 

ago, contradicts this inference, hence the "faint young sun paradox". Kasting and 

Toon (1989) point out that the apparent absence of glacial periods in the geologic 

record prior to 2.5 billion years ago suggests that surface temperatures in the first 

half of Earth's history were actually warmer than the present epoch, where glacial 

episodes are frequent. (Kasting and Toon also mention that isotopic evidence for a 

warm precambrian ocean and evidence for precambrian glaciations can be reconciled 

only if the Earth's surface temperature fluctuated wildly. This is an interesting 

conclusion in light of the topic of this chapter.) Sagan and Mullen proposed that 

changes in atmospheric composition could have compensated for the increasing solar 

constant. They proposed NH3 as an early atmospheric constituent which would 

produce a strong greenhouse effect, allowing surface temperatures above the freezing 

point of water even with the reduced solar luminosity. They showed that NH3 is 

such a strong IR absorber that a mixing ratio of 10 ppm in a 1 bar atmosphere would 

be sufficient to produce moderate surface temperatures during this time period. 

Kuhn and Atreya (1979) and Kasting (1982) showed that the photochemical 

lifetime of NH3 is extremely short, casting doubt on whether this substance could 

persist on the early Earth to support the needed greenhouse. Several studies have 

suggested that C02 concentrations of a few tenths of a bar up to 20 bars could have 

existed in the past and would have provided a sufficient greenhouse effect (Owen 

et al. 1979; Kasting et al1984; Kasting and Ackerman, 1986). The Earth has the 

equivalent of 60 bars of C02, mostly tied up in carbonate rocks today. A large 

portion of this C02 may have been released on impact as the Earth was forming. 
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Holland (1984) estimated that the early atmosphere could have contained 20 bars 

of C02. Kasting and Ackerman (1986), using a RCM described by Kasting et al. 

(1984), calculated surface temperatures for very high C02 levels. Figure 4.2 shows 

the results of their model, giving surface temperature and planetary albedo as a 

function of C02 pressure. C02 pressures of 10 to 20 bars are found to give surface 

temperatures of 358 to 383 K and planetary albedo approaching 004. The high 

albedo is due to Rayleigh scattering by C02. 

One attractive feature of the C02 greenhouse solution to the faint young sun 

paradox is that it may be self-regulating. As described by Walker et al. (1981), 

temperature sensitive negative feedback mechanisms may adjust the level of C02, 

keeping the temperature in the range appropriate for liquid water to exist on the 

surface. The basic idea is as follows. C02 is removed from the atmosphere by 

weathering of silicate rocks and formation of carbonates. The rates of the weath

ering reactions are temperature dependent, and of greater importance, the activity 

of the hydrological cycle and rate of precipitation are strong functions of tempera

ture. C02 is returned to the atmosphere by carbonate metamorphism in subducted 

sediments and volcanic outgassing, and also perhaps by impact devolatilization of 

sediments, processes which are presumably relatively immune to surface temper

ature variations. These assumptions - temperature insensitive reconstitution of 

C02, temperature dependent removal of C02, and greenhouse warming by C02 -

suggest the existence of a planetary thermostat. Lower temperatures lead to slower 

weathering, allowing buildup of C02, causing temperatures to rise again. High tem

peratures lead to rapid weathering and consequent cooling. In this way the Earth's 

C02 could adjust itself to changes in solar luminosity, gradually decreasing as the 

sun warmed up and weathered the Earth. 
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Figure 4.3. Temperature and Albedo for an Early Earth CO2 Green
house 

This figure from Kasting and Ackerman (1986), shows the results of their RCM 
calculation of climate on an early Earth where IR absorption by large amounts of 
CO2 and H20 more than compensates for the faint young sun. 
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Proponents of the "Gaia Hypothesis" have suggested that the biosphere as a 

whole acts as a cybernetic system, regulating many global properties such as surface 

temperature and oxidation state through a subtle and complex web of negative 

feedbacks (Margulis and Lovelock, 1974). Obviously, the earliest climate of the 

Earth, prior to the emergence of a diverse biosphere, could not have been regulated 

by biospheric feedbacks, but the control of surface temperature for the last 3.5 

billion years may be due to a combination of biological and geochemical feedbacks. 

An early atmosphere containing large amounts of C02, causing a strong green

house effect, followed by a gradual decrease of P C02 as the sun walks up its main 

sequence evolution, is a currently popular model which resolves the faint young sun 

paradox. However, it should be kept in mind that there is as yet no direct evidence 

of this early C02 atmosphere, and the fact that extremely small amounts of some 

very efficient absorber such as NH3 could also do the job, if a mechanism for its 

maintenance against photochemical destruction existed, requires an open mind on 

the subject of the composition of the early atmosphere. One possible problem with 

an early atmosphere rich in C02 is that the classical picture of chemical evolution 

in an early ocean leading to the origin of life (as outlined, for example by Oparin 

(1938» requires a reducing atmosphere in which the primary carbon compound 

would be CH4. However, attachment to such a scheme is not really a strong argu

ment against a more oxidizing early atmosphere, and already there have appeared 

in the literature several imaginative ideas which can reconcile the theory of prebiotic 

chemical evolution with an early C02 atmosphere. These include chemical evolution 

at the locally reducing and energetic environment of sea-floor vents (Corliss, 1986), 
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and formation of complex oligomers in coalescing organic grains from cometary im-

pacts under the influence of UV radiation in the upper atmosphere (Oberbeck et 

al. 1988). 

Having outlined current models of the early climate of the Earth, I will now 

return to the subject of impact generated dust clouds and their affect on the climate 

during this epoch. 

Steady-State and Stochastic Dust Cloud Models 

If we ignore, for the time being, stochastic variability, then it is possible to 

derive an expression for D, the mass of stratospheric dust in grams, as a function 

of aCt), the dimensionless measure of the magnitude of the impacting flux. If Pea) 

is the production function of new stratospheric dust in g s-1, and we assume that 

the dust decays exponentially with decay time Td, then we can write 

which has the solution 

dD D 
-=P(a)--
dt Td 

Dss = Td (P(a) ± ce-~) . 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

As t -+ 00, Dss -+ P(a)T. For a stochastic impact flux of some magnitude, defined 

by a, there will be a steady-state dust loading, D ss , maintained by impactors small 
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enough to have characteristic impacts with a frequency greater than Til. Thus 

Dss(a) represents a minimum below which the dust loading will generally not fall 

for a given a. Superimposed on this minimum steady-state dust loading will be 

spikes of greater mass-loading caused by impacts of large objects with characteristic 

frequency greater than Ti l , or t( m) > T d. 

How is P, the production function of stratospheric dust related to a? Several 

studies have concluded that dust loading scales with energy of impact. This is 

observed to be the case for nuclear explosions. Thus, I will assume that for a given 

large impact, the dust loading is proportional to the mass of the impactor. I will 

attempt to derive this proportionality using the results of observations of nuclear 

dust clouds, and then use the derived mass and dust loading of the K-T impactor as 

an independent check on the efficiency of dust lofting. The amount of dust carried 

into the stabilized clouds resulting from nuclear surface bursts is found to be 1-

5 X 1011 grams per megaton of yield (Glasstone and Dolan, 1977; SCOPE, 1986; 

NRC,1985). One megaton = 4.2 X 1022 ergs. Estimates of the mass fraction of this 

dust which is less than one micron in diameter range from 3 to 20 per cent (NRC, 

1985). We can define a dust lofting efficiency f as the mass of submicron dust 

lofted into the stratosphere divided by the mass of the impacting object. Assuming 

an impact velocity of 15 km s-l, a dust-lofting of 3 x 1011 grams per megaton, 

and a submicron fraction of 10 per cent gives f = 0.8. Gerstl and Zardecki (1982) 

concluded that a large impact of mass M grams could raise 1 - 100 M grams of 

dust into the stratosphere. Assuming a submicron fraction of 10 per cent, the above 

estimate of f falls within this range. If the K-T impactor had a velocity of 20 km 

s-l and a mass of 1018 grams, and raised a global cloud with an initial mass loading 

of submicron dust of 1 g cm -2, then the implied dust lofting is ~ 1011 grams per 
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megaton (submicron) and f ~ 5. This falls within the range estimated by Gerstl 

and Zardecki, and slightly above the range estimated above based on the nuclear 

explosion analogy. An assumed value of f ~ 1 seems reasonable. 

I will assume that all impacts large enough to inject dust into the stratosphere 

contribute to a globally averaged cloud. This is of course a very crude simplification, 

but a necessary one for this one-dimensional treatment. Although it has been 

suggested that very large impacts would create dynamical instabilities leading to 

their own self-spreading (Toon et al. 1982), such may not be the case for the more 

frequent small stratospheric clouds. The very high impact fluxes during the epoch 

being modelled here can help to justify this assumption, however. For example, 

when a = 107 , impacts with an energy of 1 megaton occur at a rate greater than 

once every 10 minutes. The high rate of such impacts would insure geographical 

distribution on a timescale less than rd. The height of stabilization of nuclear 

explosion clouds is proportional to yO.2 where Y is the explosive yield. Explosions 

with a yield greater than 300 kilotons can inject dust into the stratosphere (NRC, 

1985). Thus I will assume that impacts with this energy or greater contribute to the 

stratospheric cloud. The derived steady-state mass loading will prove to be very 

insensitive to the exact value chosen for this cutoff. Neglecting the tropospheric dust 

injection due to the constant rain of smaller impactors could lead to a substantial 

underestimate of the total dust loading, but will help to insure that the dust loading 

estimates are on the conservative side, and further justify the assumption of regional 

homogeneity. (a = 107 means more than two "Hiroshimas" [~ 15 kilotons] per 

minute!) 

Given these considerations, we can represent P( a) as 
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l
Mr 

pea) = fa N(M)MdM 
M. 

(4.10) 

where N(M) is the reciprocal of T(M) from equation 4.4, giving the frequency in 

s-l of impact of mass M, Ms is the low mass cutoff for dust injection into the 

stratosphere, and Mr is the mass of bodies with impact frequency equal to Til, 

being the largest objects that will contribute to the steady state background dust 

loading. Solving 4.10 for pea) and substituting in 4.9 with the derived values of f 

and Ms yields 

(4.11) 

Thus assuming a dust residence time (Tn) of 107 s, a of 108 , 107, and 106 yield Dss 

of 1. 7x 1018 , 6.4x1016 , and 2.39x 1015 grams respectively, or column densities of 0.3, 

0.012, and 0.0005 g cm-2• Toon et al. (1982) report optical depths of l' = 6 X 103 

and 60 for column densities of impact dust of 1.0 and 0.01 gm cm -2, suggesting 

a "specific extinction" of 0.6 m2 g-l. Scaling this to the column densities derived 

here yields optical depths of 1.8 x 103 , 72, and 3. This confirms the conclusion, 

derived above from simpler considerations, that the optically-thick steady-state 

regime persists until a = 106-107 . 

In order to explore further the time-variability of dust loading, I performed 

stochastic simulations of dust injection and settling for several values of a. This is 

a very simple model, incorporating the numerous assumptions discussed above; a 
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power-law distribution of impactors conforming to equation 4.4, dust-lofting pro

portional to impact mass with f = 1, uniform global distribution of dust, and an 

exponential fallout time of Td = 107 s. Results of these simulations are shown in 

figures 4.4 through 4.10. As can be seen in figures 4.4 through 4.6, the steady

state minimum dust loadings produced in these simulations conform quite closely 

to the values of Dss derived above. Superimposed on this fairly steady minimum 

dust loading is a spectrum of spikes corresponding to the mass spectrum of large 

impactors. For a = 107 , these spikes should have little effect on Ts because, as will 

be discussed in more detail below, for optical depths » 10, surface temperature is 

insensitive to changes in the optical depth. However, when a has declined to 106, 

the optical depths are in the range where the difference between the steady-state 

loading and the spikes of heavier loading could cause surface temperature fluctua

tions. It is clear that by the time a = 105 (~ 4.2 billion years ago), the steady-state 

dust loading will be optically thin, but pulses of optical thickness equal to the Dss 

value for a = 6 will occur about once every three years. The frequency of impact

induced climate disturbances will decline in proportion to a, as modelled in chapter 

two, after this time. 
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Figure 4.4 Stochastic Dust Model (a = 107) 

The results of five runs of a stochastic simulation of dust loading in the primordial 
terrestrial atmosphere. In this simulation a = 107 and Td = 107 s. 
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Figure 4.5 Stochastic Dust Model (a = 106) 

The results of five runs of a stochastic simulation of dust loading with a = 106, 
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It seems clear that impact-generated dust clouds were major perturbers of the 

early climate of the Earth, first as a steady-state background cloud, and later as 

a stochastic spectrum of climate disturbances gradually decreasing in frequency. I 

will now discuss in more detail the climatic impact of optically thick clouds. 

Dust Optical Properties and Consequences for Climate 

A fully rigorous treatment of this problem would require 1) a microphysical 

model of altitude and size-distribution of a steady state dust cloud under the in

fluence of sedimentation, coagulation and stochastic recharge by a power law spec

trum of impacts. 2) A Mie-scattering calculation of the optical properties of such 

a cloud at different wavelengths for a range of possible cloud compositions, and 3) 

a radiative-convective calculation of the atmospheric thermal structure and surface 

temperature under various dust loadings. Such a treatment is beyond the scope of 

the present study. In a sense, the purpose of this chapter is to convince anyone 

who is listening that such a detailed treatment of this problem is merited by the 

results of the first-order treatment undertaken here. In keeping with my stated 

goal to "map out the territory" of impact-induced perturbations to the primordial 

climate, I will make many simplifying assumptions which will result in a model 

which can perhaps be regarded as illustrative or semi-quantitative. If it can be can 

shown, with a more detailed treatment of the kind outlined above, that any of the 

conclusions reached herein are incorrect, then by inspiring such an effort I will have 

accomplished my primary purpose. 

As discussed above, the optical depths reported by Toon et al. (1982) for 

different dust mass-loadings in the simulated K-T impact generated cloud can be 
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converted to a "specific extinction" of 0.6 m2 g-l which can then be used to derive 

an extinction optical depth for a given column density of dust. This number was 

derived from Toon et al. 's report of initial optical depth, before the size-distribution 

in the cloud had a chance to "mature" through sedimentation and coagulation. This 

might be the case most analogous to a steady-state cloud which is constantly being 

resupplied with fresh impact dust. This approach of defining a specific extinction 

and scaling to different dust loadings has also been used in the literature on "nuclear 

winter" dust clouds. The specific extinctions found from observations of nuclear 

dust clouds are somewhat larger, typically ~ 3 m2 g-l with absorption estimated 

to account for 1 - 3 % of the extinction, the rest being due to scattering (SCOPE, 

1986). Bartky (1968) examined the size-distributions and optical properties of 

atmospheric clouds of dust and soot. The specific extinctions which can be derived 

from this work are 0.57 m2 g-l for silicate dust and 6.37 m 2 g-l for soot. The 

very high value for soot is caused by the large visible absorption cross section of 

elemental carbon. This dust specific extinction agrees quite well with that taken 

from Toon et al. for "fresh" impact dust. I will use this value to derive visible 

optical depths for the steady-state cloud. Obviously this approach obscures many 

of the subtleties of wavelength dependent scattering and absorption of particles of 

different size-distributions, but using the results of these previous studies, which 

did employ Mie scattering codes, should provide results in the right range. Sagan 

and Pollack (1967) derived an approximate formula for the "effective optical depth" 

Tell' that accounts for the combined effects of scattering and absorption: 

Tef! = 1.7(Ta + 0.15T8 ) (4.12) 
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where Ta and Ts are the absorption and scattering optical depths respectively. The 

specific extinction for a given dust loading Dss is equal to TDell. 
88 

Employing these specific extinctions, the dust loadings derived from the sim

ulations shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 can be converted to visible optical depths. 

Histograms showing the per cent of time spent at various optical depths for these 

simulations are shown in figures 4.7 through 4.9. 

Toon et al. (1982) employed a non-grey radiative convective model to examine 

the thermal perturbation caused by the K-T impactor. Ackerman et al. (1985) 

showed that the use of a much simpler grey-atmosphere radiative equilibrium model 

can reproduce the surface temperature perturbations of an optically thick cloud with 

reasonable accuracy. I will use a radiative equilibrium model to explore, to first 

order, the implications of an impact-generated dust cloud for surface temperatures 

on the early Earth. I will examine the consequences of optically thick dust clouds 

for an early atmosphere similar to the present day atmosphere of the Earth, and 

also for a possible early atmosphere with a massive C02 greenhouse of the kind 

modelled by Kasting and Ackerman (1986), described above. Before getting into 

the details of this model I will briefly discuss the implications of dust composition, 

and in particular the possibility of an organic component in the dust and possible 

consequent effects on planetary albedo and equilibrium temperature. 

The models of global dust clouds which have been described in the literature 

have been for clouds of pure silicate dust, which is highly scattering and very weakly 

absorbing. The standard model run by Toon et al. using high Si02 silicates showed 

a slight increase in planetary albedo due to backscatter from the optically thick 

dust clouds. A variant of this using slightly more absorbing dust containing clay 
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Figure 4.7. Dust Cloud Optical Depths (a = 107 ), Silicate Dust 

(a) Cumulative and (b) incremental histograms of optical depths for the stochastic 
dust injection model. The dust loadings are taken from the same runs shown in 
figure 4.4, with a = 107 . The specific extinction is the value from Bartky (1968) 
for silicate dust. 
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of soot from Bartky (1968). A real dust cloud would have extinction properties 
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minerals and a small amounts of Fe2+ and Fe3+ caused a very slight decrease in 

planetary albedo (See, for example figure 9 in Toon et al. (1982), or Patterson 

(1981». However it has been reported that optically thick clouds of smoke or soot 

can cause a substantial decrease in planetary albedo to 10 or 15 % from the current 

value of 30% (Turco et al. 1983; Cess, 1985). It has been found that admixtures 

of just a few percent of highly absorbing material can drastically reduce the albedo 

of a reflecting surface due to multiple scattering (Chylek et al. 1983). In this 

context it is interesting to consider whether there may have been any sources of 

highly absorbing organic particulates on the early Earth. Even a minor absorbing 

component could affect the albedo of the optically thick dust cloud and thus affect 

the equilibrium temperature of the planet as shown in figure 4.2. 

In fact many sources of organic material have been proposed for the Earth 

. during this epoch. (One could argue simply from the fact that life evolved and had 

to have something to eat that organics must have been prevalent.) These include 

production of organic compounds by impact shock or lightning discharge in the 

primitive atmosphere (Bar-Nun et al. 1971; Hochstim, 1971; Stribling and Miller, 

1987), survival of low velocity cometary or carbonaceous chondri tic material (Clark, 

1988; Oro, 1961), and shock release of organic molecules by impact fracturing of 

rock (Muhkin, 1987; Freund et al., 1987). Oberbeck et al. (1988) discussed several 

sources of organic aerosols in the primitive atmosphere. They pointed out that the 

interplanetary dust falling into the atmosphere at present is largely composed of 

organic grains. This dust is believed to be cometary in origin and the very large early 

comet fluxes which have been proposed (see chapter 2) would imply a proportional 

increase in cometary dust. Oberbeck et al. concluded that a much larger source 

of organics would be produced from recondensing vapor clouds from the impact 
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of organic rich comets. In their model these organic compounds coalesce in the 

upper atmosphere with other grains and, during this coalescence and exposure to 

UV radiation monomers are concentrated and oligomers are formed. The particles 

coagulate and settle to the lower atmosphere where rain scavaging allows further 

acqueous organic chemistry to take place. Oberbeck et al. suggested that prebiotic 

organic evolution may be an inevitable consequence of a flux of impacting comets 

during the post-accretional phases of terrestrial planet evolution. 

I will not attempt a quantitative assessment of all of these diverse mechanisms 

which have been proposed to create organic compounds on the early Earth. It 

seems reasonable to propose that organics were quite likely to be at least a minor 

component of the steady state dust cloud and the consequences of this should be 

evaluated. Ackerman and Toon (1981) modelled absorption of visible radiation in 

atmospheres containing mixtures of absorbing and scattering particles. They found 

that a 1 % mixure of soot or iron oxides with silicate dust yielded an effective single 

scattering albedo roo = 0.85 and a 10 % mixture yields roo = 0.65. Van de Hulst 

(1980) derived an approximation formula for the albedo of an optically thick cloud 

with single scattering albedo roo and asymmetry parameter g: 

A _ ((1 -0.139s)(I- s)) 
approx - (1 + 1.1708) (4.12) 

where 

8 = ( (1 - roo) ) t 
(1 - roOg) 

(4.13) 
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U sing this formula with an asymmetry parameter of 0.7, reasonable for submicron 

particles, gives a planetary albedo of A = 9 % for tvo = 0.65 and A = 21 % for 

'roo = 0.85. This suggests that an admixture of 1 to 10 % of carbonaceous material 

in optically-thick impact-generated clouds could lower the planetary albedo to 10-

20 %, thus raising the planetary equilibrium temperature according to equation 4.7 

and figure 4.2, and perhaps compensating to some extent for the surface cooling 

expected from the deprivation of solar radiation at the surface. The possibility 

of these very low planetary albedos is particularly interesting in contrast to the 

fairly high albedo of ~ 40 % derived by Kasting and Ackerman (1986) for an early 

Earth with a massive C02 atmosphere. The perturbation of this atmosphere by 

a low albedo cloud would substantially raise the equilibrium temperature while 

simultaneously cutting off the substantial warming of the C02 greenhouse. 

A Grey-Atmosphere Radiative Equilibrium Climate Model 

The Earth's climate can be very crudely modelled as a black surface covered 

with a single layer of gas which is transparent to solar visible radiation and absorbs 

uniformly in the infrared. This assumption, that the infrared absorption coefficient 

is independent of wavelength is the grey atmosphere approximation. Following Ack

erman et al. (1985) we can write the equations of energy balance which determine 

the sUliace temperature Ts and atmospheric temperature Ta for this simple system 

as: 

(1 - A)S E T4 _ T4 
4 + gU a - U s (4.14) 
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(4.15) 

where Eg is the grey IR emmisivity R:I 0.8 for the current Earth atmosphere. The 

factor of 2 in (4.15) results from the surface emission over 271" steradians balancing 

the atmospheric emission over 471" steradians. Ackerman et al. then introduce an 

aerosol with visible absorption optical depth Tv and IR absorption optical depth 

TIR. If the total IR emissivity of the atmosphere Et is defined as 

(4.16) 

then the equations of radiative equilibrium are: 

e-TV (1 - A)S E T4 T4 
4 + gU a = U s ( 4.17) 

(1 - e-Tv )(l - A) E T4 2E T4 
4 + t U 8 = t U a· ( 4.18) 

If it is assumed that the IR absorption cross section of the aerosols can be 

represented as a simple fraction of the visible absorption cross section then the ratio 

of the optical depths may be expressed as TI R = rTv. With this expression 4.17 and 

4.18 can be solved for the surface temperature Ts and atmospheric temperature Ta 
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as a function of visible optical depth of the aerosol layer Tv, for a given value of r. 

For sub-micron atmospheric aerosols a representative value of r is 0.1 (Turco et at. 

1983; SCOPE, 1986; Ramaswamy and Kiehl, 1985; Ackerman et at. 1985). 

In order to better simulate an atmosphere with vertical structure, Ackerman et 

at. then extended this treatment to an atmosphere with three layers, adjusting the 

emissivities to be analogous to lower stratosphere, upper troposphere, and lower 

troposphere. They examined the influence of cloud optical thickness for a range of 

values of r. 

The appropriate equations for a three layer model with dust in layer two are: 

e-Tv (l- A)A 4 4 
4 + EI uTI + (1 - EI)EwT2 

+ (1 - EI)(l- Et)E3uTj = uTi (4.19) 

(4.20) 

(1 - e-Tv )(1 - A)S 4 
4 + Et(l- EI)uTs + EtEWTI 

+ EtE3uTj = 2EtuTi (4.21) 
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where EI, E2, E3, TI, T2, and T3 are the emissivities and temperatures of layers 1, 

2, and 3, where 3 is the top layer, and Et is the total IR emissivity of the dust-laden 

layer two, defined as 

(4.23) 

I constructed a model which iteratively solved these equations for Ts , TI, T2 

and T3. After checking my results for consistency with those of Ackerman it et a1., 

I extended this treatment to a six-layer model. The rationale for this was a wish to 

explore the effects of optically-thick dust clouds on a high C02, strong greenhouse 

atmosphere of the kind proposed for the early Earth by Kasting and Ackerman 

(1986). A greenhouse of this magnitude cannot be simulated with a three layer 

model. This is because the maximum temperature difference between two adjacent 

layers which can be achieved with this type of radiative equilibrium model is a factor 
1 1 

of 24". (Note that the solution of equations 4.14 and 4.15 give Ts = 24"Ta.) A six 

layer model was found to be adequate. The equations for this model are exactly 

analogous to equations 4.19 through 4.23, with terms added to each equation for 

radiation recieved from each of the new layers, and with three additional equations 

to describe the radiative balance of the three new layers. The emissivities were 

chosen to represent three tropospheric layers and three stratospheric layers with 

the dust injected into the middle stratospheric layer. 

Figure 4.10 gives the results of the six layer model for a simulation of the current 

Earth atmosphere with a wide range of dust loadings. The results conform well to 
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those of the three layer simulation of Ackerman et al., showing a large cooling of 

the surface as Tv increases, and a warming of the dust layer as absorption of solar 

radiation is transferred from the surface to the stratosphere. There is a temperature 

minimum at Tv ~ 4 where the dust layer is optically thick in the visible but still 

thin in the IR. At this point and at all higher optical depths the lower atmosphere 

is isothermal at Ts with a large inversion at the bottom of the dust layer. As 

Tv increases beyond this point the surface temperature rises as the dust becomes 

optically thick in the IR, inducing a "dust greenhouse". Finally, when the dust 

is quite optically thick in the IR as well as in the visible, the temperature of the 

surface and the lower atmosphere become fixed at Te , the equilibrium temperature, 

and are unchanged by further increases in optical thickness. 

Figure 4.11 shows surface temperatures vs. optical depth for several values 

of planetary albedo, with the lower values of albedo corresponding to a cloud of 

silicates mixed with 10 % absorbing organic grains. Here the emissivities in the 

model have been adjusted to give surface temperatures similar to those derived by 

Kasting and Ackerman (1986) for a 10 bar C02 greenhouse. The low albedo results 

are only meaningful for optical thickness greater than ~ 3, as the low planetary 

albedos are only achieved when the dust cloud is optically thiclc 

Figure 4.12 shows the influence of solar luminosity on surface temperatures for 

the standard Earth model. 

In order to examine whether the kinetic energy of the impacting flux on the 

early earth could cause a significant thermal perturbation during the time when 

an optically-thick dust cloud persists, I added a term to the model to represent 

this heat source. In models of impact generated atmospheres, the atmospheric heat 
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Temperature of the surface (squares) and five atmospheric layers as a function of 
dust visible optical depth. The temperature of th.e dust layer is marked with x's. 
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Figure 4.11. Effect of Planetary Albedo on Surface T 

Surface temperature as a function of dust visible optical depth is shown for the 
radiative equilibrium model with four values of planetary albedo. The atmospheric 
emissivities are adjusted to simulate a massive CO2 greenhouse. 
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Three curves of surface temperature with optical depth from the radiative equilib
rium model. Lowering the solar constant by 30 percent decreases surface tempera
tures by ~ 20 K. Lowering the planetary albedo from 0.3 to 0.15 causes a warming 
of about 10 degrees. 
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contribution from the kinetic energy of an impacting flux is usually represented as 

(1 - b) x !mv2 , where b is the fraction of the kinetic energy which is buried at 

depth by large impactors. I simply put all of the kinetic energy of impact into the 

atmosphere as an added term to the heat radiated from the surface. This represents 

an upper limit of sorts, but in a time averaged model, most of the buried heat comes 

out eventually as surface heat flow, so this assumption may not be too inaccurate. 

The current average heat flow of the Earth is about .05 W m -2, in contrast to 

the solar flux which is equivalent to 340 W m-2• Assuming an impact velocity of 15 

km/s, a of 106, 107, and 108 give kinetic energy fluxes equivalent to 0.55, 5.5, and 

55 W m-2. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the effects of adding a heat flux equivalent 

to the kinetic energy flux for a = 107 and 108 for the standard Earth and high C02 

greenhouse cases. The results show that for a :5 107 the surface warming due to 

this heat source does not amount to more than a few degrees, but for a = 108 , a 

surface warming of tens of degrees can be caused by this heat flux, with a larger 

warming occuring for the case of the C02 atmosphere with high IR emissivity. 

The lower atmosphere thermal structure induced by this additional surface 

heat source is illustrated in figure 4.15 for the high C02 case. This warming by 

blanketing of accretional energy is similar to that which has been proposed for an 

impact-generated steam atmosphere during the Earth's accretion (Zahnle et at. 

1988) except that here the impact flux required to maintain the blanketing layer 

of dust is much lower than that required to maintain a thermally blanketing steam 

atmosphere. 

This result suggests that blanketing of accretional energy due to impact dust 

can prolong the hot early phase modelled by Zahnle et ai. However, it appears that 
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a cloud of dust thick enough to prevent a lower atmosphere solar energy greenhouse 

(a = 107-108 ) will be maintained longer than the duration of flux levels great 

enough to provide a significant surface warming from impact energy. This situation 

could be rectified if enough accretional energy was delayed due to burial, or the 

heat flow from a cooling magma ocean or core formation resulted in a heat flow 

of ~ 50 Wm-2 throughout the period of thiclc dust shrouding. The surface heat 

flow during this phase of the Earth's evolution has not been adequately modelled 

and this would be beyond the scope of the present study. J. Melosh and B. Tonks 

(personal communication) have recently been modelling a crystallizing terrestrial 

magma ocean and have found heat flows of ~ 100 W m-2. However the timescale 

for this process is poorly constrained. 

Ackerman et al. found that as long as the temperature of the dust layer was 

not convectively coupled to the surface then the surface temperatures given by a 

radiative equilibrium model are insensitive to the altitude of the dust layer and are 

a fairly good approximation to those given by a more sophisticated radiative con

vective model. In particular, isothermal or strongly inverted temperature structures 

produced in the optically thick regimes should be very stable against convection, 

further legitimizing the radiative equilibrium assumption in these cases. 

T. Ackerman (personal communication) has pointed out that in the case of the 

high C02 atmosphere the grey-atmosphere approximation may be closer to the 

truth than for the standard atmosphere case because H20 continuum absorption 

at these high pressures tends to fill in the atmospheric IR windows, although the 

reason for this high continuum absorption is not understood. 
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4.13. Effect of Impact Energy on Surface Temperature 

Surface temperature as a function of optical depth for the standard Earth radiative 
equilibrium model with impact energies corresponding to Q = 1, 107 , and lOB. 
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4.14. Effect of Impact Energy on Surface Temperature 

Surface temperature as a function of optical depth for the high C02 greenhouse 
model with impact energies corresponding to a = 1, 107, and 108• 
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4.15. Thermal Structure of Dust-Shrouded Atmosphere with Surface 
Heat Source 

Temperature of the surface and five atmospheric layers as a function of optical depth 
with a surface heat source corresponding to a = 108 . 
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The results of this simple model cannot be taken as a rigorous calculation of 

the surface temperatures on the early Earth, but should be seen as a schematic 

indicator of the relative magnitude of the various effects considered. These results 

will be summarized and discussed further in the next and final chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter will consist of a summary of the major conclusions reached in this 

dissertation and a discussion of the prospects for future work in these areas. 

Chapter Two consists partly of a survey of current knowledge of the recent fluxes 

of impacting bodies in the Solar System, and partly of some original modelling of 

the time history of the early intense bombardment which pummelled the terrestrial 

planets during the first 700 million years of their existence. One of the major (un

original) conclusions of this section was that the uncertainties in our knowledge of 

these quantities is very large, at least a factor of several and perhaps, ?-t the large 

end of the mass spectrum, an order of magnitude. The recently increased aware

ness of the importance of large impact events in many facets of planetary evolution 

has provided incentive to increase efforts to narrow these uncertainties. There are 

several ways in which this may be accomplished. One important source of new 

information which will aid in this effort is the identification and accurate dating of 

undiscovered terrestrial impact structures, and other less direct impact signatures 

such as microtektite horizons and impact-induced geochemical anomalies. Recent 

discoveries along all of these lines make it quite clear that the terrestrial impact 

record, though obscured by the forces of weathering and tectonics, is far from be

ing fully deciphered and still has a lot to tell us. However a much more complete 
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record of the recent and ancient circumterrestrial impact fluxes lies preseryed in 

Earth orbit. A serious scientific return to the Moon with a prolonged expedition 

capable of analyzing samples from a wide range of sites holds the promise of greatly 

reducing the uncertainties in the impact flux. If a significant fraction of craters on 

the lunar maria were accurately dated then we would not only have a much better 

idea of the overall average cratering flux, but a good measure of the time variability 

in this flux which could test claims of periodicity or reveal the magnitude and du

ration of episodic comet showers. Detailed in situ analysis of pristine lunar impact 

craters may reveal chemical signatures of the impacting bodies, allowing us to more 

accurately distinguish cometary from asteroidal impactors. At the very least sam

pling and analysis of lunar craters should greatly improve our general knowledge 

of impact cratering, helping to calibrate scaling relations such as equation 2.9. A 

more certain knowledge of the exponents and calibration constants of these scaling 

relations, along with a greater knowledge of late-stage crater modification phenom

ena such as collapse will greatly reduce the error bars in representations of the 

impacting flux such figure 2.2. If large impacts are indeed truly important shapers 

of terrestrial geology, biology, and climate, then a decrease in the uncertainty in the 

expectation frequencies of these events to well under an order of magnitude seems 

to be a vital scientific goal worthy of the support of a broad sector of the scientific 

community. It is a nice thought, though perhaps overly optimistic, that once the 

news about the importance of large impacts is really out, there will be a coalition of 

paleontologists, evolutionary biologists and geologists joining the planetary science 

community in lobbying for new spacecraft missions. 

FUture missions to Mars will also help greatly to constrain the chronology of 

planetary evolution in general and the impacting flux in particular. While large scale 
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expeditions to the Moon do not seem likely in the near future, both the U.S.S.R. 

and the United States are currently considering Martian rovers and sample return 

missions. The greater integration area of cratered Martian plains, compared to the 

lunar maria, means that Poisson statistical errors in crater counts are much reduced, 

although the more complex erosional history and surface-atmosphere interactions 

on Mars must be contended with. Radiometric dating of Martian samples from a 

few well chosen sites would be an extremely valuable contribution to our knowl

edge of the chronology and heliocentric variability of the impacting flux. Missions 

to comets and asteroids, both at least being studied by the space-faring nations, 

would also be of extreme importance to this effort. A more complete knowledge of 

the compositions, material strengths and densities of the impacting objects would 

greatly help the effort to make sense of the impacting record. 

Aside from hoping that the United States will once again decide that planetary 

exploration is a national priority and that the Soviets will succeed with their ambi

tious plans and will share their data with us, there is still much that can be done by 

Earthbound scientists to improve our knowledge of the i~pacting flux. These efforts 

include a continuing telescopic search for Earth-crossing asteroids - increasing the 

completeness of discovery of these objects, a refinement of the terrestrial impact 

record (as discussed above), and further dynamical modelling to understand better 

the interelations between these disparate data sets. 

In the second half of Chapter Two I have addressed the problem of quantifying 

the magnitude and time-dependence of the early intense bombardment. I found that 

an exponentially declining flux of accretional remnants, with a steadily increasing 

half-life due to dynamical evolution of the accreting swarm, was consistent with 
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accretional theory and with the lunar highlands cratering record. I modelled the 

flux as a sum of exponentials with a range of half-lifes and found that a sum of a 

small number of exponentials produced a smooth function consistent with all of the 

observational and theoretical constraints. I examined an alternative model - that 

the highlands cratering flux was dominated by a brief "lunar cataclysm" at 3.8 to 

4.0 billion years ago - and found it lacking in both observational and dynamical 

justification. I produced a probability distribution of highlands rock ages, using a 

simplified model of impact age resetting, in order to illustrate the peak in ages to be 

expected from an exponentially declining flux. This observed age cluster has been 

incorrectly used to infer a contemporaneous peak in the flux of impacting bodies. 

Although at present there are large uncertainties in our knowledge of just how 

many bodies of a given size and composition can be expected to have impacted 

surfaces in the inner solar system in recent or ancient epochs, it has proven possible 

to put reasonable bounds on these quantities. I have attempted to model some 

of the consequences of this barrage for evolving atmospheres, using this range of 

possible impacting fluxes as an input variable in the models. In so doing we find that 

this modelling produces some conclusions which are true across this whole range 

of uncertainty, and some questions which have answers which depend sensitively 

on the exact nature of the flux within this range and which will therefore require 

a more definitive refinement of these quantities before we can answer them with 

certainty. 

In general, volatile accretion by comet impact is thought to be a process which 

may have been important on the terrestrial planets only in their very early histories, 

confined to at most the first 700 million years of solar system history. However, 
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the extreme dryness of Venus and the extremely hydrogen-rich nature of comets 

(reflecting the composition of the universe at large) conspire to create at least one 

location where continued cometary infall seems to be a key component determining 

the atmospheric composition. Chapter Three is an exploration of the influence of 
. 

cometary infall on the water abundance and D /H values on Venus. This study has 

resulted in conclusions which are of use in characterizing the present day behavior 

of water on Venus as well as understanding its long-term evolution. 

A consideration of the current lifetime of water on Venus and the model results 

lead me to conclude that the water abundance on Venus is likely to be in a quasi

steady-state, mediated by episodic large comet impacts. The water now observed 

on Venus is quite possibly more than 99 per cent of cometary origin. Any remnant 

of an early Earthlike ocean on Venus is obscured by a history of random impacts. 

There is at present an uncertainty of an order of magnitude in the total water 

abundance on Venus. Modelling of altitude dependent reactions of water with C02 

and S03 to make H2C03 and H2S04 seems to be a promising way of explaining 

the mysterious gradient observed in the IR water bands. Laboratory studies of IR 

spectra of these gases in the appropriate wavelength region will be an important test 

of this hypothesis. This work will be pursued and seems to be a promising means 

for making sense of the lower atmosphere water observations. This uncertainty in 

the current water abundance, and the likelihood of stochastic fluctuations make it 

difficult at present to assign a secure number to the time-averaged water abundance 

on Venus. Unfortunately this quantity appears as a key term in the equations 

for D /H evolution in the steady-state model. Over the range of possible water 

abundances the time constant for achieving the steady-state D /H value ranges 

from less than the age of the Solar System to many times this age. Thus the 
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conclusions regarding the history of water on Venus which can be made at present 

from the quasi-steady-state model must be predicated upon this uncertainty. If 

the water abundance is ~ 20 ppm, then known processes provide an explanation 

of the observed water abundance and D /H on Venus. The observed deuterium to 

hydrogen ratio may not be evidence of a "primordial" water excess on Venus. There 

may be no need to postulate an unknown source of early water, and no evidence 

that there was one. Outgassing may have contributed u.s well, but no endogenous 

source of water is necessary to explain the observations. If the time-averaged water 

abundance is 200 ppm, then some degree of ancient water excess may be required, 

assuming the assumptions which have been made regarding "original" D /H ratio 

are not too far off. 

If an early water excess is responsible in part for the current D/H, it is likely 

to have been the steady state water abundance for an enhanced cometary flux, so 

this conclusion would not shed too much light on the amount of mixing of volatile 

materials in the inner solar nebula during planet formation. This ratio is coupled in 

a complex relationship to the average cometary D /H, the time-integrated cometary 

flux and any time dependence in the flux, and the actual mass and D /H of any 

large comets which may have impacted on Venus in the last several hundred million 

years. 

In a similar fashion, the current water abundance on Venus may depend crit

ically on the recent comet impact history of the planet as well as on the average 

flux and outgassing history. This stochastic variability, as illustrated in figures 3.8 

through 3.14, must add an unavoidable level of uncertainty to any deterministic 

interpretations of these observations, requiring instead a probabilistic description 
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of the time history of these phenomena. This uncertainty is probably an unavoid

able consequence of the fact that the timescales of our lives and the life of our 

scientific culture is so incredibly small compared to the timescale of the phenomena 

of interest, which may have left no trace of their specific history, just a legacy of 

time-averaged quantities. We may just have to live with it. It is however, conceiv

able that there is preserved on Venus a sedimentary record of these events. If there 

is weathering, aeolian transport and sedimentation, or even extensive sequences of 

layered volcanics (both of which are compatible with our present knowledge, or 

lack thereof, of surface processes on Venus) it is possible that the impact-induced 

vicissitudes of water abundance on Venus may have left their signature, through 

surface-atmosphere chemical interactions, in the strata. The hellish surface condi

tions on Venus would make design of a mission to test for this possibility a challenge 

for some future technology. 

It is possible that these stochastic variations in water abundance will be damped 

by surface-atmosphere buffering reactions of the kind described by Nozette and 

Lewis (1982). Characterization of the timescale for this buffering is difficult as it 

depends on such poorly known parameters as diffusion rates through the surface 

material, particle sizes and the rates of many heterogeneous reactions which have 

not been well studied. If there is not significant damping, these oscillations in water 

abundance may have important implications for the climate history of the planet: 

water is an important IR absorber which helps to maintain the strong greenhouse. 

When a consideration of the likely time-dependence of the comet flux is in

cluded in the model, then the problem of explaining the current D/H ratio becomes 

one of explaining why it is so low compared to model results. This could allow 
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constraints to be placed on the magnitude of any past increase in the cometary 

flux. However, the attempt to define such constraints will be hampered by the 

difficulty in determining how the fractionation factor varies with escape flux. The 

fractionation factor is likely to be higher than at present for enhanced escape fluxes 

(Krasnopolsky, 1985; Kasting et al.,1984). This would lower the final D/H for the 

time-dependent case, possibly reconciling the enhanced values shown in figure 3.13 

with the obser'led values. As discussed in Chapter Two, Chyba (1987) and others 

have concluded that the Earth's oceans could have been fully supplied by cometary 

water in an enhanced early flux. Under such a scenario Venus should have received 

similar amounts of water, yet the low D/H may be problematical. A continuous 

outgassing of juvenile water, as proposed by Kumar et al.,1983 and Kasting and 

Pollack (1983), could help to lower the D/H. As can be seen by examining equa

tions 3.10 and 3.12, this would have the effect oflowering the time constant for the 

steady state D IH value to be reached. In this case the steady state value would 

be that given in equation 3.11 with a being a weighted average of the outgassed 

and cometary D IH values. Another possible explanation is that Venus has recently 

(within 108 years) suffered a large comet impact which lowered the D/H ratio to 

the observed value. It has been claimed that "stepwise extinctions", clusters of mi

crotektite horizons, and other evidence may represent a history of repeated comet 

showers in the Earth's history, the most recent and best "documented" of which 

occurred 33 million years ago (Hut et al. 1987). If this event, or the terminal Cre

taceous extinction event on Earth was caused by a comet shower (rather than by a 

single large impact) then the water abundance and D/H ratio on Venus should bear 

the signature of this same catastrophe. If these comet deluges do occur, they would 

bombard the whole inner solar system. This suggests at least the possibility of an 
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interplanetary stratigraphic record of events that could be used to find common 

time markers in the sedimentary records of Earth, Mars and possibly Venus. 

Chapter Four is a study of the effect on early climate evolution of impact

generated dust clouds maintained by the early intense bombardment. This has led 

to some general conclusions which can be made with a large degree of confidence, 

and some more specific conclusions which must be advanced more tentatively, with 

caveats and recommendations for future work. Impact-induced dust clouds seem to 

be a first-order perturber of the primordial climate of the Earth. This conclusion, 

while vague, is in itself highly nontrivial, as there is a large literature on the subject 

of the early climate which has not included the effects of impact dust. A more 

specific conclusion is that an optically-thick impact generated dust cloud existed 

for the first 150-250 million years of Earth history. This conclusion is only weakly 

dependent on the specifics of the model of the time-dependence of the early intense 

bombardment, as the brief formation interval of the Earth constrains the impact 

flux levels during this epoch to be quite high. It is more strongly dependent on 

assumptions about the efficiency of dust lofting and the timescale for settling being 

at least approximately correct. If further study of the K-T boundary layer does not 

change current estimates of impactor mass and the existence and extent of the K-T 

dust cloud, then it would seem that the assumptions made about dust lofting in 

Chapter Four are on the conservative side. One major question which was ignored 

in Chapter Four is the possibility of an ocean-covered Earth. There has been some 

suggestion in the literature that the early Earth may have been an ocean-covered 

planet. It is difficult to tell if this would have a major effect on the magnitude 

and duration of the dust shrouding. In a mass flux dominated by large impactors, 

the bulk of the mass, and dust-lofting energy, would be provided by bodies large 
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compared to the depth of the ocean, and therefore the amount of surface ejecta 

lofted to great heights would probably not be affected greatly. An ocean could act 

as a filter against continuous dust lofting by smaller impacts which would "see" 

the ocean and have their ejecta dispersal affected by it to a much greater extent. 

On an ocean-covered planet large quantities of water would undoubtedly be lofted 

along with the dust. Present dust models assume that rain-scavenging is confined 

to the troposphere, but if impact lofting injected large quantities of water into the 

upper atmosphere then scavenging by water could compete with coagulation and 

sedimentation in the stratosphere and reduce dust residence times. The radiative 

perturbations caused by a steady-state upper atmosphere water cloud should also 

be included in future models. 

While the exact extent of and duration of continuous dust- lofting on the early 

Earth is subject to these remaining questions, it seems clear that there was an epoch 

during which the impacting flux was so high that the conclusion of a steady-state 

cloud is robust to these uncertainties. When solar energy took over from accre

tional energy as the dominant energy source to the Earth- atmosphere system, the 

existence of such a cloud restricted deposition of solar visible radiation to the strato

sphere, the surface remaining dark. The epoch of continuous dust-shrouding was 

followed by an epoch of stochastically intermittent dust-shrouding with major cli

mate disturbances becoming increasingly rare, after :::::J 3 billion years ago subsiding 

to their present rate of one every 107 - 108 years. 

A globally averaged six-layer, grey atmosphere radiative equilibrium model was 

used to explore the first-order consequences of an optically thick dust cloud for the 

early climate of the Earth. As expected the sUlface temperature under heavy dust 
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loadings is insensitive to the IR emissivity of the atmosphere, depending mainly on 

planetary albedo and solar emissivity. In this regime surface temperature Ts equals 

the radiation to space, or equilibrium, temperature Te and the lower atmosphere 

is isothermal. Thus greenhouse gasses cannot assure a warm Earth during this 

epoch. Does this compound the "faint young sun paradox"? The shutting off of 

any early solar greenhouse could make difficult the maintenance of a warm surface 

able to sustain liquid water. However it should be said that the direct evidence for 

warm temperatures only goes back to 3.8 billion years ago, and the steady state 

dust shrouding seems to only extend to 4.2 billion years ago at the latest. Still, the 

case of a frozen-over Earth has been modelled and found to be stable due to ice

albedo feedback (Lindzen and Farrell, 1977) so there is still the question of whether 

the Earth could have ever thawed if the surface was maintained at equilibrium 

temperature for long periods. This may not be a paradox, but it is a puzzle. 

Lower albedos caused by an admixture of a small percentage of organic materials 

in the dust cloud can substantially raise equilibrium temperatures helping, to some 

extent, to maintain a warm surface. The model results show that a low albedo cloud 

could compensate for up to 20 K of impact induced cooling. Yet a glance at figure 

4.2 will reveal that low albedos alone could not raise equilibrium temperature, 

and therefore surface temperature, above the freezing point of water for a solar 

luminosity decreased by 20 or 30 per cent. When the impact flux is high enough so 

impact energy itself is a significant heat source, then the shrouding of the planet by 

dust raised by these same impactors acts as an insulator, holding in the accretional 

heat. The model results indicate that this heat source could significantly affect 

surface temperatures for at least the first 100 million years after the time of the 

peak accretionary flux, warming the surface by tens of degrees. It seems as though 
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there may be a phase during which an impact-derived heat source beneath the dust 

shroud can keep the surface above the melting point of water, particularly with 

the help of a low albedo cloud increasing the input of solar energy to the system. 

However these preliminary results suggest that the effectiveness of this heat source 

does not last as long as the optically thiclc dust cloud. There is still a period of 

50 to 150 million years when the model results suggest surface temperatures below 

freezing, regardless of the composition of the atmosphere. 

The treatment of the impact heat source in the model was particularly crude, 

and in future treatments it would be valuable to pay more attention to the details 

of energy deposition to the surface and atmosphere. The delayed release of buried 

heat would be particularly intesting to model, as this could provide a mechanism 

for prolonging this warming to times of lower impact flux. Alternatively, the heat 

flux from a cooling mantle, derived from a recently crystalized magma ocean could 

potentially affect the climate during this epoch. The recent models of magma 

oceans resulting from thermal blanketing by an impact induced atmosphere during 

accretion (Abe and Matsui, 1985; Zanhle et al. 1988) should be extended to include 

the somewhat later phase when this magma ocean is cooling and solidifying, and 

the atmospheric opacity is dominated by impact-generated dust. 

Future work on this problem will include more sophisticated modelling of the 

properties of a steady-state dust cloud, and its climatic effects. The radiative ef

fects of a dust cloud are highly dependent on the size distribution of the scattering 

and absorbing particles. Rather than simply extending the results of Toon et al. 

(1982) to the steady-state condition, as I have done, a microphysical model of dust 
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evolution will be applied to the case where a cloud which is losing particles by sedi

mentation and coagulation is simultaneously recieving stochastic injections of small 

particles from fresh impacts. Also, the possible existence of a global ocean during 

this time period and its effects on dust injection and removal processes will be in

cluded. In the current investigation I have used a simple grey atmosphere radiative 

equilibrium model to approximate the radiative effects of dust clouds of various op

tical thicknesses in several candidate atmospheres. The results of this model have 

been quite valuable in providing illustrative indications of the importance of the 

many variables which can effect climate during this epoch. This will be extended 

to a more sophisticated climate model which will allow specific quantitative con

clusions to be made with greater certainty. This work will use a modification of a 

non-grey one-dimensional radiative-convective model developed by I<asting et al 

(1984). This model will be modified to examine the thermal structure and surface 

temperature of candidate atmospheres with a range of dust loadings. Variables will 

include dust mass loading, vertical distribution, and size distribution and refrac

tive indices of dust particles. The kinetic energy released at the surface by the 

impactors, the heat flow from a cooling mantle, and the influence of the sun's main 

sequence evolution on the solar "constant" will be included. 

In the treatment of this problem I have thus far concentrated on early terres

trial evolution and ignored the other terrestrial planets. It seems inevitable that if 

impact-generated dust clouds were major climate perturbers on early Earth then 

they should have also been important in determining the early climates of Venus 

and Mars. It was felt that the many crude approximations and uncertainties that 

were necessary to contend with in the present first order treatment would have been 

compounded by an attempt to quantitatively model this epoch on these planets. 
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There is even less known about the surface conditions on early Venus and Mars 

than there is known about early Earth. However, the more sophisticated treatment 

outlined above will be extended to these planets as well in order to examine these 

phenomena in the context of comparative planetology. This will require including 

the dependence on heliocentric radius of impact flux and velocities, and solar irradi

ance. If it turns out that the presence of an ocean can seriously affect the extent or 

duration of dust shrouding, for reasons discussed above, then the question of early 

oceans on Venus and Mars may have unexplored climatic implications. 

During the period of time being discussed here prebiotic chemical evolution was 

occuring on primitive earth, leading up to the origin of self-replicating cells. As 

discussed by Sagan and Mullen (1972), evidence of sophisticated colonial photosyn

thetic organisms at 3.5 billion years ago suggests a long period of evolution prior 

to this, although assigning a likely time period for this process is next to impossi

ble. It is interesting to speculate on the influence that the steady-state and later 

stochastic dust shrouding may have had on these events. Obviously photosynthesis 

could not evolve when no sunlight was reaching the surface. When severe impact 

dust-induced darkenings were still common occurrences, then this might still have 

been an adaptation of questionable value. If severe surface temperature oscillations 

resulted from intermittent dust shroudings this may have been traumatic for early 

proto-organisms. It is conceivable that a decline in the impact flux to a level where 

a reasonably stable surface environment was possible was a necessary precondition 

for the origin of life. Life, however it is defined, may have arisen several times only 

to be destroyed by an impact-induced environmental trauma. Perhaps only when 

the time between impacts was great enough to allow the development of a biosphere 

sufficiently diverse to survive the next large impact did life persist. Alternatively, 
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life could have arisen at the environment of sea-floor vents which would be relatively 

immune to surface temperature oscillations (Corliss, 1986). 

By creating generalized models applicable to all terrestrial planets, future work 

along the lines outlined above will further increase our understanding of the ori

gins of atmospheres, early climate histories, and the uniqueness of environmental 

conditions necessary for the origin of life. 
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